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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 PURPOSE 
The National Equestrian Facilities Strategy has been developed in 
response to constraints being experienced by the equestrian community. 
These constraints include difficulty accessing suitable land and facilities, 
competing demands and pressures on existing sites, urban spawl, 
demands on volunteer and participant time and discretionary dollar, the 
funding climate and facility condition issues. These factors have formed 
the impetus for considering a more collaborative, inclusive, and 
pragmatic approach to facilities planning and management, with need 
for prioritised direction. 

A primary focus for Equestrian Sports New Zealand (ESNZ) and New 
Zealand Pony Club Association (NZPCA) is to make equestrian activities 
more accessible by reducing barriers to participation. Key to the success 
of this initiative is having the right facilities in the right locations and 
providing participants and equine with quality experiences. 

1.2 SCOPE 
The strategy’s scope includes: 

• Collating an extensive inventory of equestrian facilities used nationally. 

• Understanding and considering the wider context and potential 
impacts on equestrian facilities and subsequent delivery (i.e. 
environmental challenges and demographic shifts). 

• Understanding if changes in demand and participation require a 
change in the shape, number and mix of facilities in the current 
network. 

• Establishing a hierarchy of equestrian sites which considers the 
different disciplines and facility types. 

• Setting of a prioritised recommendations for effective 
implementation. 

 

For clarity, the strategy focuses on: 

a. ‘Base’ Equestrian Sites: these are the core equestrian facilities 
typically used for more structured and organised equestrian 
activities – and generally associated with hire or lease 
arrangements for access. These include pony club grounds, A&P 
Showgrounds, Racecourses, Equestrian Parks, and other 
dedicated equestrian activity sites (including private facilities). 

Primary focus is placed on ESNZ disciplines (jumping and 
showhunter, dressage, eventing, endurance, and Competitive 
Trail Riding/CTR, Para-Equestrian) and pony clubs. While 
consideration and reference are given to other equestrian activity 
where relevant and information is available. 

b. Public Open Spaces: these are generally sites which attract more 
casual/recreational use and are open to the wider equestrian 
community. Typical sites are bridle trails, beaches, forests, parks, 
and the roadside. Due to the vast nature of these spaces 
nationally, high-level insights will be provided only to complement 
base equestrian sites. 

Note: the wider racing industry is out of scope, however, its current and 
prospective role in supporting equestrian activity was considered. 
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1.3 METHODOLOGY 
The development of the National Equestrian Facilities Strategy has used 
a range of primary and secondary data sources and analysis. These 
include: 

PRIMARY DATA INSIGHTS AND ANALYSIS 
• 34 site visits across the country, 

• 229 club/group and facility operator survey responses. This was further 
supplemented with interviews during site visits, 

• 3,329 National Equestrian ‘Have Your Say’ survey responses, 

• National Project Steering Group engagement, 

• ESNZ and NZPCA staff engagement, 

• Stakeholder engagement (Councils and funders). 

SECONDARY DATA INSIGHTS AND ANALYSIS 
• Membership, participation and grazing data and analysis, 

• Catchment analysis, 

• Demographic analysis, 

• Review of strategic documents of key stakeholders, 

• Weather analysis, 

• Economic impact and funding research, review, and analysis, 

• Event schedule analysis, 

• Full national equestrian facility inventory. 

 

 

 

 

 

The dataset, analysis and insights were used to inform the development 
of the strategy. The strategy has been set out to provide the ‘Overview and 
The Way Forward’ at the start, which is underpinned by the remaining 
sections of the report. The strategy is set out as follows: 

• Part A: Overview and The Way Forward 

• Part B: Background Context 

• Part C: Equestrian Setting 

• Part D: Equestrian Facility Network Approach 

• Part E: Regional Insights 

A glossary of terms is provided in the Appendix to assist with any 
unknown terminology. 
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PART A: OVERVIEW & THE WAY FORWARD    
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2.0 SUMMARY FINDINGS 

2.1 KEY CHALLENGES 
Equestrian activity and the wider equestrian community are experiencing a range of challenges which are or may impact current and prospective facility 
provision. While some are inherently common across the sport and active recreation sector, many are unique to the equestrian community. These are 
shown diagrammatically below and further summarised in the following section.

FIGURE 2.1 – KEY CHALLENGES FACING THE EQUESTRIAN FACILITY NETWORK 
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SOCIAL LICENSE TO OPERATE 
The Social License to Operate (SLO) is the concept of ongoing local 
community and public approval or acceptance of certain activities. As has 
been evident from overseas and in recent New Zealand examples, a loss 
of a SLO can impact on an activity (in the form of either not permitting or 
altering the activity) via changes in public perception and/or a loss of 
political support. 

It is vital that equestrian activity retains a strong social license. It should 
also be used as the catalyst for driving facility responses to support equine 
welfare. Taking a focused and proactive facility response approach to 
addressing welfare outcomes is essential. 

Some other equestrian facility network challenges identified which 
should be considered within the context of the SOL include: 

• Aging network of equestrian facility assets, 

• Facility condition issues are evident which require significant 
investment across the country, 

• Type and level of provision of yards for certain equestrian activities, 

• Legislation impacts (i.e. health and safety) and focus on environmental 
outcomes to improve water quality, 

• Strong reliance on volunteers and the wider community to undertake 
developments, maintain facilities, source funding, and oversee activity 
operations. This is in a backdrop of a changing landscape with 
reducing volunteerism and increasing compliance, 

• The above points are further pronounced for eventing and 
Endurance/CTR events which typically rely on access to private sites. 
Anecdotally, some event organisers have expressed concerns with 
compliance (i.e. health and safety, traffic management plans) and have 
removed their sites from being considered to host future events. 

OTHER KEY CHALLENGES 

• Some equestrian membership decline is evident across the country. 
Changing future demographic patterns could further impact some 
delivery (i.e. aging population impacting pony club activity). 

• Key stakeholders have limited understanding of equestrian activity 
which is compounded by equestrian groups working in isolation. 

• Limited data collection and working in isolation restricts the ability to 
clearly demonstrate the equestrian investment value proposition.  

• Equestrian representation or input is often overlooked when exploring 
public space and trail opportunities.  

• Land pressures which are evidenced by: 

a. Reducing farmland across the country (13% decline with variability 
across the country – see Part E – Regional Insights). 

b. High land demand to meet other local community needs i.e. 
housing, health and other sport and recreation needs. This is 
placing pressure to repurpose land used for equestrian activity - 
leading to tenure concerns. 

c. Closure of racecourses which are used by equestrian groups 
(formally and informally). 

d. Potential private landowner land sales could impact tenure. There 
is a current reliance on private landowners as they own 28% of 
primary equestrian sites. 

e. Less lifestyle blocks for owning and grazing horses/ponies. 

• Financial-related challenges include: 

a. Difficulties sourcing grant funding for privately owned land and 
facilities. Funder reluctance centres around the risk associated 
with length of tenure for equestrian activity and who benefits 
from the investment and/or a potential land sale. 

b. Strong perception that equestrian activity is elitist and for the 
wealthy. For many equestrians this is not reality as they have more 
moderate income brackets. 

c. Cost of living crisis – equestrian, equine and facility operator-
related costs. These costs include fuel, feed, attire and gear, vet 
and other support, venue hire (with facility costs typically pushed 
back down to equestrians), transport costs, labour, materials, and 
contractors. 

d. Some equestrians seek alternate private venue hire as sites used 
for club/group activity are deemed unsuitable – adding more cost. 
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2.2 KEY OPPORTUNITIES 
There is a wide array of opportunities that exist which will help guide the development and implementation of the National Equestrian Facilities Strategy. 
These are shown diagrammatically in Figure 2.2. Opportunities primarily centre around collaboration, connection, and partnerships within the equestrian 
community and across the wider sector. These are further outlined in ‘The Way Forward’ in the following sections. 

FIGURE 2.2 – KEY OPPORTUNITIES FOR THE EQUESTRIAN FACILITY NETWORK 
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3.0 THE WAY FORWARD 

3.1 THE CONTEXT 
Equestrian activity continues to play a key role in the fabric of our society, 
stretching beyond sport and active recreation and for many it is a ‘way of 
life’. The very nature of equestrian activity is unique, providing notable 
contribution to local, regional, and national economies through the 
supply chain. 

As outlined in Section 2.0, there are a myriad of challenges and 
opportunities being experienced across the equestrian community, 
which impacts and shapes how we need to respond in the future. 

Equestrian activity occupies substantial land areas to accommodate the 
necessary activity spaces and support infrastructure. Land tenure is being 
increasingly questioned in many parts of the country (particularly where 
the land supports a small number of users and other land pressures are 
emerging i.e. housing and sports fields). This often results in the 
displacement of equestrian sites. It can also lead to offering similar 
experiences within a geographic area, competition for funds and 
volunteer resource, aging and poorly maintained facilities. 

The equestrian community is operating in the context of a constrained 
funding landscape, increasing concerns regarding security of tenure and 
a stretched volunteer base. With reliance largely on volunteers to 
undertake maintenance and drive capital projects. A pragmatic approach 
is required within the current landscape to deliver and invest in quality 
prioritised equestrian outcomes. Key general approaches include: 

1. Utilising our existing sites and facilities (including privately owned). 
There is no need or demand to warrant the establishment of additional 
‘base equestrian sites’. Quality and suitable access are larger issues 
impacting the network (which in some instances may require possible 
replacement). 

2. Establish more partnerships (across equine activity/sites and the 
wider community) to optimise use and meet current and future needs. 
This includes working alongside the racing industry as racecourses 
grapple with their own future and seek to increase use. As there is a 

direct parallel between some infrastructure needs, these options 
should be fully explored across all equine parties (rather than 
operating in isolation). 

This approach should also include working in partnership to provide 
increased access to public spaces (i.e. trails). 

3. Explore consolidation of sites to reduce volunteer burden, increase 
site use (where practicable), secure long-term tenure and maintain 
assets. This will involve reinvesting into fewer, high quality and multi-
use sites – and allocating events to sites which have the requisite 
specifications (alignment between event and facility tiers). 

4. Prioritise planning and investment into equestrian sites which play a 
critical role in the overall network and deliver the widest-reaching 
equestrian outcomes (i.e. high use, domiciled clubs/groups, large 
participation base and event/show delivery). 

Diverting investment, resource, volunteers, and materials away from 
identified priority projects will be detrimental to the overall network 
and impact participation outcomes.  
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3.2 EQUESTRIAN FACILITY FRAMEWORK 
Key components of the Equestrian Facility Framework are outlined in 
Figure 3.1 and detailed in Part D: Equestrian Facility Network Approach. 

An optimal equestrian facility network (and associated specifications) sets 
out the future direction for equestrian facilities. It is designed to guide the 
identification of geographic and functional gaps across our network and 
to support improving the overall equestrian experience and equine 
welfare. Importantly, the optimal network will help focus where future 
development and investment is best directed to drive equestrian 
outcomes. A 5-Tier Equestrian Facility Network has been devised to best 
service equestrians across the country: 

• Tier 1 – International 
• Tier 2 – National 
• Tier 3 – Regional 
• Tier 4 – District 
• Tier 5 – Local 
It should be noted the proposed network is an ‘optimal state’ and will 
take an extended period of time to develop. It is acknowledged many sites 
do not currently meet the guideline specifications. The specifications 
should be used to guide how we can move towards providing the best 
equestrian facility experiences – in line with identified priorities. We 
need to take a view of looking beyond the now and start establishing the 
path for the next 25-years. 

The establishment and continued support of Regional and District 
Equestrian Parks and other multi-use equestrian facilities are the 
preferred delivery models. Meeting wider network objectives and the 
optimal facility network approaches will also be important. Key success 
factors of this approach can include: 
• Maximising the use of sites, 
• Enhancing sustainability, 
• Pool volunteers and workforces, 
• Reinvesting into infrastructure, 
• Increasing the value proposition to stakeholders and landowners for 

potential investment, 
• Improving security of tenure. 

FIGURE 3.1 – EQUESTRIAN FACILITY FRAMEWORK 
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3.3 EQUESTRIAN SECTOR PRIORITIES 
Various asset and non-asset focus areas need to be addressed to advance 
development of an optimal Equestrian Facility Network.  These national-
level focus areas will form the foundation to support the delivery of 
equestrian outcomes for years to come. 

FOCUS AREA 1 - LEADERSHIP 

a. Equestrian Facility Advisory Group - Oversight is required to support 
the implementation of the National Equestrian Facilities Strategy. It is 
recommended that a multi-disciplinary Equestrian Facility Advisory 
Group (with independent stakeholder representation) is formed to 
oversee the advancement of priority projects, alignment, resource 
allocation and to provide advocacy. 

A key role will be to not endorse facility developments which do not 
align with the National Equestrian Facility Strategy. Thus avoiding 
diverting funding away from a high priority project or negatively 
impacting the wider network. 

Once the Advisory Group’s terms of reference are established, 
consideration may be given to seeking funding to support a part-time 
position or a contract role to drive outcomes. 

The Advisory Group should be tasked with reviewing priority projects 
annually, alongside reviewing new or progressed projects as they arise 
(through the Assessment Framework and Criteria outlined in 
Appendix A). It is important that the form and function of equestrian 
sites within the wider network are assessed at a local and regional 
level. 

b. Engagement - Socialise and promote the strategy with other national 
equestrian organisations, Councils, landowners, and funders. 

c. Events/Shows - Explore establishing facility criteria for event/show 
hosting (across different levels and in line with Provision Guidelines – 
Section 10.2) to facilitate quality experiences and meet equine welfare 
standards. Wider considerations should also include sustainability and 
viability impacts of allocating events/shows to sites which are near one 
another. Spreading events and having sites competing against each 
other for hosting higher tier events can cause long-term financial and 
facility condition impacts. 

FOCUS AREA 2 - COLLABORATION 

a. National - Continuing to engage and partner with other national 
equine groups. This should include exploring a possible strategic 
partnership with NZ Riding for the Disabled, Racing and the Royal 
Agricultural Society New Zealand. Gaining collective buy-in and 
direction will set the tone for more regional and local collaboration. In 
doing so, it will provide a larger participation base, offer a more 
compelling case and value proposition to stakeholders (including 
funders), and be viewed as being coordinated (across the equestrian 
and wider equine community). 

As various locations around the country have sites with aging facilities 
that are also within proximity to one another (often with different 
landowners and/or equestrian activities), national direction is required. 
In some cases, this may mean needing to take a wider view of all 
equestrian activity (i.e. sustainable operations and viability of 
developments) rather than a narrow focus. The current funding and 
volunteer landscape dictates we must think and respond differently. 

b. Regional - Continue supporting regions which are demonstrating a 
strong desire to collaborate in the best interests of equestrian activity. 
This has been particularly evident in Taranaki, and at a more sub-
regional level in Bay of Plenty.  

Where possible, it is strongly encouraged that regions start exploring 
opportunities to work together more. This could manifest in various 
forms depending on what is most appropriate in each area (different 
needs). Blueprints and learnings from other regions should also be 
shared to demonstrate the benefits of collaboration. 

c. Wider Sector – Form greater connections with trail advocacy network 
groups to increase influence and leverage. 

d. Research - Support research into environmental practices and equine 
welfare, with direct insights, tools, and resource for supporting facility 
operators on how they can best respond to these challenges (with 
consideration given to Social Licence to Operate issues). This should 
also include developing and sharing facility case studies, resources and 
approaches from across the country. 
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FOCUS AREA 3 - DATA AND INFORMATION RESPONSES 
Access to standardised and up-to-date data is extremely limited across 
the equestrian sector. Ultimately, not having quality data hinders being 
able to paint an accurate picture of the value of equestrian activity. This 
includes: 

a. Casual Use - Limited data on casual site and arena use, with most 
available data focused on organised equestrian activity. This does not 
provide a true representation of use and understates how or when 
facilities are used. 

Not having this data becomes problematic when trying to 
demonstrate why investment is required or why a lease should be 
extended. The data would also assist with understanding what loading 
is being placed on surfaces and what treatment/maintenance is 
required (and when). 

b. Platforms - Event calendars and registrations are housed across 
numerous platforms limiting a holistic understanding of site use and 
trends. 

c. Data - Membership data is categorised differently across different 
organisations. 

Where possible, opportunities for streamlining and/or consolidating data 
sources should be pursued. 

FOCUS AREA 4 - EQUESTRIAN DELIVERY 
It is important to reflect changing community needs. For example, as the 
population ages, housing intensification occurs, and financial pressures 
continue to increase, we need to consider how our offerings and facilities 
are adapting to remain relevant. For example, riding schools or 
hiring/using horses in lieu of owning them. Put simply, how do we remain 
relevant and encourage wide ranging interest in equestrian activity? 

FOCUS AREA 5 - ENVIRONMENTAL PRACTICES 
As increased focus is placed on our response to environmental issues, it is 
important that the equestrian community demonstrates its commitment 
to environmental improvement. For example, the value of maintaining 
large green areas to support stormwater management, the 
environmental sustainability practices already being used and continuing 
to investigate and implement new or improved environmental practices. 

 

FOCUS AREA 6 – MAINTAIN AND INVEST 
Ongoing maintenance and investment in our facilities is critical. This 
applies as much to club and group owned assets as it does to those that 
are privately owned. In doing so, we will help attract and retain members 
and casual equestrians (through improved equestrian and equine 
experiences/welfare), drive more income, help enable and maximise use 
(including to non-equestrian users), and to help support the case for 
securing tenure renewals (particularly with Council-owned land). This 
should also balance the cost of using facilities to ensure they remain 
accessible for a wide cross-section of the community.  

We also need to consider analytically how resilient our sites are and how 
much we should be investing in them, if at all (i.e. those on flood plains 
and old landfills should not be overinvested in). 

FOCUS AREA 7 - SECURING TENURE 
With 29% of sites signalling tenure concerns, securing lease 
arrangements is critical (where deemed important within the network). 
Unsecure tenure can have notable downsides which can in some 
instances be irreparable including: 

a. Drop in membership and volunteers, 

b. Lack of investment into maintenance and upgrades. 

The greater the community value provided, the greater the value 
proposition for securing long-term tenure (especially for Council leases). 
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FOCUS AREA 8 – PUBLIC OPEN SPACES 
Greater collaboration and connection between equestrian groups, 
advocacy groups and other key stakeholders (i.e. Councils, forestry 
owners, Ministry of Transport, and the Department of Conservation). An 
evidence-based approach is required to best support advocacy. This 
should include: 

a. Using insights from the National Equestrian Facilities Strategy. 

b. Within all Regional Equestrian Facility Plans include public open space 
analysis and investigation (where identified). OR, 

c. Undertake specific Open Space Equestrian Needs Assessments. This 
should be focused in identified areas where needs are not being met. 

d. Establish a series of case studies showcasing the successful 
development and implementation of open space initiatives. These 
case studies should be used for advocacy and the optimisation of 
approaches. 

e. Establish guidelines and practices outlining how to effectively develop 
and integrate equestrian public spaces. 

f. Explore opportunities to integrate / link public spaces with base 
equestrian sites (where possible) to maximise existing infrastructure. 

 

3.4 PRIORITY PROJECTS 
Part E – Regional Insights outlines background context, planned projects 
and proposed actions for each Regional Council area. Prospective 
projects and actions were identified via a mix of community insights and 
analysis undertaken as part of the National Equestrian Facility Strategy.  

Current and proposed projects and actions were assessed against the 
Assessment Framework and Criteria outlined in Appendix A. This 
assessment was based on known and available information sources. 

It should be noted that inclusion as a high priority project does not replace 
the need for detailed analysis, planning and viability assessment (i.e. 
needs and options assessment, cost-benefit analysis, feasibility analysis 
and/or business case assessment), nor does it guarantee funding 
commitment. 
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REGIONAL PLANNING PRIORITIES 
It is recommended that more in depth regional and localised equestrian facility planning is undertaken in certain regions. Similar approaches have been 
completed in the Bay of Plenty and Taranaki to provide more in depth understanding and wider context to support future decision-making and prospective 
investment. Regional planning should expand upon data and information sourced through the National Equestrian Facilities Strategy. 
Priority focus should be placed on the following regions:

REF # PRIORITY REGIONS RATIONALE OVERVIEW FOR PRIORITISATION NEXT STEPS 

3.4.1 Auckland 

(High Priority) 

• Update the 2014 Auckland Equestrian Facilities Plan by taking account 
of information from the National Equestrian Facilities Strategy. 

• Further understanding of club/site catchment areas is required and the 
prospect of rationalising some sites in Rodney needs to be explored. 

• There is a possible functional gap in quality training sites which can 
accommodate a wide range of user groups and equestrians (this should 
be considered alongside site rationalisation – less sites with higher 
quality facilities generating greater use). 

• There is limited access to indoor/covered arena provision across the city. 
• Numerous facilities need upgrading across Auckland which requires 

them to be better understood and prioritised. 
• The City has the largest membership base nationally. 
• High number of sites located in the region, with a majority located on 

Council land. 
• The scope of the 2014 Plan should be widened to include public spaces 

(i.e. bridle trails, beaches, forests and parks). 

• Engage Aktive – Auckland Sport & Recreation, Auckland 
Council, Sport NZ, and wider Auckland equestrian 
representatives on opportunities for updating the plan. 

• Establish an Auckland Equestrian Facility Steering Group – 
needs to be representative of a wide cross-section of the 
Auckland equestrian community. 

• Note: optimally both the Auckland and Waikato Equestrian 
Facility Plans should be developed concurrently due to the 
large concentration of equestrians and overlapping 
catchments between the Franklin Local Board and 
Waikato District. 

• The plan should inform whether specific national priority 
projects exist in Auckland. Note there are no current High 
Priority Projects identified, with priority placed on regional 
planning. 

3.4.2 Waikato 

(High Priority) 

• Large membership concentrations and a wide variety of equestrian-
related activity is located in the Waikato. 

• Vast geographic spread with varying needs and demands, while some 
site optimisation appears evident (which needs to be further explored). 

• The region plays a key event role across all disciplines and equestrian-
activity. 

• Various tenure concerns exist across the region. Of note is the Waikato 
Equestrian Centre which is critical in the network (lease ends in 2032).  

• Specific opportunities can be explored to complement insights gained 
from neighbouring Bay of Plenty and Taranaki Equestrian Facilities 
Plans. 

• Engage Sport Waikato, relevant Councils, Sport NZ, and 
wider Waikato equestrian representatives on 
opportunities for developing a Waikato Equestrian 
Facilities Plan. 

• Establish a Waikato Equestrian Facility Steering Group – 
needs to be representative of a wide cross-section of the 
equestrian community. 

• Note: optimally both the Auckland and Waikato Equestrian 
Facility Plans should be developed concurrently due to the 
large concentration of equestrians and overlapping 
catchments between the Franklin Local Board and 
Waikato District. 

3.4.3 Horizons 

(focus on Manawatū District, 
Palmerston North City and 
Whanganui – to a lesser extent) 

(Medium -High Priority) 

• High level of equestrian engagement across the region. 
• The region plays a critical role in event/show delivery. 
• Low proportion of all-weather arena, which is likely to be more 

impactful for day-to-day use than for events/shows. 
• Limited insights are available on demand, delivery, facility condition 

and tenure. It is also important to understand the public space network. 
• Some opportunities for site optimisation and/or consolidation exist. 

• Engage Sport Manawatū, relevant Councils, Sport NZ, and 
the wider equestrian community to undertake a Facility 
Network Assessment. 
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REF # PRIORITY REGIONS RATIONALE OVERVIEW FOR PRIORITISATION NEXT STEPS 

3.4.4 Canterbury  

(focus on Waimakariri, Selwyn 
and Christchurch City – with 
consideration given to the wider 
equestrian network) 

(Medium Priority) 

• Primary focus should be placed on Waimakariri and Selwyn Districts, 
and Christchurch City to a lesser extent (but Christchurch remains 
important from a wider network perspective). 

• Condition issues, capacity, constraints, overlapping catchments and 
facility function need further exploration. 

• Second largest membership base nationally, with changing 
demographics which may impact the facility network. 

• Engage Sport Canterbury, relevant Councils, Sport NZ, and 
wider equestrian representatives on opportunities for 
developing a Sub-Regional Equestrian Facilities Plan. 

• Establish a Sub-Regional Equestrian Facility Steering 
Group – representative of a wide cross-section of the 
equestrian community. 

TOP-10 PRIORITY PROJECTS 
Note the priority projects are listed in ascending order by region, and not in priority ranking order.

REF # REGION COUNCIL(S) LOCATION DESCRIPTION RATIONALE OVERVIEW NEXT STEPS 

3.4.5 Bay of Plenty Tauranga 
City & 
Western Bay 
of Plenty 
District 

Wider 
Tauranga 

Explore long-term options 
for establishing a Regional 
Equestrian Park 

• Uncertain tenure at Tauranga Racecourse with 2 of 3 
proposed options excluding equestrian activity. 

• Tauranga RDA are seeking alternate site options due 
to capacity constraints. 

• Various sites in the wider Tauranga area have notable 
condition issues and there are opportunities for 
rationalising. 

• Partnership opportunities exist to maximise 
complementary use and increase the value 
proposition when seeking third-party funding. 

• Would benefit most equestrian codes and disciplines 
across the region and should seek opportunities for 
casual/recreational activity. 

• There is no capacity for access to an indoor/covered 
area at Tauranga RDA and no other provision in the 
Western Bay of Plenty. 

• Collaborative approach 
(involving TESA, Tauranga 
RDA, TCC and WBOP) to 
investigate site options and 
feasibility. 

3.4.6 Bay of Plenty Whakatāne 
& Ōpōtiki 
Districts 

Te Teko 
Racecourse 

Explore the opportunities for 
developing a District 
Equestrian Park at Te Teko 
Racecourse or another site 
within Whakatāne District 

• Oversupply of sites in the Easten Bay of Plenty relative 
to the population and equestrian base, with 
opportunities to rationalise. 

• Many sites are underutilised, and condition/flooding 
issues have been cited. 

• Difficulties to develop on the Eastern Bay of Plenty 
RDA site as it is an old landfill. 

• There are no all-weather arena in the district outside 
of Eastern Bay of Plenty RDA. 

• Potential connection to future trail opportunities. 

• Establish a Project Working 
Group comprising the Trust 
(landowner), equestrian 
representatives, Councils, 
Sport Bay of Plenty and 
other key stakeholders to 
explore collaboration 
opportunities. 
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REF # REGION COUNCIL(S) LOCATION DESCRIPTION RATIONALE OVERVIEW NEXT STEPS 

3.4.7 Hawke’s Bay Hastings 
District 

Tōmoana 
Showgrounds 

Continue exploring 
upgrades and developments 
of the showgrounds. 

• Condition issues exist. 
• Hosts Horse of the Year – largest show nationally. 
• Facilities are well underspecified to meet National tier 

guidelines. 
• Note: consideration should be given to the wider 

equestrian network as numerous facilities are 
located within 15-minutes drive time. 

• ESNZ to continue engaging 
with HDC and other 
relevant parties. 

• Explore potential 
implications and 
opportunities with the 
wider equestrian facility 
network. 

3.4.8 Northland Whangarei 
District 

Barge 
Showgrounds 

Explore outdoor arena 
improvements, including 
investigation of the 
suitability and viability of an 
all-weather arena. 

• Centrally located to a large membership catchment. 
• Drainage concerns with the grass arena. 
• Tenure concerns at other sites in the region may 

increase demand. 
• More all-weather arena will help negate adverse 

weather conditions. 

• Engage with WDC on 
opportunities to undertake 
options assessment and 
feasibility analysis on 
possible arena works. 

3.4.9 Otago Dunedin City Taieri Explore potential 
opportunities to develop a 
Regional Equestrian Park on 
the Taieri Plains 

• Large membership concentration located in and 
around the Taieri Plains. 

• Various equestrian sites are in close proximity. 
• Some condition issues have been cited. 
• Relatively low proportion of all-weather arena across 

the region. 
• Relatively low number of members per site – 

indicating some optimisation is required. 
• Equestrian functions are dispersed across sites 

without having consolidated infrastructure in the 
form of a Regional Equestrian Park. 

• Establish a Project Steering 
Group with a wide cross-
section of equestrian 
representation, wider 
equine industry, and key 
stakeholders to review and 
explore options. 

3.4.10 Otago Queenstown 
Lakes 

TBD Explore site options for the 
Wakatipu Pony Club to 
secure long-term tenure. 

• Relatively large pony club. 
• Degree of uncertainty due to land pressures (operate 

from privately owned land). 
• Limited other provision in the Wakatipu region (all 

sites are privately run) and some are used as alternate 
facilities by the club.  

• Engage QLDC to explore 
potential site options. 

3.4.11 Southland Gore District Gore 
Showgrounds 

Explore potential 
optimisation opportunities 
at the Showgrounds. 

• Relatively large membership catchment is located 
around the Showgrounds (including cross-Council 
boundaries). 

• Premier equestrian site in Southland. 
• Nearby sites have low membership and upcoming 

investment is likely required. Rationalisation 
opportunities exist, with careful consideration of 
accessibility. 

• To guide future investment 
complete a wider site 
assessment to determine 
how the Regional 
Equestrian Park could be 
optimised. 
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REF # REGION COUNCIL(S) LOCATION DESCRIPTION RATIONALE OVERVIEW NEXT STEPS 

• Some condition issues also exist at the showgrounds, 
therefore investment would be best placed at the 
Regional Equestrian Park to gain greatest value. 

3.4.12 Southland Invercargill 
City 

Invercargill Complete needs and options 
assessment for equestrian 
activity in Invercargill. 

• Development interest in Donovan Park which creates 
a level of uncertainty for future use. 

• Eventing sites are limited in the region. 
• Donovan Park provides geographic coverage to the 

north of the city. 
• Multiple equestrian sites are in relative proximity 

across Otatara and Sandy Point. 
• Sandy Point Reserve Master Plan identifies 

opportunities for consolidating equine activity and 
provides connection/access to trails. 

• Operational efficiencies, optimisation of investment 
and resource, and potentially site rationalisation 
opportunities exist. 

• Engage ICC and Sport 
Southland to complete a 
needs and options 
assessment to inform 
deliberations on Donovan 
Park. 

3.4.13 Taranaki New 
Plymouth 
District 

TBD Explore the development of 
a District Equestrian Park in 
North Taranaki. 

• Several tenure concerns exist in the immediate area 
around New Plymouth. 

• Opportunities exist to consolidate sites for optimising 
equestrian outcomes. 

• Lack of access to suitably specified indoor/covered 
arena in North Taranaki. 

• A large membership catchment is in North Taranaki. 

• Undertake site options 
assessment with NPDC, 
TEN and equestrian groups. 

3.4.14 Wellington Masterton 
District 

Solway 
Showgrounds 

Review and prioritise 
specifications for prospective 
developments. 

• Premier equestrian venue in the region. 
• Services a large membership catchment area. 
• Wide ranging use of equestrian activity. 
• Key event venue for Wellington and Wairarapa. 
• Some facilities need improvement and upgrades in 

line with Regional Equestrian Park guidelines. 

• Review and prioritise 
prospective developments, 
with particular focus on 
cross-country upgrades, 
arena upgrades, provision of 
covered yards and 
improved shower and toilet 
facilities. 
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3.5 IMPLEMENTATION 
As outlined in Section 3.2 – Equestrian Sector Priorities, leadership, 
collaboration and clarity of roles and responsibilities are all critical 
elements for the effective implementation of the strategy. The following 
key components are recommended to help guide the equine 
community. 

1. EQUESTRIAN FACILITY ADVISORY GROUP 
Purpose: the overarching purpose of the group is to support and guide 
the identified focus areas and oversee the advancement of priority 
projects. 
Composition: it is advised that the group comprises representatives of 
a wide cross-section of the equestrian community (i.e. ESNZ, NZPCA, 
Royal Agricultural Society, New Zealand Riding for the Disabled, New 
Zealand Equestrian Advocacy Network and the Racing Industry) and 
includes key independent stakeholders (i.e. Councils or Regional 
Sports Trusts) – ideally totalling no more than eight members. 
It is advisable that an independent chair is sought. This person should 
have the requisite skillset to establish the group and its required  
processes. They should also be impartial for transparency reasons. 
Sport NZ, alongside the current Project Steering Group, should help 
lead the groups establishment. 
Key Roles and Responsibilities: 
• Leadership/Direction: including upholding the integrity of the 

strategy in relation to suitable event allocation, supporting priority 
projects and collecting and sourcing data. 

• Connect: be a conduit and connect equine groups either together 
or with key stakeholders relevant to their project and/or locality. 

• Knowledge Sharing: assist equine groups on a range of topics. For 
instance, how to navigate politics and Council processes and 
funding strategies/opportunities. 

• Resource: coordinate and assign resource development. This could 
include development of case studies, toolkits and/or human 
resource support. 

• Advocacy: advocate as a collective equine group for advancing 
priority projects. 

• Review: review the status of priority projects annually and reassess 
as needed to determine priority levels – using the assessment 
criteria in Appendix A as a consistent and objective tool. 
As new projects arise or non-prioritised projects evolve, the projects 
should be assessed using the criteria so focus remains where 
equine needs are the greatest. 

2. INITIAL RESOURCE FOCUS 
It is recommended initial focus be placed on developing a series of case 
studies to demonstrate, and in some cases conceptualise, how to best 
operate, develop and or establish equestrian facilities. Some key areas 
could include: 
a. The development of equestrian facilities across different tiers (which 

demonstrate collaboration between groups to consolidate sites to 
deliver better quality facilities and experiences). 

b. Outlining the wellbeing and economic impacts of equestrian activity 
(including day-to-day activity and events – across a range of equestrian 
facility types). 

c. Outline how equine groups across a region are collaborating (or can 
collaborate) to provide a unified direction while demonstrating the 
collective value of the equine community. Where a full regional 
approach is desired, it is recommended more support is provided to 
drive these outcomes (across a range of potential support parties). 

d. Demonstrate good practice examples of initiatives and interventions 
that are used to support equine activity on public open spaces. These 
examples should be tailored to support informing and working with 
Councils and Crown agencies to effectively deliver suitable and 
considered approaches. 

3. PRIORITY PROJECTS 
All priority projects will need to: 
a. Use case studies to demonstrate value and to gain insights on how 

developments have progressed nationally. 
b. Have high engagement and collaboration with landowners, Councils 

and Regional Sports Trusts. 
c. Optimise the level of use and seek partnerships between equine 

groups and/or the wider community. 
d. Seek support and guidance from the Equestrian Facility Advisory 

Group. 
e. Follow the recommended next steps outlined in Section 3.4. 
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Sport New Zealand’s Sporting Facilities Framework outlines six stages in the lifecycle of a facility. The diagram below outlines how the National Equestrian 
Facilities Strategy supports this lifecycle and how priority projects and public open space initiatives/projects advance through the outlined stages. 
 

CONCEPT PLAN DESIGN BUILD OPERATE IMPROVE 

Consider the needs for 
a facility or 

development 
 

Assess how to deliver 
fit-for-purpose & 

sustainable facilities 
 

Ensure design meets 
standards and best 

practice 
 

Construction of the 
facility 

Manage and maintain 
the facility to deliver a 

quality experience 
 

Evaluate the facility 
success and identify 

how to improve 
experiences 

 

 
 

 

     

National Equestrian 
Facilities Strategy + 

Regional Plans 
Evaluates the need for 

provision within the 
context of the network 

 
Facility Hierarchy 

Guides the need for 
district, regional, 

national and 
international facilities 

 
Recommendations 

Provides guidance on 
proposed approaches at 

national and regional 
level 

 

Needs Assessment 

Provision Guidelines 
Provides guidance on 
accessible provision 

Prioritisation Criteria 
Determine priorities 

Case Studies 
Provides guidance, 

innovation, learnings 
and direction from 

across the country for 
public spaces & ‘base’ 

equestrian sites. 
 

Feasibility Analysis 
Testing the options to 
determine the most 

viable option – including 
funding assessment 

Business Case 
Setting out the case for 

investment 
 

Facility Specifications 
Guide 

Provides guidance on 
facility specifications 

across the Facility Tiers 
 

Case Studies 
Provides guidance, 

innovation, learnings 
and direction from 

across the country for 
public spaces & ‘base’ 

equestrian sites. 
 
 
 

 Asset Management 
Planning 

 
 

Case Studies 
Provides guidance on 

ways to improve use of 
facilities, environmental 
practices and creating 
efficiencies (including 
public spaces & ‘base’ 

equestrian sites). 

Facility Specifications 
Guide 

Provides guidance on 
facility specifications 

across the Facility Tiers 
 

Provision Guidelines 
Provides guidance on 
accessible provision 

 
Case Studies 

Provides guidance on 
ways to improve use of 

facilities, functional 
considerations and 

innovation, 
environmental practices 
and creating efficiencies 
(including public spaces 

& ‘base’ equestrian 
sites). 

NATIONAL EQUESTRIAN FACILITIES STRATEGY SUPPORTING THE FACILITY LIFECYCLE 
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PART B: BACKGROUND CONTEXT 
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4.0 STRATEGIC OVERVIEW 
The diagram on the following page highlights the strategic context that 
the National Equestrian Facilities Strategy is placed within. Importantly, 
the Strategy and its identified priorities need to demonstrate alignment 
of how equestrian activity can facilitate sought outcomes across the wider 
sector. 

As strategy and direction varies from region-to-region, it is important to 
understand the local setting and wider strategic context to help inform 
the way forward. 
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STRATEGIC OVERVIEW  

• Mission – “NZPCA exists so that young people can participate in and 
enjoy equestrian activities, while being knowledgeable and safe. 

• Key strategic outcomes that directly relate to the National 
Equestrion Facilities Strategy include: 
a. Improve rider performance and opportunities. 
b. Communicate and collaborate. 

• Vision – “Enabling women and girls to realise their potential in and 
through sport and active recreation.” 

• Three key priority areas that underpin the strategy: 
1. Leadership – more women and girls are leading, working, 

coaching and volunteering at all levels. 
2. Participation – more women and girls are physically active. 
3. Value and Visibility – women and girls in sport and active 

recreation are valued and visible. 

• Focus placed on tamariki (5-11 years) and rangatahi (12-18). 
• This phase of life provides the greatest chance of establishing 

lifelong involvement in Play, Active Recreation and Sport (through 
quality experiences). 

• Vision – “To enrich the lives of humans and horses through 
equestrian pursuits.” 

• Key focus areas include: 
a. Quality horse and human recreational experiences 
b. Quality horse and human competitive experiences 
c. World winning performances 

While facilities are recognised as being critical in supporting these focus 
areas, specific facility references in the Statement of Strategic Intent 
include National Equestrian Centres recognised as a national lead on 
environmental practices; events are held at venues that meet the facility 
criteria. 

Council strategies, plans, 
policies and by-laws 

Funder direction and 
outcomes 

Direction from other 
equestrian groups 

Central Government 
legislation and direction 

Regional Spaces and 
Places Strategies 

Sport NZ National 
Facility Guidance 
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2006-18 

NORTHLAND 

↑21% | 2023-48 ↑18% (37,100) to 241,300  

2006-18 

AUCKLAND 

↑20% | 2023-48 ↑25% (421,600) to 2,114,000  

2006-18 

BAY OF PLENTY 

↑20% | 2023-48 ↑18% (64,600) to 417,100  

2006-18 

GISBORNE 

↑7% | 2023-48 ↑5% (2,700) to 54,700  

2006-18 

HAWKE’S BAY 

↑13% | 2023-48 ↑13% (23,300) to 207,000  

2006-18 

WELLINGTON 

↑13% | 2023-48 ↑11% (59,600) to 605,000  

2006-18 

WAIKATO 

↑20% | 2023-48 ↑23% (119,100) to 639,000  

2006-18 

TARANAKI 

↑13% 

| 

2023-48 ↑8% (10,500) to 138,500  
2006-18 

MANAWATŪ-WHANGANUI 

↑7% 

| 

2023-48 ↑8% (19,700) to 279,300  

2006-18 

TASMAN (COMBINED) 

↑16% | 2023-48 ↑9% (14,300) to 180,400  

2006-18 

CANTERBURY 

↑15% | 2023-48 ↑18% (121,700) to 782,700  

2006-18 

OTAGO 

↑16% | 2023-48 ↑13% (32,500) to 281,100  

2006-18 

SOUTHLAND 

↑7% | 2023-48 ↑4% (3,700) to 106,200  

2006-18 

WEST COAST 

↑1% | 2023-48 ↓8% (-2,700) to 30,000  

5.0 DEMOGRAPHICS 
This section provides a high-level overview of population trends by 
Regional Council area (as shown in the map and graphics). Key overall 
national trends include: 
• Most areas are projected to have slow growing populations. 
• Slowly aging population profiles. 
• European ethnic predominance in most regions outside of Auckland 

and Gisborne, with variance evident at a more District and local level. 

Note: regional insights are outlined in Part E. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PROJECTED POPULATION HOTSPOTS 
By 2048 the top-5 projected population growth hotspots 
(numerically) are in three cities (Hamilton, Christchurch, and 
Tauranga) and two areas in Auckland which are more rural 
(Rodney and Franklin Local Boards) – highlighted on the 
map. 

POTENTIAL IMPACTS 
Careful consideration needs to be given to demographics, as 
population growth may increase the potential ‘market’ for 
equestrians, it may also bring land pressures on certain areas 
(i.e. intensification in urban areas), wider land demands and 
private site sales (because of the financial returns) – alternate 
delivery approaches may therefore need to be explored. 
These pressures have been evident over the last two 
decades with farmland decreasing by 13%. While an aging 
population may present opportunities for some equestrian 
offerings, younger rider programmes will need to increase 
their profile to attract new members within a smaller 
‘market’. 
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6.0 WEATHER IMPACTS 
Weather is a critical variable that needs to be considered when 
determining the location of equestrian sites and the type of facilities 
needed. 

From one viewpoint, the provision of equestrian land can be 
advantageous by maintaining large permeable areas to absorb heavy 
rainfall and flooding (particularly on sites located in low lying areas or 
located in areas subject to high rainfall). Many equestrian-leased sites are 
located on land that is susceptible to flooding which is why they are 
typically not used for other purposes. 

However, from a sport and recreation perspective, having low resilient 
sites (i.e. located in a flood plain, sea-level rising and erosion) creates 
uncertainty of use, can cause notable damage (with potential cost 
ramifications), leads to ongoing maintenance issues, and impacts the 
overall participant experience and possibly effect horse welfare. 

WEATHER PATTERNS 
Figure 6.1 shows national median annual rainfall levels over a 30-year 
period from 1981-2010. This demonstrates there are relatively high rainfall 
areas on the west coast of the South Island and in pockets of high lying 
and coastal areas of the North Island. 

When analysing more recent weather trends, parts of the North Island in 
particular, have experienced high monthly rainfall during the main 
event/show season. This has negatively impacted equestrian activity 
(casually, organised activity and events). Assuming this level of rainfall 
continues to be prevalent regardless of traditional seasons, equestrian 
facilities need to be more resilient and capable of responding to emerging 
issues. 

WHY IS IT IMPORTANT? 
• We need resilient sites with suitable access, reduced recovery times 

(so surfaces can bounce back), and more resistant to damage to 
reduce repair costs and associated volunteer time. 

• To increase certainty of participation we need suitable surfaces (i.e. 
good draining natural arenas and all-weather arenas) and 
indoor/covered facilities that are accessible. 

• To support equine welfare (suitable footing and support infrastructure) 
and the quality of rider/handling experiences. 

• Increase the certainty of hosting competitions and shows (and avoid 
potential financial risks from cancellations and reduced participation). 

• Locate as many trails as possible in areas less susceptible to high 
rainfall (while still developing suitable surfaces and undertaking 
regular maintenance to provide safe and positive experiences). 

FIGURE 6.1 – NATIONAL MEDIAN ANNUAL RAINFALL (1981-2010) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
Source: NIWA 
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7.0 ECONOMIC IMPACT & FINANCIAL LANDSCAPE 
Equestrian activity goes well beyond the realms of sport and active 
recreation – for most, it is a way of life. Equestrian activity operates within 
a wider industry and supply chain. It makes a substantial economic 
contribution to local, regional, and national economies, which sets it apart 
from many other sport and recreation activities. Some of the key 
components of the equestrian supply chain are highlighted in Figure 7.1. 

FIGURE 7.1 – KEY COMPONENTS OF THE EQUESTRIAN SUPPLY CHAIN 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

7.1 ECONOMIC IMPACT 
Various economic impact reports have been commissioned over the last 
decade within the horse racing and equestrian industries – both in New 
Zealand and abroad. While the most recent equestrian report was 
completed in 2012, it provides contextual understanding to demonstrate 
the monetary value of the activity, in addition to the inherent health and 
wellbeing outcomes. 

In 2012, an economic report of the New Zealand Sport Horse Industry was 
completed by Alex Matheson and Michèle E.M. Akoorie. While there are 
limitations to this analysis, it provides insights on the level and type of 
spend associated with sports horses. 

The greatest level of expenditure was associated with annual vehicle 
expenses and maintenance ($2,780), followed by grazing, agistment or 
livery ($1,350), feed ($1,220) and farrier or hoof trimmer costs ($1,000). 

The study found the average cost per horse was $12,457 per annum (2012). 
Note that these costs do not include capital expenses (i.e. horse, property 
and/or floats/trucks). When applying general CPI inflation to the average 
cost per horse of $12,457 this would equate to around $16,000 per horse 
annually in 2023. 

NATIONAL IMPACT 

On average, National Equestrian ‘Have Your Say’ respondents indicated 
they own 2.3 horses which are used for informal and formal equestrian 
activity. 

ESNZ and NZPCA membership total 14,754, translating to 33,934 horses. 
Based on all the above assumptions from the economic impact report, it 
is expected that the equestrian community are investing around $543 
million annually (potentially up to $800 million if there are around 50,000 
sport horses nationally). This is largely into local and regional economies 
(depending on travel and available services within a particular area). 

When also considering the economic impact from events, capital 
purchases and breeding, there is significant economic and social benefit 
derived from supporting and facilitation equestrian activity. 

PROFESSIONALS 
Veterinary, equine dentist, 
equine body therapist, farriers, 
horse breaker/starter, riding 
coach and saddlers 

LAND-BASED 
BUSINESS 
Livery, yards, trails, 
arena construction 
and maintenance, 
general land upkeep 
(i.e. spraying) 

THE 
TRADES/SERVICES 
Transportation, horse 
feed, breeding, and 
retail. 

OTHER SERVICES 
Riding schools, arena 
hire, equine insurance 

SECTOR 
Clubs, groups, riders, 
handlers, facility 
operators, national 
organisations 
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A WAY OF LIFE 
There are some misconceptions in the wider public that equestrian-
activity is elitist. Although participation costs are relatively high due to the 
nature of the activity (both in terms of participant and equine needs), for 
many it is their lifestyle, and they are choosing to prioritise equestrian 
expenditure. 

In a survey undertaken by Equestrian Sport New Zealand, 27% of 
respondents have a household income of under $70,000, while a further 
26% were over $150,000. To enable comparative insights, the average 
annual household income in 2021 was $111,000. 

The ‘way of life’ can be further demonstrated in Ōpōtiki, Bay of Plenty. 
Visual surveys undertaken across the township have identified around 
140 horses. Horses are invariably located or tethered on any vacant land 
within close walking distance to where the riders reside. Many are used 
for local recreational rides and/or used as a mode of transport in an area 
of high deprivation. 

7.2 FINANCIAL INSIGHTS 
The following insights were gained from a mix equestrian clubs/groups 
and facility operators. 

• Short-term financial outlook is relatively positive with 26% forecast 
to make a surplus and 57% to breakeven. 

• Medium-term financial outlook is more negative with 59% 
forecasting to remain stable and 27% to worsen or become more 
challenging. 

• Operating grants on average only comprise 17% of total revenue – 
limited reliance on funding. 

• Most respondents are operating on lean revenue, with 66% of entities 
receiving annual income between $0-25,000. Subsequently, this 
necessitates prudent cost management through volunteers, contra 
and in-kind services, but can also result in deferring facility 
maintenance and renewals. 

 

 

 

7.3 FUNDING CLIMATE 
GRANT FUNDING 
Operational and capital funding into equestrian activity from Class 4 
grant funders (gaming machines in pubs and clubs outside of a casino 
setting) totalled $2 million and $2.7 million in 2019 and 2022 respectively. 
Note COVID-impacted years have been excluded for analysis purposes.  
Additionally, from 2018 to 2022, $726,000 was granted from Lotteries into 
equestrian capital projects. 
While there is variability in recipient activity over time, Riding for the 
Disabled is the primary beneficiary with 36% of total equestrian funding 
in 2019 and 52% of funding in 2022. While 99% of Lotteries capital funding 
was attributed to RDA/therapy projects. 
All other equestrian activity varies significantly year-on-year, with varying 
proportions and changing rank between pony club, ESNZ disciplines and 
other types of equestrian-related activity. 
When factoring in all horse activity (including racing), equestrian-related 
activity accounts for around 63% of grant funds received. While the 
success rate of funding application is between 66-73% (with RDA showing 
a high success rate). 
FUNDING DIRECTION 
As the funding landscape continues to be constrained, it is important to 
understand where funders are targeting their investment. In general 
terms, the following are key aspects funders have cited: 
• Maximise investment value through multisport or community hub 

projects. For equestrian, this could include shared trails, collocation 
(multiple clubs, groups, disciplines, and activities) other use of 
facilities/land (i.e. cross-country running, dog obedience or archery), 
and other partnership opportunities. 

• Fund into low socio-economic areas and increasing equity. 
• Funders are less inclined to invest into private facilities as there is a 

perceived inherent risk. This is mainly associated with improving land 
or capital value which could be sold with no guarantee financial gain 
is attributed to community benefit. 

• Need to demonstrate high community value with secured tenure – 
providing some assurance that funding is being granted in the right 
place and for an extended period. 

• Funders will concentrate distributing most of their funds into the 
communities it was generated within and aligned to local/regional 
strategies and plans. 
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PART C: EQUESTRIAN 
SETTING 
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8.0 EQUESTRIAN PARTICIPATION 

SUMMARY 
• There are around 15,000 ESNZ and NZPCA annual members nationally. 

• In total, annually it is estimated there are around 49,000 participating 
equestrians. Notable variances were evident between membership 
levels and total equestrian numbers in Nelson, Gisborne, Northland, 
Manawatū-Whanganui, Otago, and Wellington (far higher expected 
rates of participation than current membership levels suggest). 

• Membership has shown an overall decline over the last 5-years. 
However, this has stabilised over the last 3-years. 

• Key membership features include being primarily female (92%) and a 
relatively even age-distribution between children, youth and adults. 

• Equestrians are multi-disciplinary and typically engage in numerous 
forms of organised and unstructured equestrian activity (1.9 member 
affiliations per equestrian). 

• Showjumping is the most popular discipline from a membership and 
event registration perspective. 

• The primary membership catchments include Auckland, Canterbury, 
Waikato, and Wellington (50% of ESNZ and NZPCA membership). 

• Other hotspots include Whangarei, New Plymouth, Hastings, Tasman 
and Southland Districts, and Dunedin City. 

• 70% of survey respondents graze their horses and/or ponies at their 
residential address, with lower proportions evident in larger urban 
areas.  

• More localised facility provision is required for rallies and training 
purposes (under 30 minutes travel time). There is willingness to travel 
to attend local and regional shows/events. 

8.1 NATIONAL OVERVIEW 

MEMBERSHIP TRENDS 

Figure 8.1 shows 5-year membership trends for ESNZ and NZPCA. Key 
findings include: 

• There are around 15,000 registered national equestrian members. 

• Overall, there has been 7% decline in membership over the last 5-years. 

• This decline is attributed to pony club membership with a decrease of 
14%. Over the same period ESNZ membership experienced 3% growth. 

• In more recent years, these trends have slightly changed: 

a. Some volatility in ESNZ membership with a large drop in 2022. 
Although membership has bounced back and more in line with 
2020 and 2021 levels. Overall, 2% decline over the last 3-years. 

b. The rate of decline has reduced over time for NZPCA membership. 
After a large drop-off in 2021, membership has remained very 
stable around 8,000 annual members. 

Note: the number of ESNZ members differs in Figure 8.1 compared to other 
membership references throughout the remainder of the strategy. Figure 8.1 includes 
all membership types for comparative analysis over the 5-years, while all other figures 
contained are represented as individual riding members. 
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FIGURE 8.1 – 5-YEAR NATIONAL MEMBERSHIP TRENDS 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

8.2 MEMBERSHIP PROFILE 

MEMBERSHIP COMPOSITION 
The overall membership profile for ESNZ and NZPCA is summarised 
below: 

ES
N

Z 33% 44%  
AGED UNDER 18 AGED 19-50 92% FEMALE 

N
ZP

C
A

 

45% 44% 
 

AGED UNDER 18 AGED 26+ 93% FEMALE 

ACTIVITY INSIGHTS 
Table 8.1 outlines the breakdown in ESNZ discipline membership 
registrations. This analysis shows: 

• Jumping has the largest discipline affiliation with 57% of all members. 

• 48% of jumping members also have discipline affiliation with show 
hunter – indicating strong pollination between the disciplines. 

• Dressage also has a notable proportion of total membership affiliations 
with 46%. 

• The lowest proportion of membership relates to Eventing (30%) and 
Endurance/CTR (5%). There is a direct link with the number of sites 
which can accommodate this activity. Due to the land required to 
facilitate the activity, access is typically more restricted and confined 
to private landownership. 

• When undertaking further analysis at an individual equestrian level, 
41% of ESNZ members are affiliated to more than one discipline. 

• Members who affiliate to both jumping and showhunter (as their only 
disciplines) accounts for 13% of total membership/or 31% of all multi-
discipline equestrians).  

• While 19% are affiliated with three or more disciplines. 

TABLE 8.1 – ESNZ DISCIPLINE BREAKDOWN 

DISCIPLINE REGISTRATION % 

Dressage 2,036 46% 

Endurance/CTR 200 5% 

Eventing 1,348 30% 

Jumping 2,548 57% 

Showhunter 1,399 31% 
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In additional to multi-disciplinary affiliations evident across ESNZ 
members, the National Equestrian ‘Have Your Say’ survey further 
highlights cross-equine activity membership (see Table 8.2). 

While the range of activity cited varied extensively, the strongest 
proportion of membership affiliation was associated with ESNZ (48%), 
NZPCA (43%) and adult riding clubs (40%) – all others were less than 11%. 

TABLE 8.2 – OVERVIEW OF EQUESTRIAN MEMBERSHIP AFFILIATIONS 

42% 58% 17% 
ONE AFFILIATION 2+ AFFILIATIONS 3 AFFILIATIONS 

1.9 

AVERAGE NUMBER OF AFFILIATIONS PER EQUESTRIAN 

 

It is important to recognise and understand the impact of multiple 
affiliations. It demonstrates a strong willingness (where possible) to be 
involved in various equine-related opportunities. 

While in isolation membership numbers may appear relatively low 
compared to other sport and recreation codes, multiple affiliations 
directly translate into higher facility use (day-to-day and event activity 
use). This translates into greater demand pressures and can necessitate 
needing to have different facility requirements/specifications to be fit-for-
purpose for the different activities.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

8.3 GEOGRAPHIC DISTRIBUTION 

MEMBERSHIP OVERVIEW 
Table 8.3 outlines the breakdown of ESNZ and NZPCA membership by 
Regional Council boundaries (this dataset is used for benchmarking 
purposes. This data is also presented in Maps 8.1 and 8.2. The geographic 
spread of membership is critical to understand possible demand 
pressures and facility catchments. Key findings include: 

• 50% of membership is located in Auckland, Canterbury, Waikato and 
Wellington. 

• 22% of membership is located  in Auckland, comprising 24% of total 
pony club and 18% of ESNZ membership. 

• There are high levels of equestrian engagement relative to population 
in Marlborough, Otago, Southland, Taranaki, and Tasman (further 
detailed in Part C and Part D). 

• When taking a more geographically refined approach: 

a. The greatest level of membership resides in the Rodney Local 
Board in Auckland (836 members). 

b. The next banding is the closely connected areas of Franklin Local 
Board in Auckland and Waikato District (591 and 556 members 
respectively). 

c. The third largest banding includes both the Selwyn and 
Waimakariri Districts surrounding Christchurch City (470 and 436 
members respectively). 

d. Outside of Auckland, Canterbury and Waikato, other high specific 
member concentrations are in Whangarei, New Plymouth, 
Hastings, Tasman and Southland Districts, and Dunedin City. 
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TABLE 8.3 – 2022 MEMBERSHIP BREAKDOWN BY REGIONAL COUNCIL AREA 
REGIONAL COUNCIL 
AREA 

PONY CLUB 
MEMBERS 

ESNZ 
MEMBERS 

TOTAL 

Auckland 1,891 883 2,774 

Bay of Plenty 424 299 723 

Canterbury 1,125 845 1,970 

Gisborne 40 102 142 

Hawke's Bay 234 272 506 

Manawatū-Whanganui 361 276 637 

Northland 344 231 575 

Otago 648 280 928 

Southland 318 176 494 

Taranaki 398 155 553 

Tasman 273 243 516 

Waikato 1,027 760 1,787 

Wellington 562 424 986 

West Coast 111 5 116 

Overall 7,7561 4,9512 12,707 
Note: more breakdown within each region is outlined in Part D – Regional Insights. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
1 There is a slight overall discrepancy with overall NZPCA membership (Section 8.1) as 

detailed membership records were prepared mid-season and some records could not 
be assigned to a particular geographic area.  

DRIVE TIME INSIGHTS 
Typical drive times vary depending on the type of equestrian 
activity/event. Distinct geographic variability also influences drive times. 

• Rallies/Trainings - in more rural settings, a high proportion of 
equestrians travel 1-30 minutes. While in larger urban settings, there is 
a higher proportion driving 16-45 minutes. For both settings, the 
largest cohort drive 16-30 minutes. 

• Local Shows/Events – rural settings show a lower drive time for 
attendance (16-45 mins) compared to larger urban settings (31-60 
mins). 

• Regional Shows/Events – equestrians regardless of setting are largely 
prepared to travel 60+ minutes to attend regional shows/events. 
Although slightly lower in rural settings. 

• Horse Welfare/Heath Services – follows a similar trend to regional 
shows/events – depends on infrastructure and services available in 
different areas of the country. 

Note: for comparative purposes, this analysis is based on drive times from 
grazing sites. Section 7.4 outlines further insights on drive times to 
grazing sites (where this is required).  

2 Note this dataset represents all individual rider registrations only, and therefore shows 
a discrepancy with overall ESNZ membership detailed in Table 8.1 (where members 
can be affiliated to multiple disciplines). 
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23% AUCKLAND 

15% CANTERBURY 

WAIKATO 

8% WELLINGTON 

14% 

6% OTAGO 

5% NORTHLAND 

5% MANAWATŪ-WHANGANUI 

4% BAY OF PLENTY 

4% HAWKE’S BAY 
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3% SOUTHLAND 
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1% GISBORNE 
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11,890 USABLE & CLEANSED DATA POINTS 

MAP 8.1 – OVERALL MEMBER DISTRIBUTION 
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MAP 8.2 – OVERALL MEMBER DISTRIBUTION 

SOUTH ISLAND COUNCIL HOTSPOTS 

1. SELWYN DISTRICT 470 
2. WAIMAKARIRI DISTRICT 436 
3. CHRISTCHURCH CITY 374 
4. DUNEDIN CITY 279 
5. TASMAN DISTRICT 241 
6. SOUTHLAND DISTRICT 232 
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NORTH ISLAND COUNCIL HOTSPOTS 

1. RODNEY LOCAL BOARD 836 
2. FRANKLIN LOCAL BOARD 591 
3. WAIKATO DISTRICT 556 
4. WAIPA DISTRICT 359 
5. WHANGAREI DISTRICT 329 
6. NEW PLYMOUTH DISTRICT 322 
7. HASTINGS DISTRICT 303 
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8.4 GRAZING SITES 
While the residential addresses provide a general overview of where the 
membership is concentrated, the location of grazing sites for horses and 
ponies is of more importance to the equestrian facility network. 

Grazing sites provide more in depth understanding of where horses and 
ponies are located across the regions, their location relative to equestrian 
facilities and overall travel time for members to participate. 

Table 8.4 provides analysis sourced through the National Equestrian 
‘Have Your Say’ survey. 

SUMMARY 
• Overall, 70% of survey respondents graze their horses and/or ponies at 

their residential address. 

• Lower proportions of home grazing sites are associated with larger 
metropolitan areas – notably Auckland, Wellington and around 
Dunedin to a lesser extent (63-65% respectively). The West Coast has 
the lowest proportion (55%) but has a low sample size. 

• With 70% of grazing occurring at residential addresses, the geographic 
distribution of membership shown in Maps 8.1 and 8.2 should generally 
resemble geographic grazing patterns. 

• Survey respondents indicated they typically travel between 1-15 
minutes to their grazing site (where applicable). More refined analysis 
shows higher drive times from the resident address to the grazing site 
in Auckland, Tauranga, and Wellington. 

• Distance and associated drive times to grazing sites can in some 
places be a barrier to participation i.e. large urban areas (because of 
time and cost constraints). The introduction and use of riding schools 
may become more prevalent to help reduce these barriers and to 
maintain or grow equestrian participation (through removing 
horse/pony ownership). 

 

 

 

 

TABLE 8.4 – GRAZING SITE BREAKDOWN 

REGIONAL COUNCIL HOME 
GRAZING 

OTHER 
SITE BOTH TOTAL % 

HOME 

Auckland 306 164 33 503 63% 

Bay of Plenty 273 116 2 391 70% 

Canterbury 285 107 17 409 71% 

East Coast 15 2 3 20 78% 

Hawkes Bay 58 23 4 85 70% 

Manawatū-Whanganui 128 46 10 184 71% 

Nelson/Tasman/Marlborough 102 39 9 150 70% 

Northland 148 26 16 190 80% 

Otago 119 54 17 190 66% 

Southland 53 9 5 67 81% 

Taranaki 292 117 2 411 71% 

Waikato 263 61 22 346 77% 

Wellington 74 42 3 119 63% 

West Coast 16 12 6 34 55% 

Total 1631 614 149 2394 70% 

8.5 EVENTS 
Events play a significant role in the delivery of equestrian experiences. 
Forming an overall picture of events and registrations is difficult because 
multiple IT platforms are used and no consolidated event schedule exists. 
Insights gained from available data sources include: 

• On average, equestrian sites are used 9 days annually for events. There 
is considerable variability ranging from 1 day up to 80 annual event 
days (with the largest bracket being under 5 annual event days). 

• Of ESNZ affiliated events, dressage has the highest number of 
scheduled events within the season, followed by jumping & 
showhunter, eventing and endurance/CTR – see Table 8.5. 

Auckland, Canterbury, and Waikato account for 50% of all scheduled 
events. This pattern is not evident with Endurance/CTR primarily due 
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to large land requirements. Marlborough, Manawatū-Whanganui, and 
Wellington were other prominent areas (there were no Auckland 
events). There is also a high number of jumping and showhunter 
events scheduled in Manawatū-Whanganui and Northland. 

• Across a sample of 171 equestrian sites used by various equestrian 
activities, event registrations follow the same pattern as ESNZ 
discipline registrations. On average (combining pony club, discipline 
and other clubs/groups), each site had around 763 annual show 
jumping registrations (across 76 sites - ranging up to 10,299 at 
Woodhill Sands), 614 annual dressage registrations (across 54 sites - 
ranging up to 5,533 at NEC Taupo), 212 eventing registrations (across 
63 sites - up to 1,269 at NEC Taupo) and 22 endurance/CTR registrations 
(across 24 sites - up to 54 at Wairau Valley, Marlborough). 

• Event hosting at equestrian sites is vast and includes the disciplines 
listed above (across numerous levels) and extends further into 
Pleasure Horse, Miniature Horse, Showing, Gymkhana, ribbon days 
and Show Hacks. 

TABLE 8.5 – ESNZ SCHEDULED EVENTS OVERVIEW – 2022/23 SEASON 
REGIONAL 
COUNCIL 

DRESSAGE ENDURANCE 
/ CTR 

EVENTING JUMPING & 
SHOWHUNTER 

TOTAL 

Auckland 26 - 8 23 57 

Bay of Plenty 8 1 2 7 18 

Canterbury 29 5 12 15 61 

Gisborne 9 - - 4 13 

Hawke's Bay 9 - 4 6 19 

Manawatū-
Whanganui 8 4 2 15 29 

Marlborough 3 7 - 3 13 

Northland 10 - 2 12 24 

Otago 8 3 2 2 15 

Southland 5 - 5 3 13 

REGIONAL 
COUNCIL 

DRESSAGE ENDURANCE 
/ CTR 

EVENTING JUMPING & 
SHOWHUNTER 

TOTAL 

Taranaki 2 - 1 5 8 

Tasman 6 - - 3 9 

Waikato 30 4 8 20 62 

Wellington 9 5 2 6 22 

Total 162 29 48 124 363 

8.6 WIDER EQUESTRIAN ACTIVITY 
It is important to recognise that there is a high concentration of horse 
riding and leading which occurs outside of ESNZ and NZPCA 
membership. This includes activity which is more informal in nature (non-
structured or membership based). Most will be using the same equestrian 
facilities as ESNZ and NZPCA members. 
To assist with providing a broad overview of equestrian participants, the 
Sport New Zealand Insights Tool has been used to calculate the ‘expected 
number’ of equestrians. Nationally there are 48,517 expected equestrians. 
Using a statistical sample, an expected participation rate for each area of 
the country has been calculated and applied against the population. 
Figure 8.3 shows the expected number of equestrians alongside 
ESNZ/NZPCA membership. This is further detailed in Part D – Regional 
Insights. 
FIGURE 8.3 – EXPECTED NUMBER OF EQUESTRIAN PARTICIPANTS 
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9.0 EQUESTRIAN FACILITY PROVISION 
Due to the vast and complex nature of equestrian facilities across the 
country, the full inventory of facilities has been compiled separately (not 
fully detailed in the strategy) and stored in Sport New Zealand’s Online 
Facility Planning Tool. 
Facility information is summarised in the Facility Dashboard on the 
following page and mapped with high-level detail in Part D: Regional 
Insights. 
To focus analysis and to support benchmarking insights across the 
country, attention was placed on ‘primary equestrian sites’. For clarity, 
these are equestrian sites that are most regularly used by pony clubs and 
ESNZ disciplines. In total, 264 sites were identified. An additional 176 sites 
were also considered for wider contextual understanding.  

KEY NATIONAL INSIGHTS 
From a national perspective, the Facility Dashboard identifies the 
following (from available data sources): 
• There is an extremely high proportion of all facility types that are 

perceived to be in average condition. When coupling this with the 
level of facilities already in poor condition, substantial investment is 
likely to be required across the full facility network. Not addressing 
facility issues will result in poor user experiences and potentially 
impact equine welfare.  

• There are slightly higher perceived condition issues with ancillary 
facilities (i.e. clubroom/event facilities and changing rooms/toilets) 
than ‘core’ equine-related facilities (arena and yards/stables). 

• There is available capacity within the equestrian network across all 
activity areas (outdoor arena, indoor arena and cross-country). 

• Levels of use vary significantly from site-to-site, averaging 110 
annual training days and 9 annual event days. Many sites only counted 
formal use. As 49% of members indicated they use these sites at least 
weekly, with 19% 3+ times a week, the level of use is therefore 
understated. More data and analysis is needed at a local site level to 
provide a more accurate use profile. 

• The facility network is aging with a high proportion of sites over 30+ 
years. The condition of facilities in many cases is commensurate to 
their age. 

• Councils are the main landowner (45%), followed by private (26%) and 
A&P Societies (11%). 

• While the majority of landownership sits with Council and private 
owners (71%), managing and maintaining facility assets is 
predominately borne by clubs/groups (70%). 

• There is a relatively high proportion of sites with tenure concerns 
(29%). This mainly relates to landownership with land value/financial 
return, pressures for repurposing land (i.e. housing developments), the 
nature of Council leases (renewal processes coupled with land 
demand in certain areas of the country) and reliance on private owners 
continuing to provide business and community services/access. 

• There is wide geographic coverage across the country. 
• 2 National Equestrian Centres under operation of ESNZ. 
 
 
FIGURE 9.1 – EQUESTRIAN FACILITY NETWORK OVERVIEW 
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PRIMARY EQUESTRIAN SITES 264 
Used by ESNZ disciplines 
and Pony Clubs as ‘primary 
sites’ 
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9.1 ENVIRONMENTAL PRACTICES 
As more focus continues to be placed on improving the country’s 
environment, and pressures exist regarding security of tenure, it is 
important that the equestrian community demonstrates its value and 
implements initiatives to support environmental outcomes. For certain 
sites and facilities, environmental improvements may strengthen the 
equestrian value proposition.  

Figure 9.2 provides an overview of environmental practices used by 114 
equestrian facility owners and operators across the country (sourced from 
survey insights). 

The main practices used are maintaining green space and setting areas 
aside for restoration of natural habitats/vegetation. The importance of this 
has been more pronounced in recent years with increased rain volume 
placing strain on service infrastructure. Large green space areas, such as 
equestrian sites, are vitally important to support stormwater 
management. 

FIGURE 9.2 – ENVIRONMENTAL PRACTICES OF FACILITY OWNERS & OPERATORS 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

While a wide array of environmental practices are used, most are organic 
with limited development or intervention required. When facility owners 
and operators were prompted on what environmental practices they 
would prioritise, they overwhelmingly selected restoring natural 
habitat/vegetation, installing solar and collecting and using rainwater. 
Every site is unique with its own challenges and opportunities that need 
to be explored. It is important that proactive approaches are taken where 
possible to mitigate environmental issues (real and perceived) to provide 
long-term environmental gains from equestrian activity. 
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9.2 PUBLIC EQUESTRIAN SPACES 
The overall network of public equestrian spaces is vast and is best 
depicted at a more regional and local level. It is recognised that public 
spaces (i.e. bridle trails, beaches and forests) are critical complementary 
‘facilities’ for equestrians to gain quality access to. Crucially, these spaces 
provide everyday access for any equestrian that wants to participate in 
formal or informal activity. 

A high-level national overview of community insights on public open 
spaces is outlined in the ‘Community Dashboard’ on the following pages 
and is discussed in more detail below. 

USE OF PUBLIC EQUESTRIAN SPACES 
• The primary public spaces used by survey respondents were beaches 

(81%) and roadside (68%), followed by forests (59%) and trails (54%). 

• Unsurprisingly, there is natural variance across the country which is 
directly associated with coastline and natural topography. Areas with 
coastal access have higher levels of beach access, while more land-
locked areas have higher roadside and forest access. This trend is 
broadly shown in Figure 9.3. 

FIGURE 9.3 – REGIONAL BREAKDOWN OF USE BY SURVEY RESPONDENTS 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Frequency and Time of Use 

• The highest use rates across all spaces is 1-2 times a week. 

• The highest number of respondents used beaches (compared to all 
other public space types). However, they were less frequently used (1+ 
times a week – with notably high fortnightly and monthly use). Some 
reasons for this include: 

a. Many beaches have restricted access during daylight savings 
(typically after 6-7pm), this limits the use window for long 
rides/leads. 

b. Many beaches are only suitable for equestrian use at low tides, 
further restricting when they can be accessed. 

• All other public spaces have similar use trends with between 50-52% of 
respondents accessing areas 1+ times a week.. Of respondents that 
access public spaces more than once a week, roadside use has the 
highest proportion of use (3+ times a week). There is notable variability 
in the frequency and types of spaces used across the country. 

• There is around a 20% difference between summer and winter use of 
public spaces – indicating weather and conditions play a significant 
role in frequency of use. There is very little difference nationally 
between all public spaces. However, at a more regional and local level 
this does change. In some areas, there is less drop-off for roadside use 
during winter compared to other public spaces. 

• Primary use occurs between 9am and 3pm during weekends, with 
little variance between the types of spaces used (except for roadside). 
Roadsides have a notably lower level of use between 9am-3pm, with 
high comparative use between 3-6pm and after 6pm. 

• The second highest period of use occurs between 9am and 3pm on 
weekdays. All other time periods are noticeably lower. 
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Travel Time 

• There is a necessity and preparedness to travel to access public 
equestrian spaces. Overall, circa 39% of survey respondents travel more 
than 31 minutes to undertake equestrian activity (22% travel 41+ mins). 

• This is skewed when considering that 58% of roadside use is onsite (a 
further 22% occurs within 10 minutes drive). When analysing other 
public equestrian spaces, drivetimes for beaches and forests are 
typically greater than 31 minutes (for around 50% of respondents). 

Why Use These Public Spaces? 

There are four key reasons given for using public spaces. These are: 

1. Offers different terrain (53%) 

2. Only space(s) publicly available (51%) 

3. Best place(s) to ride (49%) 

4. Close to home (47%) 

Factors attracting the use of public spaces include equestrians seeking a 
range of terrain to provide diversity of experiences, offering different 
distances, sites  being less impacted  by poor weather (leading to poor 
condition and limiting use), being suitable for differing skill levels and 
offering safe and controlled environments. 

MEETING NEEDS 
Overall, the public spaces meet the needs of 7 in every 10 equestrians 
(based on survey responses). This is further refined by Regional Council 
areas in Figure 9.4. 

Highest levels of dissatisfaction were cited in the West Coast (59% - note 
this was a relatively small sample size), Otago (48%), Hawke’s Bay (44%), 
Waikato, Tasman and Northland (40-42%). 

When refining these findings further by sub-regions, and only taking a 
sample size of 50+ respondents, most dissatisfaction was evident in the 
Far North District (55%), Eastern Otago/Dunedin (54%), Central 
Waikato/Hamilton (46%), Central & Northern Hawke’s Bay (45%) and 
Central Tasman/Nelson (42%) areas. 

 
 

FIGURE 9.4 – WHETHER PUBLIC SPACES MEET NEEDS - REGIONAL BREAKDOWN 

 

While reasons for not meeting their needs varies considerably, key 
reasons cited included availability of limited site options, too much 
conflicting use (access restrictions), safety concerns with shared use and 
vehicle speeds, condition issues and parking/access issues. 

SUGGESTED IMPROVEMENTS (SURVEY RESPONDENTS) 
• Overwhelmingly, survey respondents were supportive of more 

dedicated spaces for horse riding/handling (88%). This was generally 
consistent across the country.  

• When refined further by sub-regions (with sample sizes of at least 50 
respondents), the highest support for dedicated spaces were in 
Central Waikato/Hamilton (66% of respondents), Southern Northland 
& Whangarei (63%), Southern Waikato (59%), Eastern Otago/Dunedin 
(56%) and Northern Local Boards of Auckland (53%). 

• There are contrasting views on shared trails within the community. 
While numerous health and safety concerns were raised, many 
respondents took a more pragmatic approach pointing to the value 
and opportunity of accessing existing and new trails. This is 
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highlighted with 65% indicating a desire for more shared use spaces 
for horse riding. This was more pronounced in Northland, East Coast, 
Wellington, and the West Coast, and notably lower in Southland. 

• Improved or suitable roadside use was favoured more highly by 
respondents on the West Coast and in Northland, while ratings were 
also relatively high elsewhere. 

• Encouraging equestrian activity in public spaces would be aided by 
having reduced travel times (more sites) and having improved parking 
and yards.  

• Greater utilisation of existing sites / infrastructure could be achieved 
by improving trail surface quality and creating connections with 
existing equestrian sites. 

Working through these improvements at a regional and local level will 
support greater utilisation. This will need to involve prudent planning and 
greater engagement with the equestrian community. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 
• Greater collaboration and connection between equestrian groups, 

advocacy groups and other key stakeholders (i.e. Councils, forestry 
owners, Ministry of Transport and Department of Conservation). An 
evidence-based approach is required to best support advocacy. This 
should include: 
a. Using insights from the National Equestrian Facilities Strategy. 
b. Within all Regional Equestrian Facility Plans include public open 

space analysis and investigation (where identified). OR, 
c. Undertake specific Open Space Equestrian Needs Assessments. 

This should be focused in identified areas where needs are not 
being met. 

d. Establish a series of case studies showcasing the successful 
development and implementation of open space initiatives. These 
case studies should be used for advocacy and the optimisation of 
approaches. 

e. Establish guidelines and practices outlining how to effectively 
develop and integrate equestrian public spaces. 

f. Explore opportunities to integrate / link public spaces with base 
equestrian sites (where possible) to maximise existing 
infrastructure. 
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PUBLIC SPACES – COMMUNITY INSIGHTS DASHBOARD 

DO THESE SPACES MEET YOUR NEEDS? 

69% 
YES 

NO 

LIMITED SITE 
OPTIONS 

CONFLICTING 
USE 

SAFETY 
CONCERNS 

PARKING / ACCESS 
ISSUES 

WHY THESE SPACES? 

51% 53% 

ONLY PLACE(S) PUBLICLY 
AVAILABLE 

OFFERS DIFFERENT 
TERRAIN 

THE BEST PLACE TO RIDE 

49% 

CLOSE TO HOME 

47% 
ALL 
TYPES 

PUBLIC SPACES - SEASONAL USE 

SUMMER - 47% USED 1+ WEEKLY 
WINTER - 30% 

USED 1+ WEEKLY 

USED 1+ WEEKLY 

USED 1+ WEEKLY 

SUMMER - 52% 
WINTER - 32% 

SUMMER - 51% 
WINTER - 32% 

SUMMER - 50% 
WINTER - 31% 

PUBLIC SPACES - TYPE OF USE 

BEACHES 
81% 

FORESTS 
59% 

TRAILS 
54% 

ROADSIDE 
68% 

FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS? 

77% 
YES 

MORE SHARED 
USE SPACES 

IMPROVED TRAIL 
SURFACE QUALITY 

CONNECTION WITH 
EQUESTRIAN FACILITIES 

MORE DEDICATED 
HORSE SPACES 
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PART D: EQUESTRIAN 
FACILITY NETWORK 
APPROACH 
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10.0 OUR NETWORK APPROACH 

10.1 NETWORK OBJECTIVES 
To establish and support equestrian outcomes, the following key network 
objectives have been identified: 

ACCESSIBLE AND SECURE 
We have the right type of facilities, in the most suitable locations, with 
secured tenure to facilitate equestrian activity for all. 

FIT-FOR-PURPOSE 
Our sites and facilities reflect what our communities need (suitable 
type and function), are in good condition to facilitate use, support 
environmental practices and the level of events hosted are in line with 
facility specifications. 

OPTIMISATION 
We optimise and maximise use of our sites through collaboration and 
partnership. In doing so, our sites are complementary to one another, 
and are financially and operationally sustainable (with reduced impact 
on our workforce and volunteer base). 

EQUINE WELFARE 
Our sites and facilities have continued focus on supporting equine 
welfare. 

INCREASE PARTICIPATION 
Our equestrian sites extract the greatest possible value for our 
communities and provide quality experiences for all equestrians – 
leading to more people being involved and greater use of our sites. 

 

10.2 PROVISION GUIDELINES 
The provision guidelines outlined in this section should be considered as 
a guide/tool only and used to focus where more refined investigation 
should be undertaken. It is recognised there is complexity and variability 
in the way equestrian activity is delivered across the country. 
To account for this with all available datasets, the provision guidelines are 
primarily determined by using ESNZ, NZPCA and Sport New Zealand data 
and insights to provide a consistent base level of analysis for 
benchmarking across the country. More unique features including other 
facility provision, condition, and use are factored in and further refined 
within each regional section (see Part E – Regional Insights). 
These guidelines outline a mix of variables to gain a high-level 
appreciation of provision and participation levels at a Regional Council 
level. It is important to recognise that one variable alone should not be 
used as a driver for decision-making. 

Essentially, at a macro-level, the national benchmark guidelines ask: 
1. What is the geographic distribution of our equestrian sites? 
2. How many equestrians do the sites service? 

OTHER CONSIDERATIONS AND OVERLAYS 
• The provision guidelines should not be used in isolation as the 

number of sites and equestrians may also be determined by other 
variables such as land size, land suitability (i.e. slope and soil/drainage 
conditions), the surrounding area (i.e. housing), grazing sites, function 
(i.e. disciplines or activity that can be accommodated), and facility 
condition. Some of these variables are further highlighted in the 
regional sections of this strategy (where this information is available). 

• Indoor/covered facilities and arena surface needs and requirements 
differ from site-to-site and region-to-region. On average, 45% of 
equestrian sites comprise all-weather surfaces (based on available 
data). The proportion of all-weather arena vary notably across the 
country with insights applied at a regional level. Additionally, there are 
21 indoor/covered facilities used by ESNZ and NZPCA clubs and groups 
nationally. 
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VARIABLE GUIDELINE 

OVERALL PROVISION 

Regional Council Land Area to 
Number of Equestrian Sites 

Outside Auckland - guide of 118,000 hectares 
per equestrian site (used by ESNZ and/or Pony 
Clubs). 
Auckland is examined in the Regional Section 
in isolation. 

Members to Number of 
Equestrian Sites 

Outside Auckland – guide of 55 ESNZ and Pony 
Club members per site. 
Auckland – guide of 83 ESNZ and Pony Club 
members per site. 

Overall Equestrians to Number of 
Equestrian Sites* 

Outside Auckland - guide of 210 equestrians 
per site. 
Auckland - guide of 193 equestrians per site. 

PARTICIPATION 

Pony Club and ESNZ Members to 
Population 

Outside Auckland - guide of 3 members per 
1,000 residents. 
Auckland - guide of 1.6 members per 1,000 
residents. 

Equestrians (all)* to Population Outside Auckland - guide of 12 equestrians per 
1,000 residents. 
Auckland – guide of 4 equestrians per 1,000 
residents. 

Notes: 

*‘Equestrians’ relates to the expected number of equestrians (regardless of whether 
they participate in horse-related activity casually or as a member). This data is sourced 
from Sport New Zealand’s Insights Tool. 
Sites exclude alternate sites used by pony clubs irregularly and endurance only sites. 
ESNZ members are reflective of individual members regardless of how many disciplines 
or groups they are associated with. 
Other variables such as equestrian site area were not used as a metric due to 
considerable variability in size and function. 

The guidelines have been applied at a Regional Council level to help 
identify where more refined investigation and potential intervention is 
required – See Part E: Regional Insights. 

10.3 OPTIMAL EQUESTRIAN FACILITY NETWORK 
An optimal equestrian facility network and associated specifications set 
out the future direction for equestrian facilities. These are designed to 
guide the identification of geographic and functional gaps across our 
network and to support the overall equestrian experience and equine 
welfare. Importantly, the optimal network will help focus where future 
development and investment is best placed to drive equestrian 
outcomes. 

The framework was developed using a mix of sources including: 

• Facility specifications of existing sites across the country. 

• Specific insights from ESNZ, NZPCA and discipline experts. 

• Consideration given to international and regional equestrian plans. 

• FEI facility specifications and insights. 

• Current equestrian delivery including competition/show 
hosting/allocation. 

INTENTIONS OF THE OPTIMAL NETWORK 

It should be noted the proposed network is an ‘optimal state’ and will take 
an extended period of time to develop. It is acknowledged many sites do 
not currently meet the specifications. The specifications should be used 
to guide how we can move towards providing the best equestrian facility 
experiences.  

Where facilities do not currently meet specifications, they should be used 
to help guide future improvements (in line with identified priorities). They 
should not be used as a sole determinant for not using or closing an 
equestrian facility. 

The framework and specifications will be critical for informing key 
stakeholders (not just limited to funders and Councils) on what is needed 
across the various tiers of equestrian sites. This will provide greater clarity 
and understanding for future planning, investment and development. 

The optimal equestrian facility network and specifications are outlined in 
the following sections. 
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TIER EVENTS EQUESTRIAN FACILITY TIERS 

TIER 1 
INTERNATIONAL 

EVENTS:  

Hosting World Championships 
and other top tier FEI 
equestrian events. 
 
Future hosting should consider 
the specification of core 
equestrian facilities and 
suitability of support 
infrastructure (i.e. 
accommodation, tourism, and 
visitor services) to meet FEI 
requirements. 

ACTIVITY/OPERATION: 

• Potential for hosting international tier events in line with bidding requirements (in conjunction with FEI) – 
subject to detailed feasibility assessment. 

• Ability to host national tiered events. 
• Provision of high performance hubs through the National Equestrian Centres (Taupo and Christchurch). 

PROVISION GUIDELINES: 
• National Equestrian Centre: one located centrally in both the North and South Island respectively, 

supporting up to international level events and providing high performance hubs. 
 
• Wider Coverage:  

 
There are no requirements for additional National level sites. Alongside the National Equestrian Centres in 
Taupo and Christchurch, the following sites have been identified: 
 

- Takapoto Estate (Cambridge): premier facilities, located greater than 2-hours driving time from the 
NEC – Taupo, large membership catchment and in relatively close proximity to Auckland International 
Airport. 

1.  

- Tomoana Showgrounds (Hastings): Host Horse of the Year, located greater than 2-hours driving time 
from the NEC – Taupo and relatively large catchment area. 

 

- Manfeild Park (Feilding): established site, quality facilities, located greater than 2-hours driving time 
from the NEC – Taupo, and access down to Wellington (large catchment area). 

TIER 2 
NATIONAL 

EVENTS:  

Hosting ESNZ National 
Championships, Horse of the 
Year and World Cup Qualifying 
Events. 
 
+ all other events held at 
regional, district and local tiered 
facilities. 

TIER 3 
REGIONAL 

EVENTS:  

Premier and grand prix events, 
NZPCA Island Championships3, 
Island Championships and in 
some cases Agricultural and 
Pastoral Show. 
 
+ all other events held at district 
and local tiered facilities. 

ACTIVITY/OPERATION:  

• Enables a diversity of everyday equestrian activity on a single or adjoining sites (in addition to events). This 
concept termed a ‘Regional Equestrian Parks’ facilitates hubbing and/or collocation of multiple equestrian 
clubs, groups, disciplines and/or sports. 

• These sites can host up to regional level events (including premier and grand prix discipline events), 
regional clinics, rallies, and camps. 

• For financial sustainability and overall site operations, securing at least one core anchor tenant is 
recommended. 

• On occasions some national level events could be hosted at Regional Equestrian Parks (when required and 
deemed suitable). This only occurs when an event cannot be hosted at a national tier facility. It must not 
involve any facility upgrades as this will likely divert local funding away from other local/regional priorities. 

• It is preferable for sites to accommodate most disciplines (noting suitable land provision for cross-country 
courses maybe restrictive). 

 
3 Based on NZPCA event strategy – rotating the events around the country. 
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TIER EVENTS EQUESTRIAN FACILITY TIERS 
PROVISION GUIDELINES:  

• Each regional council area to comprise a Regional Equestrian Park (or a higher provision tier 1 or 2 site).  
• Some areas may require more provision based on site location, membership catchment and accessibility 

(see the respective regional sections for further details). 
• Located at least 2 hours drive time from another tier 1, 2 or 3 site. 
• Note multiple tier 1 to 3 sites may exist in closer drive times where event only sites are needed (where 

complementary to Regional Equestrian Parks). 

TIER 4 
DISTRICT 

EVENTS: 

As above as for Tier 3 – Regional. 

ACTIVITY/OPERATION: 

• Enables everyday equestrian activity on a single or adjoining sites (in addition to events) as a standalone 
club/group/sport site or via a multi-use equestrian facility.  

• Multi-use equestrian facility or collocation of multiple equestrian clubs, groups, disciplines and/or sports. 
• Event hosting will vary dependent on disciplines but will primarily host grand prix level events and lower. 
• For financial sustainability and overall site operations, securing at least one core anchor tenant is 

recommended. 
• Primarily service the population and membership base in the wider district (for day-to-day equestrian 

activity, noting events attract a wider catchment). 
 
PROVISION GUIDELINES: 

• Service a district catchment size 30,000-40,000 population and/or 
• Typically located 1.5-2 hours drive time from a District or higher-tiered facility which may host events for the 

same discipline(s). 
• Multiple sites may be required where there is insufficient land or suitably specified facilities in the 

immediate or adjacent territorial authority boundaries (city, districts, wards or local boards). 

NOTE 

Note that Regional Equestrian Parks and multi-use equestrian facilities are the preferred delivery models to:  

• Maximise use of sites, 
• Enhance sustainability,  
• Pool volunteer and work forces,  
• Reinvest into infrastructure,  
• Increase value proposition to stakeholders and landowners for potential investment,  
• Security of tenure. 

In some areas where land and facility provision cannot meet event specifications, and Equestrian Parks cannot be effectively established or optimised, event only sites 
will be used to complement day-to-day equestrian facilities (for example A&P Showgrounds). 
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TIER EVENTS EQUESTRIAN FACILITY TIERS 

TIER 5 
LOCAL 

EVENTS:  

Up to local and training level, 
local ribbon days, club 
competitions, hack days… 

ACTIVITY/OPERATIONS: 

Sites that predominately cater for local equestrian community needs and services. These can include: 
 
• Local Pony Club delivery (with a mix of rallies – branch and area, training, schooling and various 

competitions & shows i.e. jumping dressage, ribbon days, ODE’s), 
• Riding for the Disabled facilities, 
• Adult Riding Clubs, 
• Western Riding Clubs, 
• Rodeo Riding Clubs, 
• Polo facilities, 
• Private providers (typically providing riding schools and/or private training), 
• Casual use/access. 
 

PROVISION GUIDELINES: 

• There are no set provision guidelines for local sites. Key variables such as geography, facility network, 
demand, offerings/function, utilisation, and financial sustainability need to guide localised provision.  

• Whilst taking account of the above variables, and drive time insights from members, optimally equestrian 
sites are not located within a 30-minute drive time. 

• Supplementary provision analysis is provided at a regional level in Part E: Regional Insights. 
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FACILITY SPECIFICATIONS GUIDE 

TIER 1 – INTERNATIONAL 
TIER 1 
INTERNATIONAL 

Disciplines Dressage Jumping Eventing Endurance/CTR 

Events - Ability to Host  
(up to this level + all other events 
hosted at regional, district and 
local tier facilities) 

International – CDI3*-5* International – CSI1*-5* and CSI1*-
W 

International - CCI3*-5 N/A 

TIER 1 
INTERNATIONAL – SITE SPECIFICATIONS 

Site Land Area At least 40 hectares At least 50 hectares Sufficient to accommodate 
160km of trail and support 
infrastructure. 

Overall Horse Capacity Capacity for 250 to 500 horses  

Competitors | Spectators 1,000+ 1,000+ 1,000+  

 Dressage Jumping Eventing Endurance/CTR 

Site – Total Arena Area Dedicated Equestrian Sites – at least 30,000m2 in arena area (combined grass and all-weather), with 
around 15,000m2 of all-weather arena space (dividable by the disciplines as required for day-to-day and 
event use). 

Desirably one all-weather surface and practice area is floodlit. 

Event Sites – ability to meet event requirements. As a guide the arena area should be a minimum of 
15,000m2. 

N/A 

Events - Competition Area(s) Min. 7 60m x 20m arenas or total 
space to erect international 
standard surfaces. 

Safe delineation fencing between 
warm up and competition 

Min. 1 50m x 80m arena Min. 1 60m x 20m arena 

Min. 1 50m x 80m arena 

Cross country course up to 
6,840m (CCI-L5*). 

 

Events - Practice Area(s) Min. 1 60m x 20m arena (same 
footing as the main competition 
arena) 

Min. 1 50m x 80m arena (same 
footing as the competition arena) 

Min. 1 60m x 20m arena (same 
footing as the competition arena) 
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TIER 1 
INTERNATIONAL 

Sufficient warm-up areas to 
service the number of 
competition arenas. 

Each competition arena to have 
its own practice area. 

Min. 1 50m x 80m arena (same 
footing as the competition arena). 
At least 2 knockdown obstacles. 

Cross country training area at a 
min. of 6,000m2.- at least 2 fixed or 
knockdown obstacles. 

Events – Arena Surface Type All-weather sand-based 
equestrian artificial footing 

All-weather sand-based 
equestrian artificial footing 

All-weather sand-based 
equestrian artificial footing 

 

Floodlit No No No  

Stabling/Yards • 250 to 500 yards and/or stables (it is desirable for 200 yards to be covered) 

• Min. 20 stables 

• Min 5 Stallion stables 

• Clean bedding 

FEI Requirements 

• Min. 3m x 3m with 20% at 4m x 3m. 

• Ventilation, lighting & water (with good pressure) 

• Wash down areas 

• Min. 2 treatment stables 

• Min. 2 isolation stables 

• Area for horse examination 

• Ability to secure stables 

• Clean bedding and disinfected stables 

 

Admin/Offices 

 

 

 

 

Offices for Organising Committee, front of house, reception & back office, stable managers and Veterinary 
Services. 

Meeting areas for officials, medic room, lockable room for Drug Free Sport operations, with close proximity 
to a separate toilet. 
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TIER 1 
INTERNATIONAL 

Technology Requirements The site should have free reliable high-speed WIFI and internet connection to support online streaming, 
rider/officials’ communication and for the spectator experience. 

Satisfactory speaker systems. 

Horse Inspections 30m strip for horse inspection 

Firm, level non-slip surface 

Stewarding area 

‘Holding Box’ for further inspection 

 

Other Horse Welfare Equine referral clinic nearby with diagnostic imaging & surgical facilities. 

Horse Ambulance facilities. 

FEI Regulations to be met for FEI events. 

 

Events - Accommodation and 
Parking 

Powered and non-powered sites are required, with access to water, shower and toilet facilities. 

Parking capacity for 250-500 trucks and floats (on suitable ground to reduce impact from inclement 
weather). Note that parking can be temporary and not necessarily located on-site to meet peak parking 
capacity needs.  
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TIER 2 – NATIONAL 
TIER 2 
NATIONAL 

 Dressage Jumping Eventing Endurance/CTR 

Events - Ability to Host 
(up to this level + all other events 
hosted at regional, district and 
local tier facilities) 

ESNZ National Championships, 
Horse of the Year and World Cup 
Qualifying Events 

ESNZ National Championships, 
Horse of the Year and World Cup 
Qualifying Events 

ESNZ National Championships, 
Horse of the Year 

Up to 3*, National & Island 
Championships, FEI World Cup – 
Pacific League 

TIER 2 
NATIONAL – SITE SPECIFICATIONS 

Site Land Area At least 40 hectares At least 50 hectares Sufficient to accommodate 
160km of trail and support 
infrastructure. 

Overall Horse Capacity Capacity for at least 500 horses  

Competitors | Spectators Up to 1,000 Up to 1,000 Up to 1,000 Up to 1,000 

 Dressage Jumping Eventing Endurance/CTR 

Indoor Arena Min. 40x80m structure with sand or sand-fibre blend surface (when accommodating both dressage and 
jumping) 

 

Site – Total Arena Area Dedicated Equestrian Sites – at least 30,000m2 in arena area (combined grass and all-weather), with 
around 15,000m2 of all-weather arena space (dividable by the disciplines as required for day-to-day and 
event use). 

Desirably one all-weather surface and practice area is floodlit. 

Event Sites – ability to meet event requirements. As a guide the arena area should be a minimum of 
15,000m2. 

N/A 

Events - Competition Area(s) Min. 1 60m x 20m arena Min. 1 50m x 80m arena Min. 1 60m x 20m arena 

Min. 1 50m x 80m arena 

Cross country course up to 
6,840m (CCI-L5*). 

Up to 160km trails – firm footing 

Events - Practice Area(s) Min. 1 60m x 20m arena (same 
footing as the competition arena) 

Min. 1 50m x 80m arena (same 
footing as the competition arena) 

Min. 1 60m x 20m arena (same 
footing as the competition arena) 
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TIER 2 
NATIONAL 

Sufficient warm-up areas to 
service the number of 
competition arenas. 

Sufficient warm-up areas to 
service the number of 
competition arenas. 

Min. 1 50m x 80m arena (same 
footing as the competition arena). 
At least 2 knockdown obstacles. 

Cross country training area at a 
min. of 6,000m2 - at least 2 fixed or 
knockdown obstacles. 

Events – Arena Surface Type All-weather sand-based 
equestrian artificial footing, or 
high-quality grass surface. 

All-weather sand-based 
equestrian artificial footing, or 
high-quality grass surface. 

All-weather sand-based 
equestrian artificial footing, or 
high-quality grass surface. 

 

Floodlit Yes Yes No  

Stabling/Yards • 250 to 500 yards and/or stables (it is desirable for half of the yards to be covered) 

• Min. 20 stables 

• Min. 5 Stallion stables 

• Min. 3m x 3m with 20% at 4m x 3m. 

• Ventilation, lighting & water (with good pressure) 

• Wash down areas 

• Min. 1 treatment stables 

• Min. 1 isolation stables 

• Area for horse examination 

 

Admin/Offices 

 

 

Technology Requirements 

Offices for Organising Committee, front of house, reception & back office, stable managers and Veterinary 
Services. 

Meeting areas for officials, medic room, lockable room for Drug Free Sport operations, with close proximity 
to a separate toilet. 

The site should have reliable high-speed WIFI and internet connection to support online streaming. 

 

Horse Inspections 30m strip for horse inspection 

Firm, level non-slip surface 

Stewarding area 

‘Holding Box’ for further inspection 

Recovery, vetting and hold areas 
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TIER 2 
NATIONAL 

Other Horse Welfare Equine referral clinic nearby with diagnostic imaging & surgical facilities. Water needs to be provided on 
the course at least every 10km 

Events - Accommodation and 
Parking 

Powered and non-powered sites are required, with access to water, shower and toilet facilities. 

Parking capacity for at least 250-500 trucks and floats (on suitable ground to reduce impact from inclement 
weather) – with sufficient space to safely support horses being tied to trucks. Note that parking can be 
temporary and not necessarily located on-site to meet peak parking capacity needs. 

 

TIER 3 – REGIONAL 
TIER 3 
REGIONAL 

 Dressage Jumping Eventing Endurance/CTR 

Events - Ability to Host 
(up to this level + all other events 
hosted at regional, district and 
local tier facilities) 

Premier and grand prix events, 
NZPCA National Championships, 
and in some cases Agricultural 
and Pastoral Shows 

Premier and grand prix events, 
NZPCA National Championships, 
and in some cases Agricultural 
and Pastoral Shows 

Up to CNN L3*, NZPCA Eventing 
Championships 

Up to 2* 

TIER 3 
REGIONAL – SITE SPECIFICATIONS 

Site Land Area At least 10 hectares At least 35 hectares Sufficient to accommodate 80km 
of trail and support infrastructure. 

Total Horse Capacity At least 200 horses At least 350 horses  

Competitors | Spectators Up to 1,000 Up to 1,000 Up to 1,000 Up to 1,000 

 Dressage Jumping Eventing Endurance/CTR 

Indoor Arena Desirable for sites with everyday equestrian use where certainty of use is critical (and where financially 
viable and sustainable). 

N/A 

Site – Total Arena Area Dedicated Equestrian Sites – at least 10,000m2 in arena area (combined grass and all-weather), with 
around 4,000m2 of all-weather arena essential (preferably 8,000m2) - dividable by the disciplines as required 
for day-to-day and event use. 

Event Sites – ability to meet event requirements. As a guide the arena area should be a minimum of 
10,000m2. 

N/A 

Events - Competition Area(s) Min. 1 60m x 20m arena Min. 1 50m x 80m arena Min. 1 60m x 20m arena Up to 80km trails – firm footing 
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TIER 3 
REGIONAL 

Min. 1 50m x 80m arena 

Cross country course up to 
5,550m (CCI-L3*). 

Events - Practice Area(s) Min. 1 60m x 20m arena (preferred 
footing as the competition arena) 

Min. 1 40m x 50m arena (preferred 
footing as the competition arena) 

Min. 1 40m x 50m arena (preferred 
footing as the competition arena) 

Min. 1 50m x 80m arena (same 
footing as the competition arena). 
At least 2 knockdown obstacles. 

Cross country training area at a 
min. of 5,000m2.- at least 2 fixed or 
knockdown obstacles. 

 

Events – Arena Surface Type Preferably an all-weather sand surface. Where this cannot be met, suitable free-draining and permeable 
surface soils are required to increase the overall experience and competition certainty (removing the 
likelihood of weather elements impacting surface quality for both competition hosting and day-to-day 
use). 

Firm footing 

Floodlit No No No No 

Stabling/Yards 150-200 yards and/or stables (it is desirable for one-third of the yards to be covered) 

At least 1 for isolation 

At least 1 for medication control 

Grass or compacted area for tie-
ups. 

Admin/Offices 
 

Technology Requirements 

Temporary or permanent (for Regional Equestrian Parks) office space(s) with electricity, meeting space(s), 
kitchen, medic room and separate scoring office. 
 
The site should have reliable high-speed WIFI and internet connection to support online streaming. 

N/A 

Horse Inspections & Welfare 30m strip for horse inspection 

Firm, level non-slip surface 

Stewarding area 

‘Holding Box’ for further inspection 

Recovery, vetting and hold areas 

Water needs to be provided on 
the course at least every 10km 

Events - Accommodation and 
Parking 

Powered and non-powered sites are required, with access to water, shower and toilet facilities. 

Parking capacity for at least 200-400 trucks and floats (on suitable ground to reduce impact from inclement 
weather). Note that parking can be temporary and not necessarily located on-site to meet peak parking 
capacity needs. 
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TIER 4 – DISTRICT 
TIER 4 
DISTRICT 

 Dressage Jumping Eventing Endurance/CTR 

Events - Ability to Host 
(up to this level + all other events 
hosted at regional, district and 
local tier facilities) 

Premier and grand prix events, 
NZPCA National Championships, 
and in some cases Agricultural 
and Pastoral Shows 

Premier and grand prix events, 
NZPCA National Championships, 
and in some cases Agricultural 
and Pastoral Shows 

Up to CNN L3* Up to 2* 

TIER 4 
DISTRICT – SITE SPECIFICATIONS 

Site Land Area At least 10 hectares At least 30 hectares Sufficient to accommodate up to 
40km of trail and support 
infrastructure. 

Total Horse Capacity At least 200 horses At least 350 horses  

Competitors | Spectators 500 500 500 500 

 Dressage Jumping Eventing Endurance/CTR 

Indoor Arena Desirable, not essential N/A 

Site – Total Arena Area Dedicated Equestrian Sites – at least 8,000m2 in arena area – it preferable for around 4,000m2 of all-
weather arena (desirably 8,000m2) - dividable by the disciplines as required for day-to-day and event use. 

Event Sites – ability to meet event requirements. As a guide the arena area should be a minimum of 
8,000m2. 

N/A 

Events - Competition Area(s) Min. 1 60m x 20m arena Min. 1 50m x 80m arena Min. 1 60m x 20m arena 

Min. 1 50m x 80m arena 

Cross country course between 
4,400-5,500m (CCN L3*). 

Up to 40km trails – firm footing 

Events - Practice Area(s) Min. 1 60m x 20m arena (preferred 
footing as the competition arena) 

Sufficient warm-up areas to 
service the number of 
competition arenas. 

Min. 1 40m x 50m arena (preferred 
footing as the competition arena) 

Sufficient warm-up areas to 
service the number of 
competition arenas. 

Min. 1 40m x 50m arena (preferred 
footing as the competition arena) 

Min. 1 50m x 80m arena (preferred 
footing as the competition arena). 
At least 2 knockdown obstacles. 
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TIER 4 
DISTRICT 

Cross country training area at a 
min. of 5,000m2.- at least 2 fixed or 
knockdown obstacles. 

Events - Surface Type Preferably an all-weather sand surface. Where this cannot be met, suitable free-draining and permeable 
surface soils are required to increase the overall experience and competition certainty (removing the 
likelihood of weather elements impacting surface quality for both competition hosting and day-to-day 
use). 

Firm footing 

Floodlit No No No No 

Stabling/Yards 100-200 yards and/or stables (it is desirable for 15% of the yards to be covered) 

At least 1 for isolation 

At least 1 for medication control 

Grass or compacted area for tie-
ups. 

Admin/Offices Temporary or permanent office space(s) with electricity, kitchen, meeting space, medic room and separate 
scoring office. 

N/A 

Horse Inspections & Welfare 30m strip for horse inspection 

Firm, level non-slip surface 

Stewarding area 

‘Holding Box’ for further inspection 

Recovery, vetting and hold areas 

Water needs to be provided on 
the course at least every 10km 

Events - Accommodation and 
Parking 

Powered and/or non-powered sites are required, with access to water, shower and toilet facilities. 

Parking capacity for at least 200-400 trucks and floats (on suitable ground to reduce impact from inclement 
weather). Note that parking can be temporary and not necessarily located on-site to meet peak parking 
capacity needs. 
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TIER 5 – LOCAL 
TIER 5 
LOCAL 

Activity Use Localised venues predominately cater for the immediate equestrian communities around them and range in their delivery and service. The 
distinct facility offerings include: 

• Local Pony Club delivery (with a mix of rallies, training, schooling and various competitions & shows i.e. jumping dressage, ribbon days, 
ODE’s (eventing – with access to usable land). 

• Riding for the Disabled facilities 

• Adult Riding Clubs 

• Western Riding Clubs 

• Rodeo Riding Clubs 

• Polo facilities 

• Private providers (typically providing riding schools and/or private training) 

In some instances, some of the above offerings are co-located or part of a wider precinct of facilities. 

Provision Guide There are no provision guidelines for local sites as this is determined by geography, facility network, demand, offerings/function and financial 
sustainability at a more localised level.   

Supplementary provision analysis is provided at a regional level in Section x. 

TIER 5 
LOCAL – FACILITY SPECIFICATION 

Outline The specification of local sites varies markedly across the country due to factors such as land size & suitability, ownership, geographic location 
(i.e. urban or rural) and type of use/services. 

To best support equestrian activity at a local level, the following functions and standards should be sought (where possible and deemed viable): 

• At least 4-5 hectares (with the ability to access adjacent land or other existing sites for cross-country courses – where applicable). 

• Flat and rolling land – preferably in higher lying land for site resilience i.e. prevent flooding and the inability to use the facilities. 

• Free draining and robust land to reduce the impact of weather conditions on day-to-day use. 

• Access to all-weather arenas in the wider area if not already provided for, where deemed not viable, sustainable or permissible on the site. 
Due to the cost (capital and ongoing) and dependence on volunteer resource, it should not be considered a goal for every equestrian site at 
a local level to have an all-weather surface arena. 

• Yards – covered, wooden or pipe and/or tie-up areas. 
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TIER 5 
LOCAL 

• Good parking access – with preference for all-weather surface during wet weather conditions. 

• Water and electricity connections (including wash-down facilities). 

• Storage shed, meeting/admin area and toilets. 

• To increase site use, connectivity and financial sustainability, either having on site or being in close proximity to grazing paddocks. 

• Suitable safe access into and through the site (for both vehicle and horse movement). 

• Compliance with all Work Safe requirements. 

• Medium to long-term tenure is secured for certainty of activity, enable required resource and investment into the site and to support 
participation outcomes (quality experiences and more equestrians involved more often). 

• Focus should be placed on collaboration and partnership with other equestrian groups/clubs to maximise use and demonstrate the value 
the site is extracting for the sport and recreation sector. 

Note in some cases local sites may support more advanced activity due to land size (i.e. support cross-country), well-located in the network or 
the quality provided. As many higher tiered venues are for competitions/shows only, the day-to-day activity in certain areas falls back to localised 
provision. Therefore, these facilities are critical in the overall network to meet ongoing equestrian and community needs. 

 

Note: Formalised arenas should optimally be sized to meet jumping arena specifications. This enables the arenas to then be multipurposed to 
accommodate dressage.
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MAP 10.1 – PROPOSED NETWORK OF INTERNATIONAL, NATIONAL & REGIONAL TIERED EQUESTRIAN FACILITIES (WITH 2 HOUR DRIVE TIME) 

SOUTH ISLAND EQUESTRIAN SITES 

1. GORE SHOWGROUNDS              REG 
2. TBD (TAIERI PLAINS)              REG 
3. NEC CHRISTCHURCH              INT/NAT 
4. MARLBOROUGH EQUESTRIAN PARK     REG 
5. ROUGH ISLAND               REG 

1 
2 

3 

4
 

5
 

NORTH ISLAND EQUESTRIAN SITES 

6. SOLWAY SHOWGROUNDS              REG 
7. MANFEILD                            NAT 
8. DANNEVIRKE SHOWGROUNDS              REG 
9. EGMONT A&P SHOWGROUNDS               REG 
10. HAWKES BAY EQUESTRIAN PARK          REG 
11. TŌMOANA SHOWGROUNDS              NAT 
12. NEC TAUPŌ               INT/NAT 
13. GISBORNE SHOWGROUNDS              REG 
14. TAKAPOTO ESTATE              INT/NAT 
15. WAIKATO EQUESTRIAN CENTRE             REG 
16. TBD (WIDER TAURANGA)              REG 
17. WOODHILL SANDS EQUESTRIAN            REG 
18. TBD (NORTH AUCKLAND)                         NAT 
19. BARGE SHOWGROUNDS              REG 
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INSIGHTS OVERVIEW 
• South Island - while there is a wide geographic 

spread across the five sites, they account for 85% 
of current membership within their 2-hour drive 
time catchments. They are also well placed to 
support where main population growth is 
forecast. The mapping shows the importance of 
future prospective regional provision on the 
Wider Taieri Plains area. Suitable district level 
provision is required in Central Otago and the 
West Coast to meet geographic gaps. 
 

• North Island – has wide geographic coverage 
with 97% of current membership located with 2-
hours drive time of a Tier 1,2 or 3 site. While some 
areas have notable overlaps, the sites typically 
have different functions (i.e. event venues only) 
and/or service distinct catchments. More insights 
are provided in Part E: Regional Insights. 
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DELIVERY MODELS/APPROACHES 
A range of facility delivery models are evident across the country. These are in response to a myriad of factors including contexts within a local setting, land 
availability, historic decision-making, changing community needs and opportunities that arise. The models are briefly outlined in the following table. 

STANDALONE EQUESTRIAN PARK EQUESTRIAN PARK (‘HUB’) AND ‘SPOKE’ COLLOCATION 

   

Description: Facilitates hubbing and/or collocation of 
multiple equestrian clubs, groups, disciplines and/or 
sports. 

Description: Standalone Equestrian Park which has an 
additional site(s) to accommodate other activity e.g. 
eventing. 

Description: Two or more equestrian groups collocated on 
the same ground with distinct or some shared facilities. 

Example: Marlborough Equestrian Park Example: Rotorua A&P Showgrounds Example: Westport (pony club and RDA) 

• Creates a ‘home’ for Equestrian activity. 
• Pools and best utilises available resource. 
• Maximises use of facilities. 
• Greater value proposition for funders (higher critical 

mass for greater investment return). 

• This approach reaps the benefits of an Equestrian 
Park, while not necessarily needing to own, manage or 
maintain all land parcels (particularly for eventing). 

• Land could be adjacent or in relative proximity. 
• This can lead to tenure concerns if the ‘spoke’ is 

privately owned. 

• Enables some specific facilities to be set-up alongside 
other equestrian facilities i.e. rodeo arena and grass 
arena for a pony club. 

• Can establish connection and pathway opportunities 
i.e. pony club and disciplines. 

• Possible efficiencies, but in some cases can lead to 
duplication of facilities and services. 

EVENT VENUE ‘POP-UP’ EQUESTRIAN EVENT VENUE STANDALONE SITE 

   

Description: Dedicated equine or non-dedicated sites 
primarily or solely used for events (venue-for-hire). 

Description: Temporary equestrian event venues which 
may fill a gap in provision and/or taking equestrian activity 
‘to the people’ (marketing tactic). 

Description: Equestrian sites used by one group. 

Example: Manfeild, Feilding Example: Puhinui Reserve, Auckland Example: Hawea Wanaka Pony Club 
• Due to the business nature of events, these venues can 

typically have higher condition quality and have large 
support infrastructure to support large event delivery. 
This is not often available elsewhere in the wider area. 

• Can be expensive and have competing demands. 
• Can include specific equestrian infrastructure which 

has limited overall use (no or very limited day-to-day 
activity). 

• They are extremely important for Endurance/CTR 
events which require private land. 

• Provides flexibility to delivery, but hire arrangements 
are typically one-off or short-term leases. 

• Can be expensive and resource intensive. 
• Provide opportunities for creating greater exposure i.e. 

tourism hotspots during summer. 
• Important they do not detract investment or use of 

other equestrian facilities. 

• Can provide autonomy, with management and 
maintenance control of the grounds. 

• Can provide localisation to best service particular areas. 
• In some cases, smaller land parcels can be secured 

commensurate to group needs. 
• Depending on the size of the group, and its geographic 

location, investment potential can be more limited. 
• Can in some cases have limited utilisation relative to 

other operating models. 

 

EVENT 
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PART E: REGIONAL INSIGHTS  
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NORTHLAND 

AUCKLAND 

BAY OF PLENTY 

GISBORNE 

HAWKE’S BAY 

WELLINGTON 

WAIKATO 

TARANAKI 

HORIZONS 

TASMAN (COMBINED) 

CANTERBURY 

OTAGO 

SOUTHLAND 

WEST COAST 

REGIONAL INSIGHTS 
This section provides a high-level overview of base equestrian sites and 
facilities across Regional Council boundaries. These insights are based on 
available data and information sourced during the strategy’s 
development. 

To provide a level of a consistency across the regions to support 
benchmarking analysis, focus is placed on primary equestrian sites used 
by pony clubs and ESNZ disciplines. Other notable key equestrian sites 
are referenced where identified. 

The overview is provided as an outline of equestrian facility provision while 
providing proposed direction based on available information. Note more 
detailed analysis will likely be required at a regional or local level. 

Due to the vast array of facility types required to facilitate equestrian 
activity, a full detailed inventory is available via Sport New Zealand’s 
Facility Planning Tool. 

  

Click on each region below or scroll through to view individual regional sections.  
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BY THE NUMBERS 

MEMBERSHIP & PARTICIPATION (CURRENT & FORECAST) 

 

 

 2023 2048 

ESNZ & NZPCA Membership: 2,774 3,465 

Total Equestrians*: 6,770 8,456 

*Expected participation rate: 0.4% of population 

21% decline in pony club membership over the last 5-years (in 
line with national trends). 35% of groups cited increasing 
participation and 23% cited it was decreasing. 

CATCHMENT AREAS 

 

30% of membership are located in Rodney Local Board, with a 
further 21% residing in Franklin. All other local boards have 
membership of 5% or less. Those with 5% include Upper 
Harbour, Ōrākei and Waitākere Ranges Local Boards. 

NATIONAL BENCHMARKING 

 

Regional Land Area to # of Sites: 14,117↓ 

Members to Sites: 79  

Equestrians to # of Sites: 193 

EQUESTRIAN ENGAGEMENT RATES 

 

Population to Members:  1.64 members per 1,000 residents 

Population to Equestrians: 4 equestrians per 1,000 residents. 

EQUESTRIAN SETTING 

 

Farmland Change: -11% since 2002 (lower than national trends) 

Demographic Overview: pop. 1,571,718 (2018 census) 

Up 25% by 2048, led by Rodney, Franklin and Upper Harbour. 

Projected aging trend, with the 65+ year age-group increasing 
81% by 2043 (growing most in Rodney & Franklin), while 0-14 
year age-group declining 1% overall (but growing in Rodney, 
Franklin and Upper Harbour) 

High ethnic diversity is projected to increase, especially Asian. 
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POOR CONDITION ARENA CAPACITY AGE & TENURE 
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SUMMARY FINDINGS & THE WAY FORWARD 

• Geographic Importance - Franklin and Rodney Local Boards play a 
critical role in the provision of equestrian sites. Of sites used by ESNZ 
and NZPCA members across Auckland, two-thirds are located within 
these two Local Board boundaries. The Local Boards areas comprise of 
51% of Auckland membership. Land ownership is evenly split between 
Council, private and other (i.e. club/group, A&P Society or Trust). 
Rodney sites are primarily occupied by a single activity (63% of sites 
with most having pony club activity). More collaboration between 
clubs and groups is evident across Franklin and West Auckland. 

• There will likely be heightened importance for equestrian provision in 
Franklin and Rodney where there is high population growth forecast, 
and as housing intensification and land repurposing pressures 
continue as the urban areas expand. 

• There are a high number of sites to overall land mass in Auckland 
comparative to the rest of country (with higher membership per site). 

Recommendation 1: some opportunities appear to exist for exploring 
the possible consolidation of sites across wider Rodney. Short drive 
times/overlapping catchment areas and varying levels of 
membership exist. This will require more detailed analysis and 
stakeholder engagement. 

• National Tiered Equestrian Site – Takapoto Estate near Cambridge 
provides premier equestrian facilities for events/shows. The site is 
within relative proximity of Auckland and in line with drive time 
preferences. There is a possible functional gap in quality training sites 
capable of accommodating a wide range of user groups and 
equestrians – addressing this should be explored further alongside 
Recommendation 1. 

• Indoor Arena - Totara Park (Manurewa) is the only current 
indoor/covered arena in Auckland regularly used by domiciled clubs 
and groups). It is regularly used by a pony club or a discipline group. A 
covered arena is currently being developed at Henderson Valley Park 
(West Auckland RDA and Henderson Valley Pony Club site). There is a 
further indoor arena at Ambury Park Centre in Mangere Bridge (RDA 
site). 

Key Finding: There is limited access to indoor/covered arena across 
the city, most notably for equestrians North of Auckland. As weather 

patterns continue to impact equestrian activity, access to all-weather 
facilities will be needed to increase the quality of participant and 
equine experiences. 

Recommendation 2: Future provision should be explored within 
Rodney to reduce travel barriers (with focus placed on both day-to-
day use and events to provide continuity of use) – this should be 
completed alongside Recommendation 1. 

• Security of Tenure - the current equestrian network is vulnerable with 
tenure uncertainty (noticeably in Local Board areas between Franklin 
and Rodney Local Boards). Reasons for this include repurposing of land 
for other activities and housing intensification. 

Recommendation 3: despite relatively lower membership 
concentrated in the more urban areas of Auckland, it is imperative 
some provision remains across ‘Central’ Auckland to provide 
accessible opportunities. Doing so, also maintains green space within 
the city for absorbing stormwater. Ongoing engagement is required 
with Auckland Council. 

• Other Providers – there is an extensive number of private equestrian 
sites across the region. Activity varies but includes riding schools, 
riding clubs, polo, and some alternate site use by pony clubs. 
Additionally, there are three Riding for the Disabled sites which are 
primarily used for RDA activity. 

• ESNZ Event Delivery – there are four primary sites used to 
accommodate eventing – 8 events were scheduled in 2022/23 (Puhinui 
Reserve – ‘pop-up’ venue, Clevedon A&P Showgrounds, Papatoetoe 
Pony Club and Springbush Equestrian). Dressage sites comprise of 
Clevedon A&P Showgrounds (main site), Warkworth Showgrounds 
and Woodhill Sands Equestrian Centre (at a local level). A total of 26 
events/series were scheduled in 2022/23. The three primary jumping 
and show hunter event sites include Papatoetoe Pony Club, Pukekohe 
Showgrounds and Woodhill Sands Equestrian Centre which hosted 23 
events in 2022/23 (the highest nationally) and 18 at Woodhill Sands 
Equestrian Centre alone. There is also potentially some uncertainty 
around future access of Puhinui Reserve which will need further 
investigation. 

• Arena Condition and Capacity – there is available arena capacity 
across the region which can be optimised. We need to utilise what is 
available to its full potential. This could include partnerships with other 
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clubs/groups, riding schools and potentially other activities. Where 
capacity does not exist, this is typically linked to poor arena condition. 

Of note is the required arena upgrades at Woodhill Sands Equestrian 
Centre. There is currently a strong event reliance on the site. 

Recommendation 4: Update the 2014 Auckland Equestrian 
Facilities Plan to reflect insights gained from the National Equestrian 
Facilities Strategy. This should include focus on: 

i. Understanding club/site catchments and the prospect of
rationalising some sites in Rodney.

ii. Explore rationalising sites to create higher quality and well-
utilised training facilities -  including indoor/covered arena
provision in the north of the city.

iii. Prioritise specific arena upgrades.

iv. Widen the scope to understand availability and use of open
public spaces (i.e. bridle trails, beaches, forests and parks).

PRIMARY SITES USED BY ESNZ DISCIPLINES AND PONY CLUBS 
MAP 
REF # 

SITE NAME LOCAL BOARD PROPOSED 
TIER 

1 Kumeu Showgrounds Rodney Local 
2 Abderrry Equestrian Centre Franklin District 
3 Sonshine Ranch Franklin Local 
4 Bombay Papakura Pony Club Franklin Local 
5 Beachlands Maraetai Pony Club Franklin Local 

6 Puhinui Reserve Otara-
Papatoetoe TBD 

7 Coatesville Pony Club Rodney Local 
8 Chelsea Pony Club Kaipatiki Local 
9 Helensville A&P Showgrounds Rodney Local 
10 Clevedon A&P Showgrounds Franklin District 
11 Dairy Flat Pony Club Rodney Local 
12 Albertland Pony Club Rodney Local 
13 Diamond Lodge Equestrian Rodney Local 
14 Southstar Equestrian Rodney Local 
15 South Auckland Area Endurance Local 
16 Diamond Jubilee Park, Matakana Rodney Local 
17 Glasgow Park, Muriwai Road Rodney Local 

18 Harbourview Oringahina Reserve Henderson-
Massey Local 

19 Kaukapakapa Pony Club Rodney Local 

20 Henderson Valley Park Henderson-
Massey Local 

21 Mangere Pony Club Mangere-
Otahuhu Local 

22 Massey Pony Club Henderson-
Massey Local 

23 Meadowbank Pony Club Orakei Local 
24 Papatoetoe Pony Club Franklin District 
25 Pointways Pony Club Papakura Local 
26 Redhills Pony Club Rodney Local 
27 Silverdale Pony Club Rodney Local 
28 Te Huruhi Bay Reserve Waiheke Local 
29 Pukekohe Showgrounds Franklin District 
30 Springbush Equestrian Franklin Local 
31 Totara Park Equestrian Centre Manurewa Local 
32 Wainoni Park Upper Harbour Local 
33 Waiuku Pony Club Franklin Local 
34 Warkworth Showgrounds Rodney Local 
35 Whitford Pony Club Franklin Local 
36 Woodhill Sands Equestrian Centre Rodney Regional 
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MEMBERSHIP & PARTICIPATION (CURRENT & FORECAST) 

 

 

 2023 2048 

ESNZ & NZPCA Membership: 723 855 

Total Equestrians*: 2,468 2,920 

*Expected participation rate: 0.7% of population 
21% decline in pony club membership over the last 5-years 
(in line with national trends). 36% of groups cited 
decreasing participation. 

CATCHMENT AREAS 

 

Membership is primarily concentrated in Western Bay of 
Plenty District (36%) and Rotorua Lakes (26%). Followed by 
Whakatāne (15%), Tauranga City (10%) and Ōpōtiki (3%). 

NATIONAL BENCHMARKING 

 

Land Area to # of Sites: 67,067↓ 

Members to Sites: 40 -  
Equestrians to # of Sites: 137↓ 

EQUESTRIAN ENGAGEMENT RATES 

 Population to Members: 2.05 members per 1,000 
residents 

Population to Equestrians: 7 equestrians per 1,000 
residents. 

EQUESTRIAN SETTING 

 

Farmland Change: -3% (lower than national trends) 
Demographic Overview: 18% growth by 2048, with strong 
growth in Tauranga City, followed by Western Bay of 
Plenty and Rotorua Districts. Aging profile with 59% 
growth for 65+ age group, and 3% overall decline of 0-14 
years (slight increase in Tauranga City). Primarily European 
in Tauranga City and Western Bay of Plenty, with greater 
than 50% of residents projected to be Māori across Ōpōtiki, 
Kawerau and Whakatāne Districts. 
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BAY OF PLENTY EQUESTRIAN FACILITIES PLAN 
In-depth and wider analysis of the full equestrian facility network is 
outlined within the Bay of Plenty Equestrian Facilities Plan. The 
information contained in this section presents a snapshot of the region 
(in comparative form to the rest of the country). 
SUMMARY FINDINGS & THE WAY FORWARD 
• Equestrian Engagement – overall there is a relatively low level of 

equestrian engagement (measured by members per 1,000 residents), 
which is primarily attributed to Tauranga City. Comparatively, Western 
Bay of Plenty District has a notably higher level of community 
engagement (members per 1,000 residents). 

• Spatial Distribution – there is a relatively well distributed network of 
sites which are primarily influenced by topography constraints and the 
scale of the region. There could be opportunities in and around 
Tauranga City and Whakatāne to consolidate sites to maximise 
equestrian opportunities and outcomes. 

• Tenure – there is a high degree of uncertainty and potential impact on 
the equestrian facility network. Most of this uncertainty centres around 
the future of the Tauranga Racecourse (which is used by a wide range 
of equestrian groups), eventing at the Rotorua A&P Showgrounds and 
Tauranga Riding for the Disabled which has capacity constraints. 

• Condition – Most outdoor arenas are perceived to be in poor or 
average condition. Poorly rated facilities were more often associated 
with built infrastructure (yards/stables, clubroom/event facilities and 
changing rooms/toilets). 

• Functionality – there is limited access to indoor/covered arena 
provision in the wider Western Bay of Plenty area (with Tauranga RDA 
operating at capacity). 
Given the prevalence of adverse weather events, developing a higher 
proportion of sites with quality all-weather arena facilities should be 
explored. 
Tauranga Racecourse and Rotorua A&P Showgrounds are the 
predominant equestrian sites across the region, complemented by the 
National Equestrian Centre and Takapoto Estate in neighbouring 
Waikato and more localised sites across the Bay of Plenty. The Rotorua 
A&P Showgrounds is limited to around 22 event days annually as per 
the lease arrangement with Agrodome. 

• Proposed Opportunities – opportunities exist for establishing a 
District Equestrian Park at Teko Racecourse. Various sites in the 
immediate area are underutilised and have condition and/or site 
issues. Opportunities may also exist for accommodating eventing and 
adjacent/nearby sites could potentially facilitate trail access. 
Partnership opportunities exist between Tauranga Equestrian Sports 
Association (TESA) and Tauranga RDA to establish a Regional 
Equestrian Park. 

• Other Sites – the network is complemented by a wide range of 
equestrian sites including therapy-related, other RDA sites, riding 
schools/centres, hunt, adult riding club, and other private sites. 

Recommendation 1: Explore options for developing a Regional 
Equestrian Park in the wider Tauranga City/Western Bay of Plenty area. 

Recommendation 2: Explore opportunities for establishing a District 
Equestrian Park at Te Teko Racecourse (or another site within the 
Whakatāne District. 

Recommendation 3: Continue maintaining and upgrading facilities at 
the Rotorua A&P Showgrounds as a key site for domiciled user groups 
and event/show delivery. 

Recommendation 4: In line with the above recommendations, continue 
to explore securing long-term eventing tenure. 

Note: please see the Bay of Plenty Equestrian Facilities Plan for more in-
depth insights and recommendations. 
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PRIMARY SITES USED BY ESNZ DISCIPLINES AND PONY CLUBS 
MAP 
REF # 

SITE NAME TERRITORIAL 
AUTHORITY 

PROPOSED 
TIER 

1 Kawerau Pony Club Kawerau Local 

2 Memorial Park Ōpōtiki Local / District 

3 EquiSucceed* Rotorua Lakes Local 

4 Reporoa Pony Club Rotorua Lakes Local 

5 Rerewhakaaitu Domain Rotorua Lakes Local / District 

6 Mokoia Pony Club Rotorua Lakes Local 

7 RM Equestrian Rotorua Lakes Local 

8 Rotorua A & P Showgrounds Rotorua Lakes District 

9 Waikite Valley Pony Club Rotorua Lakes Local 

10 McLaren Falls Equestrian Park Tauranga City Local 

11 Papamoa Mount Pony Club Grounds Tauranga City Local 

12 Tauranga Racecourse Tauranga City TBD 

13 Otumoetai Te Puna Pony Club Western Bay of Plenty Local 

14 Te Puke A&P Showgrounds Western Bay of Plenty Local 

15 Uretara Domain Western Bay of Plenty Local 

16 Te Teko Racecourse Whakatāne District 

17 Edgecumbe Pony Club Whakatāne Local 

18 Jacks Arena Whakatāne Local 

19 Eivers Cross Country Course Whakatāne Local 

20 Thornton Beach Whakatāne Local 

21 Keepa Road, Whakatane Whakatāne Local 

A Tauranga Riding for the Disabled Tauranga City Local 

B Eastern Bay of Plenty Riding for the Disabled Whakatāne Local 
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COUNCIL 
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6% 

FACILITY OVERVIEW (PRIMARY SITES USED BY ESNZ DISCIPLINES AND PONY CLUBS) 

LAND OWNERSHIP ALL-WEATHER ARENA  TENURE 

   

POOR CONDITION ARENA CAPACITY EQUESTRIAN USE 

 
 

 

ARENA – 21% (36% AV.) 70% 
Have Available Capacity 

50% 
Over 30 Years 

YARDS/STABLES – 43% AV. 

OTHER ANCILLARY – 12% 
 

38% 
SITES WITH ALL-WEATHER 

ARENA 

14% 
UNCERTAIN FUTURE 

BY THE NUMBERS 

MEMBERSHIP & PARTICIPATION (CURRENT & FORECAST) 

 

 

 2023 2048 

ESNZ & NZPCA Membership: 1,970 2,333 

Total Equestrians*: 7,932 9,392 

*Expected participation rate: 1.2% of population 

22% decline in pony club membership over the last 5-years 
(in line with national trends). 38% of groups cited 
increasing participation and 17% cited it was decreasing. 

CATCHMENT AREAS 

 

A majority of members reside in Selwyn (24%) and 
Waimakariri Districts (22%), followed by Christchurch City 
(19%) and Ashburton District (11%). All other areas have 
around 100 members or less (under 5% of regional 
membership). 

NATIONAL BENCHMARKING 

 

Land Area to # of Sites: 120,281↑ 

Members to Sites: 53↑ 

Equestrians to # of Sites: 214↑ 

EQUESTRIAN ENGAGEMENT RATES 

 

Members to 1,000 Pop.:  2.98 members per 1,000 residents 

Equestrians to 1,000 Pop.: 12 equestrians per 1,000 
residents 

EQUESTRIAN SETTING 

 

Farmland Change: -18% (higher than national trends) 
Demographic Overview: Overall growth of 18% by 2048, 
centred around Christchurch City, followed by Selwyn and 
Waimakariri. Aging population (increase of 54% for 65+ age 
group), with increase in 0-14 year olds in Selwyn and 
Waimakariri. Predominately European, with growing rates 
of ethnic diversity across the region. 
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SUMMARY FINDINGS & THE WAY FORWARD 

• Geographic Importance – Canterbury has the second highest 
membership within its catchment area, although it has moderate 
market penetration relative to the population base. Waimakariri 
District, Christchurch City and Selwyn District comprise 65% of residing 
members, whilst accommodating 54% of the region’s equestrian sites. 

• There is likely to be increased pressures for land in the Selwyn District 
while the potential demand for equestrian activity will also grow (given 
high population forecasts). 

• There appears to be some opportunities for better utilising and/or 
rationalising some sites in Selwyn and Waimakariri Districts 

• Capacity – Notable capacity is evident across the region. 

Recommendation 1: further examine condition issues, use and 
distribution of equestrian sites on the southern boundary of 
Waimakariri District and those centralised areas within Selwyn 
District. 

Recommendation 2: explore greater collaboration to increase use of 
existing resources. This could include seeking additional users from 
across the equestrian community and/or the wider community (i.e. 
archery, cross-country, dog obedience). Where drive times are less 
than 15-minutes between site, potential rationalisation should also be 
considered. 

• Indoor/Covered Arena – There are currently two indoor arena located 
in the region including the Canterbury Agricultural Park (Christchurch 
City) and N-Lee Downs Equestrian Center (private facility in Waimate 
District). 

• The Canterbury Agricultural Park is well located to provide access from 
north, central and south via the State Highway system. The facility is 
used by Christchurch RDA, pony clubs and discipline groups. 

Recommendation 3: Maintain existing provision. Indoor or covered 
arena provision could be explored at the National Equestrian Centre 
if overall demand levels increase. Any future provision would need to 
complement the Canterbury Agricultural Park (due to its relative 
proximity). 

• Asset Condition – 57% of sites have arena in poor or average condition 
(based on a self-assessment), while 43% have yards/stables in average 
condition.  

Recommendation 4: Maintain a proactive asset management 
approach to prevent ‘average’ condition assets slipping to poor 
condition (which would start impacting the equestrian experience 
and equine welfare). Where possible, coordinate asset management 
activity across the region to identify potential cost and resource 
savings. 

ESNZ Event Delivery – the primary event venues include the National 
Equestrian Centre, Ashburton A&P Showgrounds, Eyreton Domain & 
Rangiora A&P Showgrounds (dressage) and Waimate A&P Showgrounds 
(jumping and show hunter). 

All-Weather Arena – the number of sites in the region with all-weather 
arena are below the national average. However, this is partially offset by 
35,200m2 of all-weather surfaces across 4 separate arena at the NEC. 
Provision of and the need for all-weather arena are increasing with more 
volatile weather patterns. 

Recommendation 5: explore the viability and sustainability of all-
weather provision at Waimate A&P Showgrounds (due to its event 
delivery role, domiciled users, and limited access to other arena in the 
wider area). 

Other Activity and Sites – there are various other sites and user groups 
active across the region including four separate Riding for the Disabled 
sites (in Timaru, Rangiora, Ashburton, and Geraldine), rodeo, urban polo 
(pop-up at Hagley Park), endurance and riding groups and various other 
private riding centres. 
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PRIMARY SITES USED BY ESNZ DISCIPLINES AND PONY CLUBS 
MAP 
REF # 

SITE NAME TERRITORIAL 
AUTHORITY 

PROPOSED TIER 

1 Amberley Domain Hurunui Local 
2 Amuri Showgrounds Hurunui Local 
3 Ashburton A&P Showgrounds Ashburton District 
4 Canterbury Agricultural Park Christchurch City District 
5 Carlton Domain Waimakariri Local 
6 Carnmore Pony Club Selwyn Local 
7 Cave Domain Timaru Local 
8 Chaneys Plantation Christchurch City Local 
9 Cust Endurance & CTR Waimakariri Local 
10 Dunstan Fiber Fresh NEC Christchurch Christchurch City International / National 
11 Duvauchelle A & P Society Showgrounds Christchurch City Local 
12 Eyreton Pony Club Waimakariri Local 
13 Geraldine Pony Club Timaru Local 
14 Grigg Park Ashburton Local 
15 Hurunui Pony Club Hurunui Local 
16 Ikawai (East Coast Endurance Club) Waimate Local 
17 Kaiapoi Pony Club Waimakariri Local 
18 Kaikoura Pony Club Kaikoura Local 
19 Kirwee Showgrounds Selwyn Local 
20 Knottingly Park - Equestrian X-country Course Waimate Local 
21 Kowhai Riding School Waimakariri Local 
22 Leeston Showgrounds Selwyn District 
23 Little River Pony Club Christchurch City Local 
24 Mary Duncan Park Christchurch City Local 
25 Methven Showgrounds Ashburton Local 
26 Eyreton Domain Waimakariri Local 
27 Private Farm Waimakariri Local 
28 Orari Racecourse Timaru Local 
29 Parimanui Farm Waimate Local 
30 Pleasant Point Pony Club Grounds Timaru Local 
31 Rakaia Domain Ashburton Local 
32 Roydvale Pony Club Grounds Christchurch City Local 
33 Springston Pony Club Selwyn Local 
34 Tinwald Pony Club Ashburton Local 
35 View Hill Domain Waimakariri Local 
36 Waihora Domain Selwyn Local 
37 Waimate A & P Showgrounds Waimate District 
38 West Melton Weedons Pony Club Selwyn Local 
39 Willowbridge Endurance & CTR Waimate Local 
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FACILITY OVERVIEW (PRIMARY SITES USED BY ESNZ DISCIPLINES AND PONY CLUBS) 

LAND OWNERSHIP ALL-WEATHER ARENA  TENURE 

   

POOR CONDITION ARENA CAPACITY EQUESTRIAN USE 

 
 

 

ARENA – 33% AV. N/A 
Capacity 

100% 
Over 30 Years 

YARDS/STABLES – GOOD 
OTHER ANCILLARY – GOOD 

 

67% 
SITES WITH ALL-WEATHER 

ARENA 

0% 
UNCERTAIN FUTURE 

BY THE NUMBERS 

MEMBERSHIP & PARTICIPATION (CURRENT & FORECAST) 

 

 

 2023 2048 

ESNZ & NZPCA Membership: 142 149 

Total Equestrians*: 1,248 1,313 

*Expected participation rate: 2.4% of population 

20% decline in pony club membership over the last 5-years 
(in line with national trends). 38% of groups cited 
increasing participation and 25% cited it was decreasing. 

CATCHMENT AREAS 

 

All members reside in Gisborne. There are various 
members who reside in the District but are members of 
clubs/disciplines outside of the region. Gisborne District is 
relatively well populated with equestrian members. Most 
are concentrated around the wider Gisborne township. 

NATIONAL BENCHMARKING 

 

Land Area to # of Sites: 279,500↑ 

Members to Sites: 47↑ 

Equestrians to # of Sites: 416↑ 

EQUESTRIAN ENGAGEMENT RATES 

 

Members to 1,000 Pop.:  2.73 members per 1,000 residents 

Equestrians to 1,000 Pop.: 24 equestrians per 1,000 
residents 

EQUESTRIAN SETTING 

 

Farmland Change: -17% (higher than national trends) 

Demographic Overview: Small projected growth (5%). 
Aging profile 65+ years to increase up to 51% by 2043), 
while 0-14 years decrease by 14%. Growing predominance 
of Māori population, with growth across all other ethnic 
groups. 
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SUMMARY FINDINGS & THE WAY FORWARD 

• Geographic Importance – Existing provision is well located to service 
the membership and the main population concentrations of the 
region. 

• Equestrian Engagement – While the ratio of members to residents is 
moderate compared to national benchmarking, Gisborne has the 
highest expected participation rate for equestrian activity in the 
country (2.4% of residents are likely to engage in some form of 
equestrian activity). While this may have some impact on demand for 
traditional base equestrian sites, there is likely to be more demand for 
suitable public spaces (i.e. beaches, trails and roadside). 

• Function – Gisborne Showgrounds (Regional Equestrian Park) is the 
primary site for event and day-to-day equestrian activity. The site 
supports multiple disciplines, pony club, RDA, and other activity. 

The site comprises an indoor arena (80x40m – sand-rubber chip 
blend), multiple outdoor arena (grass and sand), yards (mix of open 
and covered), accommodation options (powered sites and cabins) and 
other facilities associated with the showgrounds. 

• ESNZ Event Delivery – the Showgrounds is the primary event site for 
dressage, jumping and show hunter disciplines with 9 dressage events 
and 3 jumping/show hunter scheduled in the 2022/23 season. 

Recommendation: Continue repairs, maintenance and renewals on 
existing assets across the region (most notably at the showgrounds) 
and ensure long-term tenure is secure. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PRIMARY SITES USED BY ESNZ DISCIPLINES AND PONY CLUBS 
MAP 
REF # 

SITE NAME TERRITORIAL 
AUTHORITY 

PROPOSED 
TIER 

1 Gisborne Showgrounds Gisborne Regional 

2 Pinehollow Riding School Gisborne Local 

3 Waerenga - O - Kuri - The Laurels Gisborne Local 
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FACILITY OVERVIEW (PRIMARY SITES USED BY ESNZ DISCIPLINES AND PONY CLUBS) 

LAND OWNERSHIP ALL-WEATHER ARENA  TENURE 

   

POOR CONDITION ARENA CAPACITY EQUESTRIAN USE 

 
 

 

ARENA – 60% AV. 67% 
Have Available Capacity 

50% 
Over 30 Years Old 

YARDS/STABLES – 17% 

OTHER ANCILLARY – 20% 
 

38% 
SITES WITH ALL-WEATHER 

ARENA 

1 
UNCERTAIN FUTURE 

  

BY THE NUMBERS 

MEMBERSHIP & PARTICIPATION (CURRENT & FORECAST) 

 

 

 2023 2048 

ESNZ & NZPCA Membership: 506 570 

Total Equestrians*: 1,653 1,863 

*Expected participation rate: 0.9% of population 
109% increase in pony club membership over the last 5-
years (significantly higher than national trends). 

CATCHMENT AREAS 

 

Members are primarily concentrated in the Hastings 
District (58%), a further 23% located in Central Hawke’s Bay, 
while Napier City and Wairoa District have 10% and 9% of 
total membership respectively. As a standalone Council 
area, Hastings District has the 10th highest membership 
concentration. 

NATIONAL BENCHMARKING 

 

Land Area to # of Sites: 108,762 

Members to Sites: 39↓ 

Equestrians to # of Sites: 127↓ 

EQUESTRIAN ENGAGEMENT RATES 

 

Members to 1,000 Pop.:  2.75 members per 1,000 residents 

Equestrians to 1,000 Pop.: 9 equestrians per 1,000 
residents 

EQUESTRIAN SETTING 

 

 

Farmland Change: -6% (lower decline than national 
trends) 

Demographic Overview: 13% growth by 2048, mostly 
concentrated in Hastings District, followed by Napier City. 
Aging population (65+ year bracket to increase by 50%), 
with slight increase in 0-14 years in Hastings District. Slight 
overall trend of increasing Māori ethnicity and more 
diversity (in lower numbers) across the region. 
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SUMMARY FINDINGS & THE WAY FORWARD 

• Geographic Importance – most sites are located in Hastings District 
which is commensurate with the level of demand. 

• Site Distribution and Capacity – there appears to be an oversupply of 
equestrian sites within a 15-minute drive time of Hastings, while most 
sites have available capacity. 

• Land Ownership – there is a notably high proportion of private 
ownership across the region which can result in tenure uncertainty, 
accessing funding opportunities and approaching potential 
rationalisation of sites. 

• Event Venues - there are five primary event sites which are located 
across the region including Arran Station (mainly eventing and cross-
country activity), Waipukurau A&P Showgrounds (dressage, jumping 
and show hunter activity) – around 15 minutes’ drive time between the 
sites, Hawkes Bay Equestrian Park - Hastings (jumping and show 
hunter events) and the Wairoa Showgrounds (jumping). 

13-minutes drive from the Equestrian Park is Tōmoana Showgrounds 
(Hastings). The site hosts the largest equestrian event in the country 
(Horse of the Year) and various other events. The site is currently 
underspecified to meet National Tiered equestrian facility provision. 

Recommendation 1: Explore the opportunity for partnerships, 
optimising site utilisation and potential rationalisation of sites to 
better utilise available resource and provide improved facilities 
around the wider Hastings area.  

This should include exploring how to optimise use of the Tōmoana 
Showgrounds. This approach would increase the value and benefit of 
any future investment into infrastructure on the site (establishing a 
nationally tiered Equestrian Park). 

• Facility Type – there are two indoor facilities available across the 
region located at Papakura Domain and The Joan Fernie Centre (both 
home to RDAs). The Joan Ferrie Centre is more conducive to wider use 
due to its larger footprint. 

There is a lower proportion of sites with all-weather arena when 
compared to national benchmarking. 

Recommendation 2: Adverse weather patterns are likely to continue 
impacting equestrian activity. Therefore, facilities need to have more 
resilience. In line with investigations in Recommendation 1, a higher 
proportion of all-weather arena should be considered to provide 
continuity of activity and help avoid event cancellation. 

Other notable equestrian sites include Elwood Park (Hastings) which 
is located adjacent to Tōmoana Showgrounds and used by Hawkes 
Bay Polo Club. 

• Tenure Uncertainty – there is tenure uncertainty at the Waipukurau 
A&P Showgrounds with conflicting code use of the sports fields and 
restrictions on when and where riding can occur. 

Recommendation 3: Consideration should be given to exploring 
opportunities to relocate to the Waipukurau Racecourse where 
suitable infrastructure already exists and the potential for more 
autonomy. 

PRIMARY SITES USED BY ESNZ DISCIPLINES AND PONY CLUBS 
MAP 
REF # 

SITE NAME TERRITORIAL 
AUTHORITY 

PROPOSED 
TIER 

1 Arena on Ormond Hastings Local 

2 Arran Station Central Hawke’s Bay District 

3 Euchre Flats Hastings Local 

4 Hawkes Bay Equestrian Park Hastings Regional 

5 Maraekakaho Sports Grounds Hastings Local 

6 Memorial Sports Park Central Hawke’s Bay Local 

7 Otane Pony Club Central Hawke’s Bay Local 

8 Papakura Domain Napier City Local 

9 Poraiti Pony Club Hastings Local 

10 The Joan Fernie Centre Hastings Local 

11 Tōmoana Showgrounds Hastings National 

12 Waipukurau A&P Showgrounds Central Hawke’s Bay District 

13 Wairoa A&P Showgrounds Wairoa Local 
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FACILITY OVERVIEW (PRIMARY SITES USED BY ESNZ DISCIPLINES AND PONY CLUBS) 

LAND OWNERSHIP ALL-WEATHER ARENA  TENURE 

   

POOR CONDITION ARENA CAPACITY EQUESTRIAN USE 

 
 

 

ARENA – N/A 67% 
Have Available Capacity 

63% 
Over 30 Years 

YARDS/STABLES – N/A 

OTHER ANCILLARY – N/A 
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 2023 2048 

ESNZ & NZPCA Membership: 637 685 

Total Equestrians*: 4,932 5,307 

*Expected participation rate: 1.9% of population 

45% decline in pony club membership over the last 5-years 
(higher decline than national average). 29% of groups cited 
increasing participation and 43% cited it was decreasing. 

CATCHMENT AREAS 

 

Membership is relatively evenly distributed across the 
region with 14-19% represented across Manawatū, 
Horowhenua, Tararua and Whanganui Districts and 
Palmerston North City respectively. Lower levels are 
evident in Rangitikei (11%) and Ruapehu (5%). 

NATIONAL BENCHMARKING 

 

Land Area to # of Sites: 108,762 

Members to Sites: 39↓ 

Equestrians to # of Sites: 127↓ 

EQUESTRIAN ENGAGEMENT RATES 

 

Members to 1,000 Pop.:  2.45 members per 1,000 residents 

Equestrians to 1,000 Pop.: 19 equestrians per 1,000 
residents 

EQUESTRIAN SETTING 

 

Farmland Change: -12% (on par with national trends) 

Demographic Overview: Forecast growth of 8% by 2048, 
led by Palmerston North City, followed most by Manawatu 
and Horowhenua Districts. Aging profile (65+ years to 
increase up to 43%), with overall decline of 10% for 0-14 
years (most decline in Ruapehu & Tararua Districts).  
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SUMMARY FINDINGS & THE WAY FORWARD 

• Geographic Importance – when considering the function / type of the 
equestrian sites there is a relatively good distribution around the 
region to service rural and urban areas. This is reflected with the even 
distribution of membership across the respective district council 
boundaries. 
The region has the third equal highest number of expected 
equestrians per 1,000 residents (2.45 members). This requires suitable 
access to a range of equestrian facilities (in the form of both base and 
public spaces). 

• Site Collaboration – the region is characterised by numerous sites 
which are used by various and compatible groups/activity types. This 
includes optimising the use of racing clubs (Foxton – domiciled and 
event use; and Whanganui – primarily event use), A&P Showgrounds 
(Levin, Dannevirke and Waimarino – domiciled and event use), 
education sites (Nga Tawa Diocesan School) and Manfeild Park (event 
use). 
This collaboration is extremely important given the number of NZPCA 
and ESNZ members across the region is low per equestrian site 
(compared to national benchmarking). 

• Optimisation - Some opportunities appear to exist for increasing use 
of equestrian sites, improving facilities and the overall experience and 
efficiently use available funding and resource. 
Feilding – Feilding has numerous sites operating within proximity, 
albeit with different landownership. These include Manfeild Park 
(events venue), Johnston Park (Western Riding Club), Manawatu 
Riding for the Disabled and Timona Park (Feilding Pony Club). 

• Function – there is a notably lower proportion of all-weather arena per 
site compared to national benchmarking. However, this appears less 
impactful for events because of the use of Manfeild Park and 
Dannevirke A&P Showgrounds. To provide all-weather alternate sites, 
a range of indoor and outdoor all-weather surfaces are already 
available. 
There are three primary indoor arena used across the region. These 
include Manfeild Park (an event venue), Manawatu and Whanganui 
(Riding for the Disabled sites, which are limited due to access and 
arena size). Access to indoor arena space has been reduced with 
Tielcey Park Stables and Events Centre being sold in 2020 (with no 
current access available). 

Other Sites – there are a host of other equestrian sites located across 
the region including Riding for the Disabled (separate sites for 
Whanganui, Tararua, Levin and Manawatu), Massey University 
Equestrian Centre (alternate site for Manawatu pony clubs), Dragon 
Equestrian Jump Park (Manakau), Manakau Domain (adult riding), 
Manunui Domain (polocrosse), Marton Hunt Club, McIntyre Reserve 
(alternate site for Taihape Showjumping), Rangitikei Polo Club, as well 
as various endurance sites and other private facilities. 
Recommendation: A wider equestrian facility network assessment 
should be undertaken to fully ascertain demand, delivery, facility 
condition, and tenure issues. This assessment should also explore 
opportunities for greater optimisation. Primary focus should be on 
Manawatū District, Palmerston North City and Whanganui (to a 
lesser extent). This assessment is critical to provide more in-depth and 
contextual insights to help inform future development and 
investment. 

PRIMARY SITES USED BY ESNZ DISCIPLINES AND PONY CLUBS 
MAP 
REF # 

SITE NAME TERRITORIAL 
AUTHORITY 

PROPOSED 
TIER 

1 Ashhurst Domain Palmerston North City Local 
2 Dannevirke A&P Showgrounds Tararua Regional 
3 Dannevirke Endurance & CTR Tararua Local 
4 Foxton Racecourse Horowhenua Local 
5 Levin Showgrounds Horowhenua District 
6 Linton Domain Palmerston North City Local 
7 Manfeild Park Manawatū National 
8 Memorial Park, Taihape Rangitikei Local 
9 Nga Tawa Equestrian Centre Rangitikei Local 
10 Otira Park Palmerston North City Local 
11 Pukemarama Farm Manawatū Local 
12 Scotts Ferry Beach Rangitikei Local 
13 Stanway Pony Club Manawatū Local 
14 Te Kawau Pony Club Manawatū Local 
15 Timona Park Manawatū Local 
16 Tuhua Domain Ruapehu Local 
17 Waimarino A&P Showgrounds Ruapehu Local 
18 Wanganui Petre Pony Club Whanganui Local 
19 Whanganui Racecourse Whanganui Local 
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FACILITY OVERVIEW (PRIMARY SITES USED BY ESNZ DISCIPLINES AND PONY CLUBS) 

LAND OWNERSHIP ALL-WEATHER ARENA  TENURE 

   

POOR CONDITION ARENA CAPACITY EQUESTRIAN USE 

 
 

 

ARENA – 1 100% 
Have Available Capacity 

63% 
Over 30 Years 

YARDS/STABLES – 1 

OTHER ANCILLARY – 1 
 

40% 
SITES WITH ALL-WEATHER 

ARENA 

2 
UNCERTAIN FUTURE 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

BY THE NUMBERS 

MEMBERSHIP & PARTICIPATION (CURRENT & FORECAST) 

 

 

 2023 2048 

ESNZ & NZPCA Membership: 575 679 

Total Equestrians*: 4,492 5,309 

*Expected participation rate: 2.2% of population 
31% decline in pony club membership over the last 5-years 
(higher decline than national average). 100% of groups 
cited staying about the same. 

CATCHMENT AREAS 

 

Membership is primarily located in Whangarei District 
(53%), with 27% located in Far North District and 19% in 
Kaipara District. 

NATIONAL BENCHMARKING 

 

Land Area to # of Sites: 83,387↓ 

Members to Sites: 38↓ 

Equestrians to # of Sites: 299↑ 

EQUESTRIAN ENGAGEMENT RATES 

 

Members to 1,000 Pop.:  2.82 members per 1,000 residents 

Equestrians to 1,000 Pop.: 22 equestrians per 1,000 
residents 

EQUESTRIAN SETTING 

 

Farmland Change: -13% (on par with national trends) 

Demographic Overview: Forecast growth of 18% by 2048, 
largely concentrated in Whangarei District. Aging profile 
with 65+ age group to grow by 59% (growing most in 
Kaipara), and no overall change in 0-14 years. Māori growth 
by 50% in the Far North, with overall projections 
numerically highest for Europeans and Māori, and 
proportionally higher for Asian ethnicities. 
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SUMMARY FINDINGS & THE WAY FORWARD 

• Spatial Distribution of Facilities – there is relatively good distribution 
of equestrian facilities within the network. Some key features of the 
network include: 

a. Barge Showgrounds (Regional Equestrian Park) located centrally 
with good accessibility across Northland. It is situated in the 
primary membership catchment. 

b. Tenure Concerns – uncertainty surrounds the future tenure of 
equestrian activity at the two racecourses in Dargaville and 
Ruakaka where pony clubs are located. Both sites are proposed for 
future housing developments. Both sites serve local catchments 
with limited existing alternative provision. The second largest pony 
club in Northland is located at the Ruakaka Racecourse. 

• Showgrounds – Showgrounds play an integral role across the 
Northland equestrian network. Four sites (Barge, Kaikohe, Kaitaia and 
Waimate North) support multi equestrian activity (i.e. mix of pony club, 
discipline groups, RDA, rodeo and other activity). This demonstrates 
good site optimisation. 

• Primary ESNZ Event Venues – Barge Showgrounds is the premier 
events venue in Northland, accommodating dressage, jumping, 
showhunter and eventing. These are complemented by more localised 
venues in Kaikohe (dressage) and Waimate North Showgrounds. 

• Functionality – 40% of sites have all-weather arena (including indoor) 
which is slightly lower than the national average (42%). With increasing 
adverse weather conditions, a higher proportion of sites with all-
weather capability may need to be considered. This would provide 
greater site resilience and enable better certainty of use (day-to-day 
activity and event use). 
Indoor/Covered Arena - There are three sites with indoor/covered 
arena. Two are primarily used for RDA activity (Barge and Waimate 
North Showgrounds), and one private site used by the Kerikeri Pony 
Club at Kate’s Riding Centre (the latter two are newer facilities). All 
three have size restrictions which can limit some equestrian activity. 

• Condition – there are notable outdoor arena condition issues that 
were raised at Barge Showgrounds due to limited drainage. The indoor 
arena is deemed in average condition and was built during the 1990s. 
Other facilities cited as having components that were in poor 
condition were the two racecourses which also have tenure issues. 

• Other Sites – there is a further standalone RDA site in Katiaia, while 
other private and showground sites are scattered across the region. 
Northgate Lodge is a prominent private facility often used by One Tree 
Point Pony Club members, the wider equestrian community, and local 
events. It is adjacent to the Maungatapere Equestrian Centre. 

• Equestrian Participation – there is a high-level of expected 
equestrians in the region (not necessarily member based), which 
places extra emphasis on access to open spaces. 

Recommendation 1: Explore outdoor arena improvements at Barge 
Showgrounds. This should include investigating the suitability, 
viability, and sustainability of an all-weather arena. 

Consideration should also be given to exploring the opportunity of 
accommodating more equestrian groups on the site (gain the most 
from any potential investment) 

Recommendation 2: Explore possible relocation options and/or 
secure tenure at the Racecourse for One Tree Point Pony Club. 

PRIMARY SITES USED BY ESNZ DISCIPLINES AND PONY CLUBS 
MAP 
REF # 

SITE NAME TERRITORIAL 
AUTHORITY 

PROPOSED 
TIER 

1 Barge Showgrounds Whangarei Regional 
2 Dargaville Racecourse Kaipara Local 
3 Hakaru Pony Club Kaipara Local 
4 Hikurangi Sports Park Whangarei Local 

5 Kaikohe A&P Showgrounds & 
Equestrian Centre Far North Local 

6 Kaitaia A & P Showgrounds Far North Local 
7 Kamo Pony Club Whangarei Local 
8 Kate’s Riding Centre Far North Local 
9 Maungatapere Equestrian Centre Whangarei Local 
10 Onerahi Sports Park Whangarei Local 
11 Paihia Pony Club Far North Local 
12 Ruakaka Racecourse Whangarei Local 
13 Waimate North Showgrounds Far North Local 
14 Waiotira Domain Whangarei Local 
15 Waipapakauri Domain Far North Local 
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FACILITY OVERVIEW (PRIMARY SITES USED BY ESNZ DISCIPLINES AND PONY CLUBS) 

LAND OWNERSHIP ALL-WEATHER ARENA  TENURE 

   

POOR CONDITION ARENA CAPACITY EQUESTRIAN USE 

 
 

 

ARENA – 0 100% 
Have Available Capacity 

38% 
Over 30 Years Old 

YARDS/STABLES – 1 

OTHER ANCILLARY – 1 
 

37% 
SITES WITH ALL-WEATHER 

ARENA 

2 
UNCERTAIN FUTURE 

 
  

BY THE NUMBERS 

MEMBERSHIP & PARTICIPATION (CURRENT & FORECAST) 

 

 

 2023 2048 

ESNZ & NZPCA Membership: 928 1,049 

Total Equestrians*: 4,723 5,341 

*Expected participation rate: 1.9% of population 
9% decline in pony club membership over the last 5-years 
(lower decline than national average). 50% of groups cited 
increasing participation and 20% cited it was decreasing. 

CATCHMENT AREAS 

 

Membership is primarily concentrated within the large 
Dunedin City boundary (37%), with more moderate levels 
in Queenstown-Lakes (22%) and Central Otago (17%), and 
lower in Clutha (14%) and Waitaki (10%). 

NATIONAL BENCHMARKING 

 

Land Area to # of Sites: 155,930↑ 

Members to Sites: 46↓ 

Equestrians to # of Sites: 236↑ 

EQUESTRIAN ENGAGEMENT RATES 

 

Members to 1,000 Pop.:  3.73 members per 1,000 residents 

Equestrians to 1,000 Pop.: 19 equestrians per 1,000 
residents 

EQUESTRIAN SETTING 

 

Farmland Change: -10% (lower decline than national 
average) 
Demographic Overview: Forecast growth of 13% by 2048, 
led by Queenstown Lakes, followed by Dunedin City and 
Central Otago District. Aging profile with 65+ age group to 
increase 54% (up most in Queenstown Lakes), with overall 
decline in 0-14 years (but increasing across Central Otago). 
Predominantly European, but numeric decline in all areas. 
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SUMMARY FINDINGS & THE WAY FORWARD 

• Equestrian Engagement – overall the wider Otago region has a high-
level of equestrian engagement (for both member and non-member 
related equestrian activity per 1,000 residents). 

• Spatial Distribution of Facilities (Wider Otago) – there is good 
distribution of equestrian facilities serving local catchments outside of 
Dunedin City. The spread is likely to be contributing to the level of 
engagement in equestrian activity – with higher pony club 
membership in Queenstown Lakes and Maniototo. 

• Spatial Distribution of Dunedin City – Dunedin City is the most 
populated area of Otago comprising the highest membership. Whilst 
there is good relative cover across coastal areas and on the outskirts of 
the main city, a notable number of sites are located on the Taieri Plains. 

There are 4 primary equestrian sites within a 15-minute drive time on 
the Taieri Plains (5 when considering an alternate private equestrian 
site that is used irregularly). All sites comprise different landowners 
(excluding Council). 

• Event Sites – the primary event venues across Otago include the 
Otago-Taieri Showgrounds and the Otago Equestrian Centre (a 3 
minute drive time apart). The latter features an indoor facility which is 
used for dressage during winter and inclement weather (providing 
some complementary features between the respective sites). 
Wingatui Racecourse is used entirely for eventing with its cross-
country course. 

Other key sites across the region include Cromwell and Oamaru 
Racecourses which collectively provide full regional coverage. 

• Features – there is a slightly lower proportion of all-weather arena 
across Otago. Specific future consideration should be given to all-
weather arena options on the Taieri Plains for resilience purposes 
(responding to cited condition concerns). 

Aside from the Otago Equestrian Centre, all other indoor or covered 
arena are located at RDA sites in Alexandra, Balclutha, and Dunedin 
(which also includes learn-to-ride lessons). Where suitable and 
capacity exists, more access and use of these arena should be targeted. 

• Other Sites – In addition to the sites mentioned above, there are 
various private facilities scattered across Otago which are used as 

alternate facilities for clubs/groups, cross-country courses, or riding 
school providers. This includes showgrounds and rodeo sites which are 
primarily event based. 

• Tenure – the Wakatipu Pony Club have the largest membership in 
Otago. They have cited tenure concerns as they are on private land 
(which is under housing development pressures). 

• The Need to Optimise – overall, there is a lower number of members 
to equestrian sites when compared against national benchmarking. 
There are noted arena condition issues and various assets are aging 
and in need of investment. Collaboration and optimisation are 
required to provide quality equestrian experiences and to support 
equine welfare. 

 

Recommendation 1: Explore potential opportunities to develop a 
Regional Equestrian Park on the Taieri Plains (on either an existing or 
new site). The site should accommodate multiple domiciled user groups 
and be the premier event venue for most disciplines. 

 

Recommendation 2: Explore site options for the Wakatipu Pony Club to 
secure long-term tenure. 

 

Recommendation 3: Ensure suitable support infrastructure is available 
for day-to-day activity at Hawea Domain. 
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 PRIMARY SITES USED BY ESNZ DISCIPLINES AND PONY CLUBS 
MAP 
REF # 

SITE NAME TERRITORIAL 
AUTHORITY 

PROPOSED 
TIER 

1 Central Lakes Equestrian Club / 
Cromwell Racecourse Reserve Central Otago District 

2 Dunedin Branch Pony Club Dunedin City District 
3 Dunstan Equestrian Centre Central Otago Local 

4 Edinburgh Realty Otago Equestrian 
Centre Dunedin City Local 

5 Otago-Taieri Showgrounds Dunedin City District 
6 Tapanui Racecourse Clutha Local 
7 Riverside Reserve Clutha Local 
8 Middlemarch Showgrounds Dunedin City Local 
9 Brighton Pony Club Dunedin City Local 
10 Peninsula Pony Club Dunedin City Local 
11 O'Sullivan Park Dunedin City Local 
12 Waikouaiti Park Dunedin City Local 
13 Private Farm Queenstown Lakes Local 
14 Hawea Domain Queenstown Lakes Local 
15 Maniototo Park Central Otago Local 
16 Miller Park Dunedin City Local 
17 Oamaru Racecourse Waitaki District 
18 Taieri Peaks Endurance & CTR Waitaki Local 
19 Waitaki Goldfields Waitaki Local 
20 West Taieri Pony Club Dunedin City Local 
21 Wingatui Racecourse Dunedin City Local 
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FACILITY OVERVIEW (PRIMARY SITES USED BY ESNZ DISCIPLINES AND PONY CLUBS) 

LAND OWNERSHIP ALL-WEATHER ARENA  TENURE 

   

POOR CONDITION ARENA CAPACITY EQUESTRIAN USE 

 
 

 

ARENA – 0 N/A 
Have Available Capacity 

N/A 
Over 30 Years 

YARDS/STABLES – 2 Av. 

OTHER ANCILLARY – 2 
 

29% 
SITES WITH ALL-WEATHER 

ARENA 

2 
UNCERTAIN FUTURE 

BY THE NUMBERS 

MEMBERSHIP & PARTICIPATION (CURRENT & FORECAST) 

 

 

 2023 2048 

ESNZ & NZPCA Membership: 494 512 

Total Equestrians*: 615 637 

*Expected participation rate: 0.6% of population 
9% decline in pony club membership over the last 5-years 
(lower decline than national average). 1 group cited 
increasing participation. 

CATCHMENT AREAS 

 

Membership is primarily concentrated within the 
Southland District – 59% (largest land area of the territorial 
authority boundaries), followed by Invercargill City (24%) 
and Gore District (17%). 

NATIONAL BENCHMARKING 

 

Land Area to # of Sites: 155,930↑ 

Members to Sites: 46↓ 

Equestrians to # of Sites: 236↑ 

EQUESTRIAN ENGAGEMENT RATES 

 

Members to 1,000 Pop.:  4.82 members per 1,000 residents 

Equestrians to 1,000 Pop.: 6 equestrians per 1,000 
residents 

EQUESTRIAN SETTING 

 

Farmland Change: -12% (on par with national average) 
Demographic Overview: Forecast 4% growth by 2048, led 
by Invercargill City. Aging profile with 65+ age group to 
increase by 41% (most in Southland District), with decline 
in 0-14 years (15% decrease – most in Gore District). 
Predominantly European, but with numeric decline in all 
geographic areas. 
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SUMMARY FINDINGS & THE WAY FORWARD 

• Equestrian Engagement – overall Southland has the highest number 
of members per 1,000 residents compared to all other Regional 
Council areas – demonstrating high levels of equestrian engagement. 

When overlaying the overall number of expected equestrians in the 
region, membership is an extremely high proportion of total 
equestrians. This means that equestrians are typically involved in 
membership related activity and/or the number of expected 
equestrians is understated. 

The number of equestrians per 1,000 residents is considerably lower 
than national benchmarking. 

• Spatial Distribution of Facilities – facilities are relatively well 
distributed. Due to the lower population in Southland the number of 
members per site is lower than national benchmarking. 

• Invercargill – Invercargill has various equestrian sites located in 
relative proximity across Otatara and Sandy Point – including the 
Southland Equestrian Centre and Griffin Equestrian Centre. While 
other provision is located north and south of the city respectively. 

The Sandy Point Master Plan includes consolidating equine activities 
over a 25-year period including connection and access to trails. This 
should include exploring potential optimisation and rationalisation of 
sites in the wider area to create operational efficiencies and improve 
participant and equine experiences. 

• Gore District – the Gore A&P showgrounds is the premier events 
venue in Southland for dressage, jumping and show hunter disciplines. 
Eventing is more widely spread across sites such as Donovan Park, 
Gore Racecourse and Ryal Bush (privately owned). Facilities are well 
located to service and attract equestrians from both Southland and 
Otago. 

Most membership for the district is located around Gore. A wider 
catchment includes bordering council areas (South Otago and 
Southland District).  

While there are no clubs domiciled at the showgrounds, trustees of the 
Southern Equestrian Park Trust include wide representation from the 
equestrian sector (including dressage, show jumping, Gore A&P 

Association, Eastern Southland Pony Club and Riding for the Disabled, 
as well as the Gore District Council). 

Near to the showgrounds are the Eastern Southland RDA (next block 
over), Gore Racecourse and Henderson Park (Mataura). The latter two 
have relatively low pony club membership. 

Condition issues have been cited on some ancillary facilities at the 
showgrounds and Henderson Park, while other facilities are cited as 
being in average condition. All will need upcoming investment (most 
notably for yards). 

Recommendation 1: Explore potential optimisation opportunities at the 
showgrounds (as a potential Regional Equestrian Park). This could 
include potential rationalisation of nearby sites where membership is 
relatively low and upcoming investment is likely to be required. This 
approach would assist with optimising the potential of a Regional 
Equestrian Park, assist the investment proposition and make best use of 
available volunteer and other resource. Careful consideration will need 
to be given to accessibility.  

Tenure – there is tenure uncertainty for the Te Anau Pony Club who have 
a casual agreement with the Rodeo Club to gain access to 1 hectare at the 
Te Anaua Recreation Reserve. 

With land pressures increasing within Invercargill City, developer interest 
in Donovan Park creates a level of uncertainty. The site hosts eventing and 
previously accommodated pony club activity. Loss of this site will place 
pressure on securing additional use of other private sites (based on 
current accessible provision). 

Recommendation 2: As Te Anau Pony Club membership is relatively low, 
it is recommended that Council and the Rodeo Club are engaged to 
determine how tenue for the club could be secured (rather than 
attempting to find an alternative location for the club). 

Recommendation 3: Complete a needs and options assessment for 
equestrian activity across Invercargill. This includes investigating 
impacts of potential displacement from Donovan Park and 
opportunities to realise and optimise the vision for Sandy Point Reserve 
(operational efficiencies, optimise investment and resource, and 
potentially site rationalisation). 
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Other Sites and Function: other prominent equestrian sites include the 
Mataura Rodeo Club and Southland RDA. Southland RDA comprises the 
only indoor area available (outside of any wider private facilities). Although 
Southand has the second lowest proportion of access to all-weather 
arena, existing sites are relatively well spread commensurate to where 
membership is concentrated. 

Potential consolidation and maximising use of available arena through 
partnerships will help provide suitable access for the region. Future 
consideration could be given to exploring all-weather arena provision in 
Winton where there is a current gap and a good membership catchment. 

PRIMARY SITES USED BY ESNZ DISCIPLINES AND PONY CLUBS 
MAP 
REF # 

SITE NAME TERRITORIAL 
AUTHORITY 

PROPOSED 
TIER 

1 Castlerock Mossburn Pony Club Southland Local 
2 Donovan Park Invercargill City Local 
3 Gore A & P Showgrounds Gore Regional 
4 Gore Racecourse Gore Local 
5 Griffin Equestrian Centre Invercargill City TBD 
6 Henderson Park Gore Local 
7 Otara Pony Club Southland Local 
8 Riversdale Community Sportsgrounds Southland Local 
9 Ryal Bush Event Venue Invercargill Local 
10 Sandy Point Domain Invercargill TBD 
11 Te Anau Recreation Reserve Southland Local 
12 Woodend-Blyth Reserve Invercargill Local 
13 Winton Racecourse Southland Local 
14 Wyndham A&P Showgrounds Southland Local 
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FACILITY OVERVIEW (PRIMARY SITES USED BY ESNZ DISCIPLINES AND PONY CLUBS) 

LAND OWNERSHIP ALL-WEATHER ARENA  TENURE 

   

POOR CONDITION ARENA CAPACITY EQUESTRIAN USE 

 
 

 

ARENA – 1 Poor & 55% Av.  60% 
Have Available Capacity 

67% 
Over 30 Years 

YARDS/STABLES – 50% Av. 

OTHER ANCILLARY – 30% 
 

69% 
SITES WITH ALL-WEATHER 

ARENA 

3 
UNCERTAIN FUTURE 

BY THE NUMBERS 

MEMBERSHIP & PARTICIPATION (CURRENT & FORECAST) 

 

 

 2023 2048 

ESNZ & NZPCA Membership: 553 598 

Total Equestrians*: 1,025 1,108 

*Expected participation rate: 0.8% of population 
8% decline in pony club membership over the last 5-years 
(lower decline than national average). 44% of groups cited 
increasing participation and 34% cited it was decreasing. 

CATCHMENT AREAS 

 

Membership is primarily concentrated within the New 
Plymouth District (65%), South Taranaki (23%) and Stratford 
(12%). 

NATIONAL BENCHMARKING 

 

Land Area to # of Sites: 55,808↓ 

Members to Sites: 43↓ 

Equestrians to # of Sites: 79↓ 

EQUESTRIAN ENGAGEMENT RATES 

 

Members to 1,000 Pop.:  4.32 members per 1,000 residents 

Equestrians to 1,000 Pop.: 8 equestrians per 1,000 
residents 

EQUESTRIAN SETTING 

 

Farmland Change: -9% (on par with national average) 
Demographic Overview: 8% growth by 2048, with most in 
New Plymouth District. Aging profile with 65+ age group to 
grow by 53%, with 0-14 years to decline by 12% (least 
amount of decline in New Plymouth District). 
Predominantly European, with numeric growth highest for 
Māori (especially in New Plymouth and South Taranaki 
Districts). 
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TARANAKI EQUESTRIAN FACILITIES PLAN 
More in-depth and wider analysis of the full equestrian facility network is 
outlined within the Taranaki Equestrian Facilities Plan. The information 
contained in this section presents a snapshot of the region (in 
comparative form to the rest of the country). 
SUMMARY FINDINGS & THE WAY FORWARD 
• Equestrian Engagement – the region has one of the highest member 

engagement rates in the country. 
However, factors such as topography and smaller population 
catchments across the more remote areas of Taranaki results in a 
lower number of members per site. 

• Spatial Distribution – there is a relatively well distributed network of 
sites which is primarily borne by the need to service local and remote 
communities. 
Most sites are concentrated in New Plymouth District which is 
commensurate with the largest population and member 
concentrations. 

• Tenure – there is a high degree of tenure uncertainty and potential 
impact on the equestrian facility network in the New Plymouth 
District. This is in specific regard to New Plymouth Racecourse, 
Ranfurly Park and Taranaki Hunt. Most of this uncertainty surrounds 
prospective land developments on the respective sites. 

• Condition – most facilities were perceived to be in average condition. 
When considering the scale of facilities in this banding, considerable 
investment is required to support quality experiences and equine 
welfare. 

• Function – access to indoor/covered arena is restricted by geographic 
location and sufficient size of arena to enable activity by a wide range 
of equestrian users (Egmont A&P Showgrounds New Plymouth RDA – 
Barrett Domain). 
A large proportion of activity centres around Egmont A&P 
Showgrounds, Stratford A&P Showgrounds and Ranfurly Park for 
event hosting, access to cross-country courses and to accommodate 
most equestrian activity. 
Egmont A&P Showgrounds is the premier equestrian events site in the 
network. Due to its location in Hawera, most use is event-related with 
limited day-to-day equestrian activity. 

The region has a high proportion of all-weather arena which is valuable 
when considering weather patterns that are experienced. 

• Proposed Development – the proposed development of Stratford 
Park is extensive as it encompasses a wide range of facilities and 
services. Unlocking the existing land requires relocating equestrian 
activity to newly purchased land. 

• Other Sites – the network is complemented by various other sites 
including therapy-related, riding schools/centres, hunt, adult riding 
club, RDA, and other private sites. 

Recommendation 1: Explore the development of a District Equestrian 
Park in North Taranaki to improve network tenure and consolidate sites 
to optimise use and investment return. This should also include 
investigation into covered arena provision. 

Recommendation 2: Complete required renewal and upgrade works at 
Egmont A&P Showgrounds to maintain Regional Equestrian Park status. 

Recommendation 3: Continue planning and development of core 
equestrian facilities at Stratford Park. 

Note: please see the Taranaki Equestrian Facilities Plan for more in-depth 
insights and recommendations. 

PRIMARY SITES USED BY ESNZ DISCIPLINES AND PONY CLUBS 
MAP 
REF # 

SITE NAME TERRITORIAL 
AUTHORITY 

PROPOSED 
TIER 

1 Dallison Park, Waverley South Taranaki Local 
2 Egmont A & P Showgrounds South Taranaki Regional 
3 Egmont Village Riding School New Plymouth District Local 
4 Eltham Pony Club South Taranaki Local 
5 Jubilee Park New Plymouth District Local 
6 McKellar Park New Plymouth District Local 
7 New Plymouth Racecourse New Plymouth District Local 
8 Okato Domain New Plymouth District Local 
9 Opunake Pony Club Grounds South Taranaki Local 
10 Patea Pony Club South Taranaki Local 
11 Ranfurly Park New Plymouth District Local 
12 Stratford A&P Showgrounds Stratford Local 
13 Waverley Pony Club South Taranaki Local 
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FACILITY OVERVIEW (PRIMARY SITES USED BY ESNZ DISCIPLINES AND PONY CLUBS) 

LAND OWNERSHIP ALL-WEATHER ARENA  TENURE 

   

POOR CONDITION ARENA CAPACITY EQUESTRIAN USE 

 
 

 

ARENA – 2 Av.  60% 
Have Available Capacity 

33% 
Over 30 Years 

YARDS/STABLES – 2 Av. 

OTHER ANCILLARY – 1 Av. 
 

(Comprising Nelson, Marlborough & 
Tasman Regional Council Areas) 

75% 
SITES WITH ALL-WEATHER 

ARENA (EXCLUDES 
ENDURANCE/CTR SITES) 

2 
UNCERTAIN FUTURE 

BY THE NUMBERS 

MEMBERSHIP & PARTICIPATION (CURRENT & FORECAST) 

 

 

 2023 2048 

ESNZ & NZPCA Membership: 516 560 

Total Equestrians*: 2,159 2,345 

*Expected participation rate: 1.3% of population 
15% decline in pony club membership over the last 5-years 
(slightly lower decline than national average). 1 group cited 
decreasing participation and others remaining stable. 

CATCHMENT AREAS 

 

Membership is relatively evenly split between Tasman 
District (49% - with wide geographic spread), Marlborough 
District (42% - most located in the wider Blenheim area) 
and the remainder in Nelson City (8%). 

NATIONAL BENCHMARKING 

 

Land Area to # of Sites: 256,200↑ 

Members to Sites: 65↑ 

Equestrians to # of Sites: 270↑ 

EQUESTRIAN ENGAGEMENT RATES 

 

Members to 1,000 Pop.:  3.11 members per 1,000 residents 

Equestrians to 1,000 Pop.: 13 equestrians per 1,000 
residents 

EQUESTRIAN SETTING 

 

Farmland Change: -25% (larger decline than national 
average) 
Demographic Overview: 9% growth by 2048, led by 
Tasman, followed by Marlborough (Nelson to a lesser 
extent). Projected aging profile with 65+ age group to grow 
by 52%, with decline in 0-14 and 15-39 age brackets (10% 
and 12% respectively. Predominantly European (91%). Low 
numbers in other ethnic groups, but high relative growth 
rates. 
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SUMMARY FINDINGS & THE WAY FORWARD 
• Equestrian Engagement – the region has relatively high equestrian 

engagement, most noticeably for the total number of expected 
equestrians across Tasman. The number of members per 1,000 
residents is also higher than the national average. 

• Spatial Distribution of Sites – overall, there is good distribution of sites 
across the region reaching all main population and member 
catchments. The geographic catchments the respective sites serve is 
further illustrated when removing the primarily event-based 
endurance/CTR private sites (numbered 1, 2 and 12 in the map). 

• Site Ownership – Councils are the main landowner in the region. This 
is further illustrated when endurance sites which are all located on 
private land are removed. 

• Importance of Regional Sites – there are two regional sites located at 
Rough Island (west of Nelson) and the Marlborough Equestrian Park. 
There is collaborative use between various disciplines, pony clubs and 
western riding to optimise the sites. They are also the primary event 
venues for the Tasman region (outside of Endurance/CTR). 
Rough Island Equestrian Park is a critical site for servicing the wider 
Nelson area (as a primary member catchment area). This includes 
accommodating two pony clubs on the site. Outside of Marchwood 
Park in Motueka and some use of Richmond Park (events), there are 
no other equestrian sites used.  

• Blenheim – there is a large member catchment situated around the 
wider Blenheim area, with various equestrian sites located within its 
boundary. These include the Marlborough Equestrian Park, 
Marlborough A&P Showgrounds and Marshlands Pony Club. There are 
current tenure and capacity issues at the Marshlands Pony Club 
(private site) and the Showgrounds is used for events. 

Additionally, Blenheim is home to Churchward Park (RDA) and Rewi 
Murray Polo Park. 

• Condition – overall, the condition of assets appears suitable across the 
region (i.e. not cited as being poor). However, many assets were cited 
as being in average condition and are likely to require investment in 
the next 3-5 years. 

• Arena Types – the region has the second highest proportion of sites 
with all-weather arena (with multiple arena at the two regional sites). 

There is one indoor arena located at Marlborough RDA which is 60m x 
20m. 

• Other Sites – various alternate sites are used primarily for access to 
cross-country courses including The Redwoods, Marfell Downs and 
Waihopai (there is limited publicly available courses across the region).  

There are five Riding for the Disabled sites including Golden Bay 
(which is a shared site with the pony club) and standalone sites in 
Blenheim, Motueka, Nelson and Richmond. 

Recommendation 1: Explore opportunities to optimise the use of the 
Marlborough Equestrian Park to address wider tenure and capacity 
issues being experienced elsewhere. Review the event delivery model in 
Marlborough so future infrastructure investment can be prioritised and 
not diverted away from the Equestrian Park.  

This should be assessed further when determining any proposed 
developments at the Regional Equestrian Park. 

Recommendation 2: Due to the distribution of the equestrian facility 
network it is critical that these sites have secure tenure and are well 
maintained in line with asset management plans. 

 

PRIMARY SITES USED BY ESNZ DISCIPLINES AND PONY CLUBS 
MAP 
REF # 

SITE NAME TERRITORIAL 
AUTHORITY 

PROPOSED 
TIER 

1 Erina Downs Endurance & CTR Marlborough Local 
2 Fareham Lane CTR Marlborough Local 
3 Flaxbourne/Ward Domain Marlborough Local 
4 Golden Bay RDA & Pony Club Grounds Tasman Local 
5 Lions Back Endurance & CTR Marlborough Local 
6 Marchwood Park Tasman Local 
7 Marlborough A&P Showgrounds Marlborough Local 
8 Marlborough Equestrian Park Marlborough Regional 
9 Marshlands Pony Club Grounds Marlborough Local 
10 Murchison Domain Tasman Local 
11 Rough Island Equestrian Park Tasman Regional 
12 Seaview CTR Marlborough Local 
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FACILITY OVERVIEW (PRIMARY SITES USED BY ESNZ DISCIPLINES AND PONY CLUBS) 

LAND OWNERSHIP ALL-WEATHER ARENA  TENURE 

   

POOR CONDITION ARENA CAPACITY EQUESTRIAN USE 

 
 

 

ARENA – 50% Av.  63% 
Have Available Capacity 

56% 
Over 30 Years 

YARDS/S – 31% Av. 

OTHER ANCILLARY – 31% 
 

48% 
SITES WITH ALL-WEATHER 

ARENA (EXCLUDES 
ENDURANCE/CTR SITES) 

5 
UNCERTAIN FUTURE 

  

BY THE NUMBERS 

MEMBERSHIP & PARTICIPATION (CURRENT & FORECAST) 

 

 

 2023 2048 

ESNZ & NZPCA Membership: 1,787 2,196 

Total Equestrians*: 5,199 6,390 

*Expected participation rate: 1.0% of population 
11% decline in pony club membership over the last 5-years 
(lower decline than national average). 29% of groups cited 
increasing participation and 21% cited it was decreasing. 

CATCHMENT AREAS 

 

The primary membership catchments are Waikato District 
(34% - relatively dispersed) and Waipa District (22% - strong 
concentration in and around Cambridge). Taupō with (10%) 
is the next highest area, with the remaining membership 
spread across the Waikato. 

NATIONAL BENCHMARKING 

 

Land Area to # of Sites: 74,691↓ 

Members to Sites: 56 

Equestrians to # of Sites: 162↓ 

EQUESTRIAN ENGAGEMENT RATES 

 

Members to 1,000 Pop.:  3.44 members per 1,000 residents 

Equestrians to 1,000 Pop.: 10 equestrians per 1,000 
residents 

EQUESTRIAN SETTING 

 

Farmland Change: -12% (on par with national average) 
Demographic Overview: 23% forecast growth by 2048, led 
by Hamilton City and Waikato District. Aging profile with 
65+ age group to increase by 81% (most growth in Waikato 
District and Hamilton City), with small growth in 0-14 years. 
Highest relative growth rates for Asian and Pacific 
ethnicities, with European and Māori to continue numeric 
predominance. 
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SUMMARY FINDINGS & THE WAY FORWARD 
• Equestrian Engagement – the Waikato region has the third largest 

membership base in the country and a higher than average ratio of 
members per 1,000 residents. The total number of expected 
equestrians, while numerically relatively high (just over 5,000), is on par 
with the national average for the number of equestrians per 1,000 
residents. This indicates there is relatively high equestrian 
engagement – with more pronounced levels in Waikato and Waipa 
Districts.  

• The Network – while overall there appears to be a high number of 
equestrian sites used by pony clubs and ESNZ disciplines, the sites 
cover a large geographic area with distinct population catchments. 
Additionally, there are various sites which are primarily used for event 
purposes only (particularly privates sites used for Endurance/CTR). 

The network is also characterised by a high proportion of private 
landowners (mostly attributed to pony club activity). This 
demonstrates the importance the support of the wider equine 
community plays in achieving equestrian-related outcomes. Private 
ownership can help provide sites which may not necessarily be 
available elsewhere (i.e. on public sites). Some private sites can also be 
linked to higher quality facilities (mainly associated with other  
business-related activities). While these private sites provide 
significant value to the network they can also be subject to sale, raising  
some uncertainty/vulnerability in the network. 

• Tiered Sites – Waikato comprises two International/National 
Equestrian Parks and one Regional Equestrian Park (National 
Equestrian Centre – Taupō, Takapoto Estate – Cambridge and the 
Waikato Equestrion Centre – Hamilton). 

The three sites provide geographic coverage for the region effectively 
servicing the member catchments and covering various functions (i.e. 
events, domiciled club/group use, casual access and high 
performance). Takapoto Estate is the premier events venue in the 
country – with events being its primary activity. The National 
Equestrian Centre is centrally located in the North Island to provide 
wider accessibility and to complement the other prominent sites to 
the north. 

• ESNZ Event Venue Network – the three tiered sites account for 75% 
of all scheduled events across the region (2022/23 season) for dressage, 
eventing and jumping. This demonstrates the strong dependence on 
these sites. Other notable sites include the Waihou Showgrounds 
(dressage), Hampton Downs (jumping) and Kihikihi Domain (jumping 
and eventing). While various other private sites are used for eventing 
and Endurance/CTR). 

• Tenure Concerns – there are various sites where users or owners have 
cited tenure concerns. Reasons for this vary including Council leases 
expiring in coming years, private land being sold and health and safety 
constraints for hosting events on private land. 

The sites hold geographic and/or functional significance for the 
network. 
a. Mercury Bay – geographic provision in the Coromandel with 

moderate membership size. 
b. Tokoroa Forest – event venue for the Waikato Bay of Plenty 

Endurance Riding Club (reliance on access to private sites). 
c. Karetu Farm – very localised provision in Whangamarino. 
d. Phillips Equine – located in high membership catchment, large 

pony club membership and with wider equestrian services offered. 
e. Waikato Equestrian Centre – Regional Equestrian Park which is 

used extensively by a full range of users and a primary event venue 
for most disciplines. There is a degree of uncertainty regarding the 
lease renewal and its location adjacent to the Waikato River. 

 
• Function – the number of sites with all-weather arena is slightly higher 

than the national average. There appears to be a potential gap in all-
weather arena provision in the wider Hauraki and Thames-
Coromandel region (particularly sites used by pony clubs and 
disciplines). The rest of the region appears to have good coverage, with 
multiple all-weather arenas located at key sites. 
 
There are seven indoor arena located across the Waikato which are 
primarily located in high member concentration areas (Hamilton, 
Cambridge and Taupō). 
 

• Other Sites – there are a plethora of other equestrian facilities located 
throughout the Waikato. Many are used by equestrians individually or 
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by pony clubs as alternate sites. There are a further seven RDA sites 
which are spread across the region, with most operating as standalone 
entities. Other notable sites include St Peter’s School (Cambridge), 
Matamata Equestrian Group, MC Polo Club, and various racecourses. 
 

• Condition – overall, most condition issues cited relate to support 
infrastructure (yards/stables, clubroom/event facilities and changing 
rooms and toilets), as opposed to arena. Of note, Waikato Equestrian 
Centre users referenced the need for covered yards and built 
infrastructure in closer proximity to the main activity areas. 
 
Of upcoming concern is the number of arena and support 
infrastructure which was perceived in average condition. Investment 
in the near term will be required before these facilities reach poor 
condition resulting in wider reaching impacts. 

• Site Optimisation – there appears to be some opportunities for site 
optimisation and/or consolidation around Cambridge and Taupō 
(available capacity and an overlap of local drivetime catchments) 
which needs further analysis. 

 
Recommendation 1: Work with Hamilton City Council and other relevant 
parties to secure long-term tenure of the Waikato Equestrian Centre. The 
site is critical to the overall equestrian network and decision-making 
around tenure will provide certainty given the imminent investment 
required. 
 
Recommendation 2: Undertake a Waikato Equestrian Facilities Plan 
which builds upon national-level insights. This should include taking a 
more in-depth view of current and proposed provision, consider activity 
within adjacent Council boundaries, and incorporate a wide scope to 
fully understand other equestrian facility provision (including public 
spaces i.e. beaches, bridle trails and parks) and prioritised direction. 
Additionally:  
a. Specific consideration should be given to insights and possible 

opportunities with the Bay of Plenty and Taranaki (where specific 
Regional Equestrian Plans have already been completed). 

b. Consideration should be given to undertaking the plan alongside 
Auckland’s Equestrian Facility Plan refresh. This is particularly 
relevant given the large concentration of equestrians in Franklin and 
Waikato District and the amount of cross-boundary activity. 

PRIMARY SITES USED BY ESNZ DISCIPLINES AND PONY CLUBS 
MAP 
REF # 

SITE NAME TERRITORIAL 
AUTHORITY 

PROPOSED 
TIER 

1 Kerepehi Domain Hauraki Local 
2 Kihikihi Domain Waipa District 
3 Lichfield Reserve South Waikato Local 
4 Maramarua Endurance Waikato Local 
5 Matamata Pony Club Matamata-Piako Local 
6 Matiere Endurance Ruapehu Local 
7 Mercury Bay Pony Club Thames-Coromandel Local 
8 Mount Pirongia Pony Club Waipa Local 

9 National Equestrian Centre Taupō International 
/ National 

10 Ngaruawahia Pony Club Waikato Local 
11 Ohaupo Equestrian Centre Waipa Local 
12 Oruanui Pony Club Taupō Local 
13 Phillips Equine Hamilton City Local 
14 Piopio Domain Waitomo Local 
15 Pony Club Grounds Waipa Local 
16 Pony Tales Riding School Waipa Local 
17 Rotongaro Huntly Pony Club Waikato Local 
18 Showfields Equestrian Centre Waikato Local 
19 Stonehill Horse Treks Waipa Local 
20 Takapoto Estate Waipa International 

/ National 
21 Tamahere Pony Club Hamilton City Local 
22 Poihipi Road Equestrian Centre Taupō Local 
23 Te Akau Waingaro Community Complex Waikato Local 
24 Te Uku Pony Club Waikato Local 
25 Thames Pony Club Thames-Coromandel Local 
26 Tippings Reserve Ōtorohanga Local 
27 Tokoroa Forest, Tokoroa Ōtorohanga Local 
28 Tuakau Recreation Reserve Waikato Local 
29 Pakuranga Hunt Waikato Local 
30 Upper Atiamuri Pony Club South Waikato Local 
31 Waihou Recreation Ground Matamata-Piako Local 
32 Waikato Equestrian Centre Hamilton City Regional 
33 Wharepapa South Domain Waipa Local 
34 Leamington Recreation Reserve Waipa Local 
35 Gordonton Reserve Waikato Local 
36 Karetu Farm, Te Kauwhata Waikato Local 
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FACILITY OVERVIEW (PRIMARY SITES USED BY ESNZ DISCIPLINES AND PONY CLUBS) 

LAND OWNERSHIP ALL-WEATHER ARENA  TENURE 

   

POOR CONDITION ARENA CAPACITY EQUESTRIAN USE 

 
 

 

ARENA – 33% Av.  N/A 
Limited Data 

56% 
Over 30 Years Old 

YARDS/S – 50% Av. 

ANCILLARY – 57% Av 
 

57% 
SITES WITH ALL-WEATHER 

ARENA (EXCLUDES 
ENDURANCE/CTR SITES) 

1 
UNCERTAIN FUTURE 

BY THE NUMBERS 

MEMBERSHIP & PARTICIPATION (CURRENT & FORECAST) 

 

 

 2023 2048 

ESNZ & NZPCA Membership: 986 1,094 

Total Equestrians*: 4,909 5,445 

*Expected participation rate: 0.9% of population 
29% decline in pony club membership over the last 5-years 
(notably higher decline than national average). 50% of 
groups cited increasing participation. 

CATCHMENT AREAS 

 

63% of membership is concentrated across Wellington City 
(25%), Masterton District (20%) and Kāpiti Coast District 
(18%). The remaining Council areas range between 5-11% of 
total membership (Upper Hutt, Porirua and Lower Hutt 
Cities, and Carterton and South Wairarapa Districts. 

NATIONAL BENCHMARKING 

 

Land Area to # of Sites: 57,493↓ 

Members to Sites: 70↑ 

Equestrians to # of Sites: 351↑ 

EQUESTRIAN ENGAGEMENT RATES 

 

Members to 1,000 Pop.:  1.81 members per 1,000 residents 

Equestrians to 1,000 Pop.: 9 equestrians per 1,000 
residents 

EQUESTRIAN SETTING 

 

Farmland Change: -10% (slightly lower decline than the 
national average) 
Demographic Overview: forecast growth of 11% by 2048, 
led by Wellington City, followed most by Porirua, Lower 
and Upper Hutt’s. Aging profile with 53% growth in the 65+ 
year bracket (up most in Porirua), with 5% decline forecast 
for 0-14 years (slight increase in Wellington City and 
Carterton District). Mostly European, with ethnic diversity 
in Wellington (mainly Asian & Lower Hutt), Māori & Pacific 
(Porirua) and Māori in Masterton District. 
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SUMMARY FINDINGS & THE WAY FORWARD 
• Equestrian Engagement & Sites – the wider Wellington region has a 

relatively low number of members to population. However, there is a 
high-level of members per equestrian site (when excluding private 
and typically event-based Endurance/CTR sites). 

The natural topography of the region plays a key role in where ‘base’ 
equestrian sites are located. Subsequently, this may result in a lower 
number of members per population due to access constraints 
(primarily in the populated central suburbs of Wellington). With 
suitable land at a premium, there is higher demand for available sites 
(more members per site) than most other areas of the country. 

The natural topography can be valuable when forming trails and 
providing access for Endurance and CTR events. This is demonstrated 
with the level of demand and sites used across the region (primarily 
privately owned land – account for 17% of scheduled events nationally. 

• Function – the region has a higher than average number of sites with 
all-weather arena. While there are three sites with indoor or covered 
arenas located in Porirua, Hutt, and Wellington City Councils 
respectively. 

While there appears to be a potential gap in indoor/covered provision 
around Masterton, Masterton RDA owns an indoor arena on land 
adjacent to Masterton AFC. There is a further RDA site with an indoor 
arena in Hutt Valley, and privately owned sites in Porirua and Ohariu 
Valley. 

• ESNZ Event Delivery – Solway Showgrounds is the primary events 
venue in the region, hosting most dressage events scheduled for 
Wellington and various jumping and show hunter events. 

Clareville Complex (Wairarapa A&P Showgrounds) hosts jumping and 
show hunter events and can accommodate eventing alongside Queen 
Elizabth Park as the primary eventing sites. 

Other venues include Trentham Memorial Park in Hutt City (dressage) 
and Waikanae Pony Club (show hunter). As previously mentioned, 
Wellington plays a critical role in Endurance/CTR events – typically on 
private land. 

• Geographic Importance – Ohariu Valley in Wellington City provides 
critical provision for equestrian activity in the wider region (taking 
account of topography and membership concentrations). This area 
includes a mix of private, community and Council owned sites. 

Queen Elizabeth Park provides key provision for the Kāpiti District 
which has a large member and non-member equestrian base, as well 
as the wider region. The site caters for a full range of equestrian 
activities and is relatively close to Wellington City-based equestrians. 

Solway Showgrounds in Masterton is categorised as the Regional 
Equestrian Park. The facilities cater for a wide range of users and 
disciplines, multiple large clubs/groups are domiciled there, and the 
area is an identified equestrian hotspot. 

• Distribution – there is a relatively strong concentration of facilities in 
Kāpiti Coast. There are three sites (all with different landownership and 
varying membership levels) within 15 minutes of each other (Queen 
Elizabth Park, Kapiti Equestrian and Vaulting Club and Waikanae 
Park). 

While the membership concentration is relatively low in Upper Hutt, 
there are a high number of sites. These include two pony club sites (1 
being a private riding school), Hutt Valley RDA, Trentham Memorial 
Park (event site), Birchville Park and various private equestrian centres. 
It is likely with land provision and business interest there is high 
demand for equestrian activity in the area, and whilst servicing local 
catchments, there is probably some additional pull from Wellington 
City where membership is the highest. 

Queen Elizabeth Park and Clareville Complex are in relative proximity 
but collectively provide complementary functionality across dressage, 
jumping, show hunter and eventing disciplines (in addition to nearby 
Endurance/CTR and RDA sites). They are also located in different 
Council boundaries. Clear planning is required to ensure the best use 
of investment and human resource. 

• Condition – while most facilities are not perceived to be in poor 
condition (from survey insights), many facilities were deemed in 
average condition. This indicates that significant upcoming 
investment is likely to be required across the equestrian network for 
assets to remain fit-for-purpose. 
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Recommendation 1: Explore network opportunities in Kāpiti Coast to 
inform potential equestrian facility investment and development. 
Particular focus should be placed on the role and tenure of Queen 
Elizabeth Park. This should include consideration of where clubs and 
groups are drawing their membership from, and the facilities needed for 
both day-to-day and event activities. 

 

Recommendation 2: Review and prioritise the specifications for 
prospective developments at Solway Showgrounds (in line with Regional 
Equestrian Park guidelines). Focus should  be placed on cross country, 
jumping and arena upgrades, covered yards and improved shower and 
toilet facilities. 

 
 
PRIMARY SITES USED BY ESNZ DISCIPLINES AND PONY CLUBS 

MAP 
REF # 

SITE NAME TERRITORIAL 
AUTHORITY 

PROPOSED 
TIER 

1 Battle Hill Farm Park Porirua District 
2 Belmont Domain Hutt City Local 
3 Blackrock Endurance Masterton Local 
4 Bryant's Farm Wellington City Local 
5 Considine Park South Wairarapa Local 
6 Daisybank Station South Wairarapa Local 
7 Makara Pony Club Wellington City Local 
8 Masterton A&P Solway Showgrounds Masterton Regional 
9 Matahiwi Endurance & CTR Masterton Local 
10 Otaki Racecourse Kāpiti Coast Local 
11 Pirinoa Endurance South Wairarapa Local 
12 Queen Elizabeth Park Kāpiti Coast District 
13 Thompsons Horse Centre Upper Hutt City Local 

14 Trentham Memorial Park Upper Hutt City Local 
15 Upper Valley Pony Club Upper Hutt City Local 
16 Waikanae Park Waikanae Park Local 
17 Wairarapa A&P Showgrounds, Clareville Carterton District 
18 Wellington Indoor Riding School Wellington City Local 
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FACILITY OVERVIEW (PRIMARY SITES USED BY ESNZ DISCIPLINES AND PONY CLUBS) 

LAND OWNERSHIP ALL-WEATHER ARENA  TENURE 

   

POOR CONDITION ARENA CAPACITY EQUESTRIAN USE 

 
 

 

ARENA – N/A  N/A 
Limited Data 

N/A 
Over 30 Years 

YARDS/S – N/A 

ANCILLARY – 1 
 

75% 
SITES WITH ALL-WEATHER 

ARENA (EXCLUDES 
ENDURANCE/CTR SITES) 

0 
UNCERTAIN FUTURE 

  

BY THE NUMBERS 

MEMBERSHIP & PARTICIPATION (CURRENT & FORECAST) 

 

 

 2023 2048 

ESNZ & NZPCA Membership: 116 106 

Total Equestrians*: 392 360 

*Expected participation rate: 1.2% of population 
9% decline in pony club membership over the last 5-years 
(notably lower decline than national average). 

CATCHMENT AREAS 

 

44% of members reside in Westland District, with a further 
30% and 26% in Buller and Grey Districts respectively. 

NATIONAL BENCHMARKING 

 

Land Area to # of Sites: 57,493↓ 

Members to Sites: 70↑ 

Equestrians to # of Sites: 351↑ 

EQUESTRIAN ENGAGEMENT RATES 

 

Members to 1,000 Pop.:  3.55 members per 1,000 residents 

Equestrians to 1,000 Pop.: 12 equestrians per 1,000 
residents 

EQUESTRIAN SETTING 

 

Farmland Change: -15% (slightly higher decline than the 
national average) 
Demographic Overview: forecast decline of 8% by 2048, 
with most decline in the Buller District. Aging profile with 
21% growth in the 65+ age group (most growth in the 
Westland District), and 26% decline in 0-14 years. 
Predominantly European, with low numbers in other 
ethnic groups, but high relative growth rates projected. 
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SUMMARY FINDINGS & THE WAY FORWARD 
• Equestrian Engagement & Sites – the West Coast has a notably 

higher level of equestrian engagement (members per 1,000 residents) 
compared to the national average. This is contributed by the 
geographic spread of sites within or around the main townships. 

• Geographic Spread – while there is wide geographic spread of 
members, most membership demand is centred around with wider 
Hokitika area.  

• Hokitika Racecourse – In addition to the sites referenced above, 
Hokitika Racecourse is another notable site used by the equestrian 
community. The site accommodates West Coast RDA on an adjacent 
land parcel. Wider racecourse facilities are used on a day-to-day basis. 
The site is also used for various shows and for wider casual equestrian 
use. 

The RDA parcel is also under construction with an indoor arena being 
developed alongside other support infrastructure. 

There are current tenure concerns for certain equestrian activities and 
facilities at the racecourse given proposed developments. 

• Other Sites – the identified sites are complemented by a range of 
equestrian sites across the region. These include South Westland Area 
School (Harihari) and various racecourses (i.e. Westport). 

• Optimisation and Collaboration – with relatively low membership 
and an aging set of facilities, greater optimisation and collaboration is 
required to best use available funding and resource. This is already 
evident in the region with collocation between of the Westport Pony 
Club and Kawatiri RDA. 

Recommendation 1: continue to advocate for use of the Hokitika 
Racecourse. This includes exploring the optimisation of existing assets, 
consideration of consolidating sites to establish more of an equestrian 
hub, and maximising investment outcomes from current developments 
undertaken by the RDA. This is best achieved via an options assessment 
which can inform the racecourse master plan. 

 

 

Recommendation 2: Due to the distribution of the equestrian facility 
network it is critical that these sites have secure tenure and are well 
maintained in line with asset management plans. 

 

PRIMARY SITES USED BY ESNZ DISCIPLINES AND PONY CLUBS 
MAP 
REF # 

SITE NAME TERRITORIAL 
AUTHORITY 

PROPOSED 
TIER 

1 Kokatahi Kowhitirangi Pony Club Westland Local 
2 Reefton Reserve Buller Local 
3 South Beach - Paroa Domain Grey District 
4 North Beach Reserve Buller Local 
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APPENDIX A 
ASSESSMENT CRITERIA 

ACCESS & 
SECURITY 

(25%) 

We have the right type of facilities, in the most 
suitable locations, with secured tenure to 
facilitate equestrian activity for all. 

IMPACT 
(35%) 

Our equestrian sites extract the greatest possible 
value for our communities. This includes equine 
welfare, making the most of what we have got 
(greater utilisation and more partnerships) and 
providing the best overall experience to all 
equestrians. 

SUSTAINABILITY 
(15%) 

Our facilities remain financially, operationally, 
and environmentally sustainable. 

ACHIEVABILITY 
(25%) 

Our facility projects are functional, practical and 
complementary (meets the primary needs), the 
ability to leverage investment is high to support 
project viability (‘do-ability’) and we have the 
required skillset to drive and implement the 
project. 

 

Under the principles a series of 10 criteria were developed to assess and 
prioritise equestrian facility projects. A paired comparison matrix was 
used to provide focus for future support, investment, and resource. 
The following criteria will be used for assessing all current and proposed 
projects/opportunities within the context of the National Equestrian 
Facilities Strategy. It will be a living tool which enables consistent 
evaluation of projects and opportunities as they arise and evolve over 
time. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

NETWORK IMPORTANCE - (20%) 

ACCESS & SECURITY 

3 2 4 5 1 

LOW IMPORTANCE HIGH IMPORTANCE 

Considerations: The extent to which existing sites/facilities are or likely to be removed or 
lost (i.e. not renewing lease) – impacting on participation and/or pathway outcomes. 

SECURITY OF SITE OR FACILITY PROVISION - (5%) 

3 2 4 5 1 

LOW LIKELIHOOD 
OF IMPACT 

HIGH LIKELIHOOD 
OF IMPACT 

Considerations: the criticality of the facility in the network to service a geographic area or 
where a proposed facility may meet an identified gap (geographically and/or 
functionally). This also includes possible optimisation of sites to best meet network 
outcomes. 

PARTICIPANT EXPERIENCE - (10%) 

IMPACT 

3 2 4 5 1 

LIMITED CHANGE IN 
EXPERIENCE 

HIGHLY IMPROVED 
EXPERIENCE 

Considerations: The extent to which the proposed development maintains or improves 
horse/pony welfare outcomes (i.e. covered yards, water supply, arena surface quality) – 
commensurate to facility tier specifications. 

EQUINE WELFARE - (10%) 

3 2 4 5 1 

LIMITED HORSE 
WELFARE OUTCOMES 

SUPPORTS HORSE 
WELFARE OUTCOMES 

Considerations: The potential of the proposed project to enhance the participant and 
spectator experience. This could be achieved by improving the condition of surfaces and 
facilities, limiting or mitigating adverse weather and the provision of quality support 
infrastructure. It could also include technology solutions and the social environment 
created for day-to-day and/or event activity. 
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ACHIEVABILITY 

FACILITY SPECIFICATION - (7%) 

Considerations: Is the specification of the proposed development commensurate with 
what is required in the overall network? For example, the arena surface type or size 
within the context of what is available and/or proposed in the wider area.  

MAXIMISES VALUE – PARTICIPATION IMPACT & LEVEL OF USE - (15%) 

3 2 4 5 1 

RELATIVELY LOW-
LEVEL OF USE 

SUPPORTS ONGOING & 
HIGH-LEVEL OF USE 

Considerations: How many people and/or equine benefit from the project? Does it align 
with projected equestrian and demographic trends? Does it facilitate use for various 
groups and/or partners? Does it support day-to-day and event functions throughout the 
year? 

SUSTAINABLE OPERATIONS - (8%) 

3 2 4 5 1 

LOW 
RETURN 

HIGH 
RETURN 

Considerations: Degree of impact the project will have on improving site operations 
through increased revenue and/or decreased expenditure. Consideration needs to be 
given to the long-term view of meeting maintenance costs, renewals, and reliance on 
volunteers and/or staff to undertake this work – with less reliance on grant funding. 
Further consideration given to site location and resilience. 

SUSTAINABILITY 

INVESTMENT ACHIEVABILITY - (13%) 

3 2 4 5 1 

LOW LIKELIHOOD OF 
INVESTMENT 

HIGH LIKELIHOOD 
OF INVESTMENT 

Considerations: Level of investment required to deliver the project. Investment leverage 
is high. High proportion of funds already in place to get the project across the line. 

ENVIRONMENT - (7%) 

3 2 4 5 1 

LOW POSITIVE 
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT 

HIGH POSITIVE 
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT 

Considerations: Degree to which the project supports environmental practices onsite 
i.e. water collection, storm and waste water management, preserves land and 
vegetation. 

3 2 4 5 1 

OVER-
SPECIFIED 

SPECIFIED TO 
MEET NEEDS 

CAPACITY AND CAPABILITY – (5%) 

3 2 4 5 1 

LIMITED PLANNING & 
DRIVE TO DELIVER 

STRONG PLAN & 
DRIVE TO DELIVER 

Considerations: The level of capacity and capability of the project proponent to 
undertake the development. This includes track record, expert guidance/assistance to 
progress the project and a clear and defined implementation plan. 
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APPENDIX B – GLOSSARY 
Agistment – letting out pasture to horse (or other livestock) owners. 

All-weather arena – an area that can typically be used in most weather 
conditions (these most commonly exist in some form of sand footing). 

Arena – a set area for training, riding or leading horses (with varying 
surface types). 

Base Equestrian Sites – these are the core equestrian facilities typically 
used for more structured and organised equestrian activities – and 
generally associated with hire or lease arrangements for access. These 
include pony club grounds, A&P Showgrounds, Racecourses, Equestrian 
Parks, and other dedicated equestrian activity sites. 

Competitive Trail Riding (CTR) – where the horse and rider complete the 
marked course in an optimum time, with the goal to complete the 
marked course as close to the optimum time as possible. 

Covered arena – roof structure with no, 1 or 2 side walls accommodating 
an arena. 

Cross-country – jumping and endurance test (forms one phase of 
Eventing). 

Dressage – an Olympic discipline based on classical principles of 
horsemanship, involving taking tests designed to gauge the training level 
of horses/ponies in classical dressage. 

Endurance Riding – horse and rider complete the marked course within 
a minimum and maximum time. 

Equestrian – an individual that rides or handles a horse. 

Equitation – the skill of riding a horse. 

Eventing – an Olympic discipline that includes three types of riding: cross-
country, dressage and jumping. 

Grazing – allows horses to move around naturally outdoors and socialise 
with other horses with easily available grass. 

Hack – an informal ride, usually for leisure or exercise. 

Handling – generally includes everything other than riding i.e. haltering, 
leading and grooming. 

Indoor arena – enclosed building which accommodates an arena. 

In-hand – horse show competition where the horse is led, rather than 
ridden, and judged on its conformation and movement. 

Jumping (Show) – Olympic discipline where the horse/pony is judged on 
the number of obstacles it clears and the speed in which the course is 
completed. 

Leading – leading a horse/pony when the handler is on the ground (not 
ridden). 

Livery – a place where horse owners pay to keep their horses. 

Lunging Rings – provide a safe circular enclosed area for lunging, 
breaking or schooling horses. 

Paddock – a fenced enclosure where horses/ponies are kept. 

Pony – for competition purposes, the International Federation for 
Equestrian Sports defines the cutoff height at 148cm. 

Public Open Spaces – these are generally sites which attract more 
casual/recreational use and are open to the wider equestrian community. 
Typical sites are bridle trails, beaches, forests, parks, and the roadside. Due 
to the vast nature of these spaces nationally, high-level insights will be 
provided only to complement base equestrian sites. 

Rallies – working rallies are held under instruction and maybe mounted 
or unmounted. An unmounted rally is usually for horse and pony care 
instruction. Mounted rallies follow a rally plan which is tailored to the level 
of riding groups. This includes a gear checking/safety brief, ‘lesson of the 
day’, horse management lesson, games and activities. 

Show hunter – horse show competition judged on its movement, 
manners, and way of going and ability to maintain an even pace over a 
course of at least eight fences. 

Stables – a building/shelter in which horses/ponies are kept. 

Western Riding – class that is judged on a pattern, evaluating smooth 
gaits, flying lead changes, responsiveness to the rider, manners and 
disposition (comprising elements of reining, trail and western pleasure). 

Yards/Covered Yards – a day yard is usually a temporary short-term 
holding area for horses/ponies. 
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